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DREAM HOLIDAYS
Grammar focus: Expressing quantity

1. Read these extracts from travel agencies’ brochures. Try to guess the underlined words and 

phrases from the context.  Then decide which of the four agencies you would choose, and why? 

Reading
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A. 
With Holiday Hypermarket you will find flights, hotels and 
more - all at the lowest rates. We give  special discounts 
for tours in Greece, so popular with tourists for its blend of 
ancient culture and fantastic holiday resorts. Ancient Greece 
was the centre of refined culture,  science, mathematics and 
philosophy. Modern Greece promises warmth and hospital-
ity from its people and a fascinating variety of interesting 
places to visit on its numerous beautiful islands. We also 

B.  
If you need a travel agent to help you plan your 
trip to India, then Eastern Travel is at your 
service. This is a country full of glamour, where 
every day is full of adventure and discover-
ies. Indian women, with their richly-coloured 
clothes and the abundance of jewellery that 
they wear, help to make India a photographer’s 
paradise. So, don’t forget to take your camera 

C.  
Caucasus-tour, an international tour operator, was 
founded in 1997 and since then has been recognized 
as one of the best-quality travel agencies for those 
who want to visit the Caucasus and see the stunning 
beauty of the highest mountains in Europe and meet 
friendly and open-hearted people.
We design unique group and individual trips and tours 
according to your interests. They include long mountain 

– you’ll need it for a lot more than the Taj Mahal!  Booking your flight, choosing 
the right hotel, planning your stay to include a variety of tours, with the best 
guides available - leave it all to us. Our special discounted offer is honeymoon 
tours for newly-married couples. Use Eastern Travel service and feel the mys-
tery and magic behind the people and the culture of India. Eastern Travel is a 
certified travel agency operating since 1955. We’ve served millions of people 
from all over the world and have always provided top quality services.    

offer unique half-price guided tours for disabled. These trips, which we call On 
Wheels, attract thousands of travelers from all over the world. “After the stand-
ard of accommodation and travel arrangements that I experienced, I know that 
I can always trust you,” one of our wheel-chair customers told us. Book your 
cheap Greek holiday online, or contact us via email for further information.

4
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D. 
Travel Land invites you on a fascinating holiday trip to the 
French Disneyland. Disneyland Paris is a recreation resort in 
Marn-la-Vallee, a new town to the east of Paris and 32 kms 
from the centre. Opened in 1992, this was the second Dis-
neyland – after the one in Tokyo - outside the United Sates. 
With over 13 million visitors every year, nowadays Disney-
land Paris is one of Europe’s leading tourist attractions.       
Magic combined with fantasy, dreams combined with real-
ity, world famous cartoon characters and fairy tale heroes 
in colourful costumes…  you will find all this at Disneyland 

2. Go through the texts again. In which advertisements can you find answers to the ques-
tions below? 

3. Which agency from the texts above might use each of these phrases in their advertisements? 
Write the name of the agency  next to each phrase. Two phrases are extra. 

1. Holidays at fantastic resorts! ………………………
2. Where reality meets fiction! …………………………..
3. Free walking tours for kids under 10! …………………………   
4. Special Caucasus tours for the disabled! …………………………….
5. Adventure tours at great heights! ……………………………..
6. Every young couple’s choice of holiday! ……………………… 

  
1. is more than fifty years old?                                 
2. organizes tours for people with physical problems?  
3. organizes camping tours?    
4. Does not book your flight online? 
5. has tours for people who have just married?    
6. offers discounts to a particular group of people?            
7. offers tours to a country in Asia? 
8. has special rates for children?  

Which travel agency…  A    B     C    D   all

V

walks and climbs, rafting down swift-flowing rivers, and camping tours at altitudes 
of 1,200 metres and higher. And whatever your choice of tour, you can be sure of 
experiencing the astonishing beauty of the landscape, the excellent cuisine and 
the famous Caucasian hospitality. Apart from adventure trips into the mountains 
of Georgia, we also offer tours in Azerbaijan, Armenia, and the southern parts of 
Russia. Student groups of more than six can take advantage of special discounted 
prices. For flights, accommodation and other travel details please contact the 
Caucasus-tour central office in Tbilisi. Book online.

Paris. We will reserve a hotel and rent a car for you. Our vacation package 
includes visits to two parks and an entertainment area with roller coasters, the 
Fairy Tale heroes Parade and much more. Entrance is half price for families 
with kids under 10! Don’t think twice - make your and your family’s holidays 
special! Book online.

5
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5.  Read the text and fill the gaps with the words or phrases given. Two words are extra.  

6. Listen to an advertisement for a travel agency and fill in the missing information below. In each 
gap you should insert up to three words maximum. 

The name of the travel agency is  Fun Travel  (1).
Fun Travel organizes tours to ……………………..…….. (2).
The length of the tours is …………………………..…. (3).
The most interesting sites visited are ………………….……… (4) and ………………..……………..  (5).
There are special offers for tours to ………………………..……… (6) and ………………..…………. (7).
The ………………………..……. (8) is free for the disabled ……………..………….. 
Fun Travel started operating in  ………………..………..…….. (9).
Fun Travel has had more than  …………………..…………. (10) customers. 

Grammar: Expressing quantity

There are several ways of expressing quantity in English. Let’s have a look at some of them.

A lot of or lots of are used in the affirmative with countables and uncountables:
There are a lot of/lots of pine trees in Borjomi park.
There is no difference in meaning or use between these phrases. But today the slightly more familiar lots 
of is tending to replace a lot of in all contexts.  

Many (with countables) and much (with uncountables) are mostly used in questions and negations. They 
can also be used in the affirmative in formal English: 
How many travel agencies are there?
You don’t need much money to go to Svaneti. 
Many people can’t afford to travel nowadays.

Many and much are used after so: There were so many people in the park that there was nowhere to sit.

A few (with countables) and a little (with uncountables) mean ‘some’ (cotaodeni). 
(Very) few  and (very) little mean ‘not enough’ (cota, arasakmarisi):
I need a few eggs and a little matsoni to make khachapuri./ There are very few eggs and very little  
matsoni. We need to buy some more.

altitude       book     customer     design    disabilities     online   rafting        rates    
resort      service      weekend

Listening

Need a travel agent to help you plan your vacation and weekend (1) getaway? Then Western Travel is 

at your …………………………… (2). We offer fascinating holidays in the Alps. We …………………………… (3) individual 

trips according to your interests. These include: long mountain walks, ……………………….. (4) on speedy rivers, 

camping tours at an …………………….. (5) of 1,500 metres and many, many more. We can ………………………….. (6) 

your hotel and we also guarantee the best travel………………………….. (7). Special tours are organized for peo-

ple with certain …………………………. (8). Don’t think twice! Book ……………………………. (9) now.  

Vocabulary in Context

4. Read these words and the phrases. Then find their English equivalents among the 
under lined words in the texts above.  Compare your answers with your friend’s.

1. dasasvenebel-gamajansaRebeli 
kurorti - recreation resort   
2. daxvewili kultura
3. sastumros dajavSna
4. didebiT savse

5. mgzavrobis nixri (fasebi)    
6. unarSezRuduli   
7. simaRle (zRvis donidan)  
8. momxmarebeli, klienti

6
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Now get ready to write
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7. Read the grammar rules again for 
the words expressing quantity and 
fill in the grid below.

8. Underline the correct choice. One example is given. 
 

1. It’ll definitely rain. There are so a lot of / few / many clouds in the sky. 
2. We are losing clients this year. So little /a few / few of them have asked for our service.
3. There is too  little / a little / few snow here to ski. Let’s go somewhere else.
4. Lots of / Many / Much travel agencies offer trips to the Mediterranean resorts nowadays.
5. There are many / a lot of / few cherry trees  in the centre of Washington DC.
6. Many / Lots of / A few people can’t find jobs nowadays.
7. Climbers had so a little / little / a few water left that they started to look for spring somewhere.
8. There are so lots of / a few / many stray dogs in the streets that they might cause trouble.

What is a presentation? 
A presentation is a speech on a certain topic made in front of public. It can last from 2 minutes to 1 
hour and more. The number of people listening to a presentation can also vary from 3-4 people to 
one hundred and more.

What are the tips for a good presentation?
Tip 1   Prepare your speech well and practise it beforehand.
Tip 2    Be original from the start, so that you can hold your listeners’ attention.
Tip 3 Have notes prepared and use them occasionally when you speak.
Tip 4   Be confident. Establish eye contact from the very beginning.
Tip 5    Be specific. Speak to the point. Use facts and details.
Tip 6   Don’t panic! Relax! Use some humour! 
Tip 7   Keep to the time limit.     
Tip 8   Don’t read. There is nothing more boring than reading a speech from a piece of paper.
Tip 9 What else? Add one more tip which you think is important for a successful presentation. 
  Compare your tip to your friends’.

10. Is it better to use the services of a travel agent or is it better to travel on your own? List 
the  advantages and disadvantages of both kinds of travel. Then write a paragraph about 
your chosen kind of travel, giving reasons for your choice. Write between 110-120 
words. 

For example: Travelling on your own is cheaper, but if you go to a travel agent’s 
they can deal with details such as booking your tickets and your accommoda-
tion ………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………

Speaking

From the next unit 
you will have to prepare and give small presentations during the 

lesson.  Before doing so, let’s learn what a presentation is and what makes 
a presentation good. 

9.  

countables      uncountables

a lot of / lots of 
much

many

(a) little 

positive 

interrogative

negative 

positive 

………………………..…….

………………………..…….

…………………..…….

…………………..…….

7
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DISCOVER GEORGIA
Grammar focus: Reflexive and emphatic pronouns 

1. Have you ever thought about the best place in Georgia for tourists to spend their holidays? Take 2-3 
minutes to discuss this question in small groups.  

Reading

Which place do you think would be the biggest tourist attraction in Georgia in the future?

Nutsa, 17
I think that Sighnaghi in Kakheti is going to be the most attractive place. Last week-

Giorgi, 19 
I think it is going to be Shaori Lake, which is in Racha in the 
west of Georgia. I was once at Shaori Lake in my childhood 
and I can clearly remember how I was impressed by its 
stunning beauty. I remember the crisp air and fresh clean 
water and the fantastic scenery, including the view of the 
snow-white Caucasus mountains. I also remember that 
there’s the famous Nikortsminda church not far away. The 
other day I read an article in The Georgian Times which said 
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Niko, 18  
I am sure that Svaneti will soon be the number one attraction in Georgia for 
tourists. People who love mountains and living in the wild get an incredible feel-
ing from activities like walking, hiking, sleeping in tents, horse riding and climb-
ing. I’ve already had two holidays in Mestia and I can say that the views from 
there are magnificent. When you’re there you can see the twin peaks of Mt. 
Ushba, the snow-covered pyramid of Mt. Tetnuldi and even Mt. Elbruz, which is 

end my friend invited me to Sighnaghi. It took us only about an hour 
and a half to get there. What I saw there exceeded my expectations. 
The town, which is known for the typical architecture of its houses and 
buildings, is situated at the top of a hill looking over the Alazani Valley. So 
you get a wonderful view of the vineyards below. The sky was clear when 
we were there and the Greater Caucasus Mountains seemed so close 
that I had the impression that I could almost touch them. And I must 
mention the wall! The town is surrounded by a four kilometer-long wall 
which my friend told me is the second longest in the world after the well-
known Great Wall of China. I think that another reason why Sighnaghi will 

2. We asked three young people the same question. Read their answers below. Try to understand the underlined 
words from the context.

be very popular in the future is because it is very close to the village of Bodbe, where 
you can see St Nino’s church and grave. Sighnaghi is also not very far from Mirzaani, 
which is where Georgia’s best-known painter Pirosmani was born. Apparently I’m not 
the only one who sees an exciting future for Sighnaghi; I’ve heard that millions of laris 
are being invested in its development.   

that the Ministry of Economic Development is looking for national and international 
companies which are interested in investing money in the development of a Shaori 
recreation zone. I understand that millions of laris are needed to turn  Shaori  Lake 
into an attractive tourist site, for which they will need good roads, hotels, and other 
kinds of infrastructure.  But I think there will probably be plenty of companies which 
are keen to invest in this.

8
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3. Read the texts again and answer the questions below. 
  

1. Which place has a magnificent view of vineyards?   S ighnagh i
2. Which newspaper published information about Shaori Lake? ……………….
3. What makes Svaneti specially attractive? ………………..
4. Which place is only one hour and a half drive from Tbilisi? ………………….
5. Who speaks about the birthplace of a well-known Georgian painter? …………………
6. Who speaks about getting information from a website? …………………
7. In which region is the highest village in Europe? ………………..

4.  Which adverts could be used to promote these tourist places? Some ads may refer to more than one place. 

1. Spend a week in a 12th century tower!    
2. A unique fortress and unique architecture!
3. Enjoy a fantastic view of the Caucasus!  
4. Why not invest in this beautiful place in western Georgia?
5. The most adventurous walking tours!     
6. See where the best Georgian wines are produced! 
7. The best tour for lovers of horse riding!

V

Sighnaghi     Shaori Lake    Svaneti

5.  Read the sentences and match the underlined phrases with their Georgian equivalents. 
       

1. This was really an incredible feeling.   a. fulis investireba
2. What I saw exceeded my expectations.   b. dasasvenebeli zona
3. My choice is a seaside resort.    c. araHveulebrivi grZnoba
4. This hotel should invest money in better service.  d. infrastruqturis ganviTareba
5. The scenery in Racha is fantastic.   e. Hems molodins gadaaWarba
6. A recreation zone has been created in Borjomi.  f. xedi, are-mare
7. It’s important to develop the infrastructure here.  g. Hemi arHevania

6.  Read the letter and fill the gaps with the words or phrases given. Two words are extra.

developed       drive      expectations    guest-house    invested     incredible   off   
recreation     resort     surrounded       surroundings     worth        

Vocabulary in Context

Europe’s highest peak. A unique attraction of Svaneti 
is its superb house-towers, most of which date back 
to the 12th and 13th centuries. I spent a night in one 
of these towers and believe me it’s a great feeling. 
And there’s Ushguli, of course. It’s the highest village 
in Europe and it gives a very special flavour to the 
region. If you have a look at the official government 
tourism site you’ll see some magnificent photos of 
Svaneti and you will understand why it is my choice. 

9
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7. You are going to hear two friends, Alex and Suzie, talking about a recent holiday. Read the questions, 
then listen and answer them.

1. Where did Suzie go on holiday? .....................................
2. What unusual weather problem did Suzie experience? .....................................
3. Did Suzie stay in the same hotel for the whole holiday? .....................................
4. What negative things does she say about the weather?  .....................................
5. What was the weather like at home when she was away? .....................................

Grammar: reflexive and emphatic pronouns

Reflexive and emphatic pronouns both have the same forms. They are: myself / yourself / himself / her-
self / ourselves / yourselves and themselves. 

Reflexive pronouns are used after certain verbs (burn, enjoy, hurt, look at, cut, kill) when the subject 
and the object of the verbs are the same person. E.g. He looked at himself. (Tavis Tavs Sexeda).

Emphatic Pronouns are used at the end of the sentence or after the noun phrase they refer to, to 
emphasize the noun or the fact that one person and not another performs an action: He can fix the car 
himself: TviTon SeakeTebs manqanas.

Remember these expressions: Behave yourself = Be good; He lives by himself = He lives alone; Enjoy 
yourself = Have a good time; Help yourself to cake = Have some cake. 

8. Fill in the appropriate reflexive or emphatic pronouns. 
 

1. We enjoyed o u r s e l v e s  at the wedding  on Saturday.
2. Mary and John, please help …………………………….…… to ice-cream.
3. They don’t need any help. They can do it ……………………….…………
4. My dad cut ………………………….……….. when he was shaving this morning.
5. We drew all the pictures ………………………….………
6. Tamar wrote this story ……………………….……when she was only twelve.
7. I can repair the car ………………………….……
8. Take care of .......................... You don’t look well.   

9. Read the text and fill in the appropriate reflexive pronouns.

Last Friday my cousin and I went to the shop to buy o u r s e l v e s (1) some food and mineral water for 

the week-end hike we were planning. On the way back, my cousin fell down and hurt ……………………….. (2). He 

Hello Levan,

I ‘m having a wonderful holiday in Kvariati. Our g u e s t - h o u s e  (1) is on a hill and we have to walk about 15 minutes 
to get there. But we don’t mind the climb because when we reach the house we can see a view from our balcony which is 
…………….. (2). It’s like theatre scenery – the sea below stretching to the horizon and mountains on either side. Our 
house is …………….. (3) by orange and tangerine orchards and several huge eucalyptus trees which are probably more 
than a hundred years old. So we can’t complain about our natural …………………(4) – they’re fantastic! I believe that 
in future when its infrastructure is more ……………….. (5), and when more money is …………….. (6) in it, Kvariati will 
become one of the best seaside ……………… (7) places in Georgia. I know you’re working, but if you could have a few days 
…………………. (8), it would  be wonderful if we could drive over into Turkey – perhaps as far as Trabzon. It’s only two and 
a half hours’ ………………. (9) from here. They say there are lots of places ……………….. (10) seeing there.
           
Write back.
Sal

10
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Speaking
Think of a place in 

Georgia that you know: a place on the sea, in the moun-
tains or just a nice place in the countryside. You want this place to become a popu-

lar tourist site. You are going to invite possible investors -  national and international companies 
- and tell them about your plans. In small groups PREPARE A PRESENTATION: Invest in Georgia. Don’t 

forget to prepare notes of the main points of your presentation. You can also prepare some 
visuals - pictures, drawings, or figures to show during the presentation.

Now get ready to write
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You want the investors to invest in some or all of these:

central boulevard  two hotels            petrol station 
supermaket  a cinema              a disco 
aqua park   a rope way *   food market
   
anything else you think appropriate (cafes? a  parking lot? infrastructure?…)
    
*rope way: sabagiro gza

In your speech use some of the phrases below:

I welcome you to a presentation on ……..
We are inviting companies to express their interest in the development of…
Our plan is to turn ………. into an attractive tourist site.
We are looking  for companies to invest in….
We welcome any kind of investment in……….  

GIVE A PRESENTATION  

In your small group choose a presenter who will speak in front of the whole class. The time limit for the 
presentation should not be more than 3 minutes, and 2 minutes should be allowed for questions from 
other groups. Remember the tips given in Unit 1. 

10.

11.  Write one paragraph for a tourist guidebook in which you will describe the place you have made 
        a presentation on. Write between 120-130 words. In your paragraph include the following information:

The name of the place  /  its location / how far it is from Tbilisi / its main attractions / its history
Anything else you think appropriate for a tourist guidebook.

Use the texts on Sighnaghi, Svaneti and Shaori Lake in ex. 2 as a model.

Tourist Guidebook
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

dropped a bottle of mineral water too and cut …………………………. (3) on it. When we got home, my 

sister and her friends were enjoying ……………………………… (4) playing  badminton.   My sister looked 

at my cousin and shouted: ‘Look at …………………………. (5)!  You’ve got some blood on your hand.’ So 

my cousin went to the bathroom and washed ………………………….(6). Next morning we went hiking and 

enjoyed …………………………….. (7) immensely.    

11
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THE FIRST EUROPEAN? 
Grammar focus: still / yet / already 

Reading
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1.  Do you know why Dmanisi is famous and important? Mark the answers which you think are correct. Then 
read the text below and see if you were right.

A. Dmanisi is famous for its:   a. architecture   b. archeological findings  c. tourism

B. The most important discovery made in Dmanisi was:  a. a golden crown   b. a glass vase  c. an old skull *

*skull: Tavis qala

2.  Now read the text and see if you guessed correctly. Match the titles (A-F) with the paragraphs (1-4). 
 Two titles are extra.   

1.
Dmanisi is a small town situated about 80 
kilometres south-west of Tbilisi, and some 

2. 
Since the early nineties, there have been many important discoveries at the 
Dmanisi archeological site, but perhaps the most astonishing one was made, in 
2003, by Dato Zhvania, an archeologist. One day, Dato was working at the site 
as usual, digging carefully with his hands in the dry dusty earth, when he sud-
denly felt something smooth and rounded under his fingers. He knew immedi-
ately that what he had found was made of bone, and when he lifted the object 

3.
What made Dato’s discovery so special was that it did not 
look like the skull of any human ever found outside Afri-
ca. In this skull, the space for the brain was much smaller 

A. The importance of the discovery  D. Europe’s origins
B. Dmanisi     E.  Dato finds a skull
C. Older than Africans    F.  An old cathedral  

out of the earth he saw that it was a skull – 
a well-preserved whole human skull. What Dato did 
not know was that it was the skull of the most an-
cient human being ever found in Europe. Scientists 
estimate that the skull is probably 1.8 million years 
old, almost as ancient as the world’s oldest skull 
which was found in Africa.  

distance from the original Dmanisi which 
was built at the top of a hill formed by the 
Mashavera and Pinezauri rivers which meet 
there. Old Dmanisi is uninhabited but it has 
long been a popular and picturesque place 
for visitors who come to see the early me-
dieval church and the view of the two valleys below from the ruins of the old 
fortress. It has a number of historical sites, as once it was an important stopping 
point on the Silk Route between Byzantium and Persia. But nowadays Dmanisi 
has become more widely known as the place where our oldest European ances-
tors might have lived. 

12
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Vocabulary in Context
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4.
From what we know at the moment, it seems that Dmanisi might have been the 
first place in Europe where African migrants settled 1.8 million years ago. If this 
proves to be true, Dmanisi will be confirmed as the place where European his-
tory began. However, for Georgians, Dmanisi is a reminder of something else 
too: it recalls our and Europe’s common origins.

3. Go through the text again. Then read the statements, decide whether they are true or false, and 
 indicate the paragraph which tells you. 

4. Read the text again and find the nouns which the pronouns in bold refer to.  

          1. Its oldest part is set at the top of a hill (Paragraph 1)… Dman i s i

2. … perhaps the most astonishing one was made …(Paragraph 2)  ..............................

3. … when he lifted the object out of the earth he saw that it was a skull. (Paragraph 2) .......................

4. … which was found in Africa. (Paragraph 2)  ..............................

5. … he did not walk upright…(Paragraph 3)  ..............................

6. It recalls our and Europe’s common origins.(Paragraph 4) ..............................

5.  Read the words in A and match them with their synonyms or explanations in B. Example 1-e.

a.  someone related to you who lived a long time ago.  
b.  someone who goes to another country to live.  
c. connected with the Middle Ages. 
d.  big monkey with no tail. 
e.  very surprising, hard to believe.    
f.  place where building or digging is going on.    
g.  think, calculate approximately. 
h.  pretty and interesting (referring to a building or a place).

1. astonishing  e     
2. site    
3. ancestor     
4. estimate   

5. migrant   
6. picturesque   
7. medieval     
8. ape  

A. B. 

1. Dato Zhvania is the name of the person who discovered the skull.             

2. No working tools were discovered at the site.

3. Rivers meet where old Dmanisi is located.                    

4. The skull was the first discovery made in Dmanisi.

5. Georgians and Europeans probably have a common origin.

6. Men who lived 1,800 million years ago had bigger brains than ours.

7. The archeological site is the only place of interest in Dmanisi.   

V

               T      F       Paragraph

2

than in other skulls and the brain must have been only half as big as that of a modern 
human’s. Moreover, it had huge teeth and its brow was narrow, like that of an ape. This 
human was not tall, he did not walk upright, and he almost certainly had long arms, so 
that when he walked his fingers touched the ground.  Another strange thing was that 
the tools that were found around him in Dmanisi looked remarkably like the chopping 
and cutting tools usually found only with the remains of early, primitive Africans.

13
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Grammar: still / yet / already

U
N

IT 3 6.  Read the text and fill the gaps with the words or phrases given. Two words are extra.   

archeologist      discovered    excavated     historically     modernist 
 northern       painting     site    teams       thousands      useless    wall 

Listening

7. Listen to a radio announcement about one of the latest archeological finds and fill in the missing 
 information below. In each gap you should insert one or two words maximum. One example is given.

Thirty Roman graves have been discovered near Copenhagen (1).
The graves are located  ………………………………. (2) of Copenhagen. 
The exact place of the discovery is being kept ……………………………… (3) until the work has been completed.
Archeologists have found necklaces and some …………………………….. (4) belongings. 
They have also come across some pots, in which  ……………………………….. (5) was probably kept. 
The valuable objects they have found show that some of the people living there were …………………………… (6).
The archeologists think they will have finished excavating by  …………………………………….. (7).  
Everything that has been found will be displayed from November at the ………………………….….. (8) Museum. 

We use still  to say that an action or a situation is continuing. It hasn’t changed or stopped.
She is not young, but still looks pretty. 
Sandro is still working for that company.

We use yet mainly in negative sentences and in questions. Yet  means ‘until now’.
It’s 3 o’clock and the classes haven’t finished yet.
Have you been to that museum yet? 

We use already to say that something happened sooner than expected.
I’ve already seen this exhibition. 
Shall I tell Mari the news or does she already know it?

Remember: yet and already are mainly used with the Perfect tenses.
Look at the sentences again. Can you say where still, yet and already go in a sentence? Do  they go 
before the verb, after the verb, at the end or at the beginning of a sentence? Ask your teacher or 
your friend if you’re not sure.

World’s oldest wall painting

French archeologists have discovered  (1) an 
11,000-year-old wall painting in ………………(2) Syria 
which they  believe is the oldest in the world. The 
2-square meter ………………. (3) in red, black and 
white was found underground at an old Neolithic 
settlement on the Euphrates river. “It looks like a 
………………….. (4) painting and it dates back to 9,000 
BC,” said the chief ………………… (5). “We found another 
painting next to it, but that won’t be ………………… (6) until next year. It’s hard 
work,” he said.  The painting so far considered to be the oldest in the world, 
and dating back to 1,500 BC, was found in Turkey at a ……………… (7) not far from 
Syria. There are 120 ………………… (8) of French archeologists working in Syria, 
which ………………….. (9) was at the crossroads of the ancient world and where 
there are ………… (10) of archeological sites, most of which are unexcavated.

14
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Now get ready to write

3 U
N

IT

8.  Rewrite these sentences, using the verb given with not…yet.  
 

1. It’s still snowing.  (stop)  It  hasn’t stopped snowing yet.  
2. Nana and Gio are still here. (leave)  They ……………………………………………………………..
3. Anna is still reading that book. (finish)   She …………………………………………………………………. 
4. Kakha is still asleep. (wake up) He ………………………………………………………………………….
5. Anna is still looking for a job. (find) She ………………………………………………………………….
6. I’m still thinking what to do. (decide)  I ……………………………………………………………………….. 
7. The car is still waiting for us. (go) It …………………………………………………………………….  

9. Complete these sentences with still, yet or already.   

1. Dato is late. Perhaps he is s t i l l at the party.
2. I don’t speak Italian ………...……...…...  .  I only started learning it a month ago.
3. You don’t have to tell me. I’ve  …………...……...………. heard the news.   
4. Sally arrived in Georgia two months ago and she is …………...……...…….. here.
5. Is dinner ready ………………...….. ? I’m starving!  
6. I’ve only been learning English for 4 years and I can ……...……...…………… speak it quite well.
7. It’s the end of October but it’s ………………...……....... quite hot. 

Speaking

10.

11. Do you think that important archeological finds should be exhibited in other countries or do you think 

that transporting these things can be dangerous? State your personal opinion and try to support it 

with facts and arguments. Write a paragraph of no more than 130 words.

Should important archeological finds be exhibited in museums abroad? Well, I think that
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………. . .………………

Work in pairs. One of 
you is the director of the Georgian Museum, who wants 

the objects found at Dmanisi to be exhibited at the Metropolitan 
Museum in New York. The other is the chief archeologist who is against this, and thinks that 

transporting these objects might damage them.  Act out a conversation. Then, choose two people 
who would debate on the same topic in front of the whole class and see who can 

give the best arguments.

Museum Director: If the things we’ve found in Dmanisi  are shown at the Metropolitan Museum, Americans  

     will get to know more about Georgian history and culture.

Chief archeologist: I agree, but they might get damaged when they are being transported.

Museum Director: Well,……

Some phrases you could use are: 

international experience / special arrangements for keeping things safe / take things seriously / security 

measures / share experience

15
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FINDING A JOB        
Grammar focus: both/neither/all/none

Reading

U
N

IT 4

1. Have you ever tried to find a job? Do you know which website gives you information about job 
 vacancies in Georgia? Read the job vacancy adverts below and try to guess the meaning of the 
 underlined words and expressions from the context.

2. Now read the email and the CV which were sent to one of the email addresses above. Can you 
guess which job Giorgi is applying for?

Dear sir/madam,

I have read the advertisement for the job vacancy that you announced on www.
jobs.ge.
I would like to apply for this job as I think that I am well qualified for it. I am 
attaching my CV. Should you have any further questions, please contact me 
at: gmdivani@yahoo.com

Yours faithfully,

Giorgi Mdivani

Welcome to www.jobs.ge the largest and most popular listing in Georgia 
of job vacancies and education and funding opportunities. Apply online. 

An archeologist’s assistant is required for a part-time job in Dmanisi. 
No special qualifications needed. Please send your CV* to …..

Sunnytours travel agency is looking for an experienced guide to accompany 
foreign tourists on two-week riding tours in Khevsureti and Tusheti. Find out 
more at …..

Compsoft  requires a highly qualified web designer for its USA-based project. 
Interested candidates should send their CVs to ….

International Accounting Company IAC is looking for a financial manager. 
Work experience is essential. Please email your resume* to ……

The American Embassy announces two vacancies for security guards. For 
additional information and questions please visit our website…

Save the Children is looking for a part-time driver. Two letters of 
recommendation are required. Send your resume to….. Deadline for 
applications: 23 October. 

* CV /si:vi:/: Curriculum Vitae/Resume:  samsaxurebrivi gamocdilebis da profesiuli miRwevebis 
HamonaTvali.

16
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Vocabulary in Context

4 U
N
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3. Read the texts again. Then, read the sentences below and circle the right ending.

1.  A curriculum vitae (CV) is       a. an official letter b. a list of professional experiences  c. an advert

2.  Giorgi is applying for a job of a     a. financial manager b. web-designer      c. security guard   

3.  The style Giorgi uses in his letter is a. formal         b. informal          c. don’t know  

4.  Giorgi got his first job in          a. 2010          b. 2011          c. 2012

5.  Giorgi has had      a. secondary school education  b. university education c. both

6.  The number of organizations Giorgi has designed websites for  is   a. seven    b. four    c. three   

7.  Giorgi has had training in          a. accounting       b. languages       c. computers

Curriculum Vitae (CV)

Giorgi Mdivani
12 Kiacheli St. 0801, Tbilisi, Georgia

Tel. (995 32) 158447; e-mail: gmdivani@yahoo.com

Education:  Diploma in information technologies (IT), Tbilisi University of Information 
   Technologies, 2010 
   High School Certificate, School No 24, Tbilisi, 2005   

Job experience: Web designer, Department of Tourism, 2015-2018
   Information technologies specialist, Agency for Financial Consultancies, 
   2012-2014 
   Technical Assistant, Swedish Embassy, 2010-2011

Trainings/Certificates: Certificate in web design, Prague,  April 2013
       Training in Modern Information Technologies, Tbilisi, October 2012
         Certificate in computer literacy, May 2011
                                 
Project experience: Have designed websites for three governmental and four 
   non-governmental organizations, including the Department of Tourism.

Languages:  Georgian, English, Russian.
 
Computer literacy:  Word, Excel, Corel Draw, Adobe Photoshop. 

4.  Match the words in A with their Georgian equivalents in B. Example 1-g.

Vocabulary in Context

1. requires   g   
2. financial manager   
3. essential   
4. deadline   
5. application   
6. part-time   
7. security guards    
8. announce  

a. mniSvnelovani      
b. ganacxadi /mimarTva      
c. gamocxadeba     
d. bolo vada   
e. finansuri menejeri      
f. dacva (ars.)      
g. moiTxovs/iTxovs      
h. arasruli ganakveTi

A. B.

17
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U
N

IT 4 5. Fill in the following sentences with the correct form of the words in capitals. 
 
1. Every embassy, as a rule, has s e c u r i t y guards.     SECURE
2. Several world known ……………………….. have worked in Dmanisi.  ARCHEOLOGY
3. This job has several serious ……………………………    REQUIRE
4. Some newspapers specialize only on ….……………………….    ADVERTISE
5. Gio has worked as a ……………………………  manager for 3 years.   FINANCIES
6. The …………………………. of archeology is clear for every old nation.   IMPORTANT
7. You have to fill in this ……………………….. form as soon as possible.  APPLY 

6. You are going to listen to a song by a Georgian pop group SOFT EJECT. While listening follow the text 
and fill in the missing words given below. Two words are extra.

 
 
 asleep     ask    carry   cold     hot    fine     night   side   outside    know    trust

Chilly cold weather
It’s winter outside (1)
We are together 
in this long …………….………. (2).

We’re holding each other
Warm against …………….………. (3) 
Maybe you already sleep 
But I don’t ……………….……. (4).

You’re by my side
And I know everything will be 
………………………… (5)
And all I can ask please just carry on.
(repeated)

It’s late and dark and our daughter’s ……………… (6)
Close your eyes, put your head on my knees
Don’t worry and ……………….……. (7) me
We can get through this time 
And all I can ask please just ……………….….. (8) on.

You’re by my side 
And I know everything will be fine
And all I can ………………….……. (9) please just carry 
on. (repeated)

Grammar: both / neither / all / none

Both refers to two people or things. It has a positive meaning and takes a verb in the plural

Both of them are rich. Or: They are both rich.

Neither refers to two people or things. It has a negative meaning and takes a verb either in the 

singular or the plural:  Neither of them is/are rich.

All refers to more than two people or things. It has a positive meaning and takes a verb in the plural: 

Sal, Jim and Ann are first year students. All of them are students. Or: They are all students.

None refers to more than two people or things. It has a negative meaning and takes a verb either in 

the singular or the plural: Sal, Jim and Ann don’t like fish. None of them like/likes fish.

Please Just Carry On

Listening
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Speaking

Now get ready to write

4 U
N

IT

7. Rewrite each sentence using both, neither, none or all, and replacing names with pronouns. 

1. I often give short presentations. My classmates often give short presentations too.
  We al l  give short presentat ions.  Or:  Al l  of  us give short presentat ions.
2. Kate often reads the job adverts on jobs.ge. Sasha reads them too. .............................................................
3. Rusudan isn’t outgoing. Maya isn’t outgoing either. .............................................................................................
4. Tim, David and Alex drive sports cars. .....................................................................................................................
5. Mary, Anna and Nutsa don’t speak any foreign languages. ................................................................................
6. My two brothers and I like winter more than summer. .........................................................................................
7. I want to be an actor  and so does my friend Lasha. ............................................................................................
8. Saba, Mari and Gigi have never eaten pizza. ...........................................................................................................

8. There are some 
professions where mainly women are employed. For example, 

in our country most nurses are women. On the other hand, there are professions 
which employ only men, such as pilots. Do you think such a distinction should exist? 

In small groups PREPARE A PRESENTATION:  Should there be 
different jobs for men and women? Agree on ONE opinion. 

In the presentation include some of these phrases:  

We discussed this issue and we think that… / Our group is for the idea that….
We live in a world where…. / You are welcome to ask  questions…
Thank you for your attention.  

9. You saw this advert in the newspaper and would like to apply. There are some  details you’d like to
know. Read the advert carefully, then write a letter to the newspaper. In your letter request for the
information  you need and which is indicated below. Write 120 words maximum.

Dear sir/madam,

I read your advert in the newspaper. I would like to apply, but there are some things I 
would like to know. Will you please tell me ………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………. . 
..……………………………………………………………………………………… . . . 

50 young people needed to act in a 

film A Funny Trip. Summer months 

only. Excellent pay. Applicants will be 

interviewed. All travel expenses paid. 

Deadline in a week’s time.

how old exactly? week-ends free?

when and where?

how much?when exactly? 
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1. Rewrite each sentence using both, neither, none or all, and replacing names with pronouns. 

R REVISION ONE
Units 1-4

1. I like to go to football matches. My classmates like to go to a football matches too.
 We all like to go to football matches. OR: All of us like to go to football matches.

2.  Mike often travels to India. Nick often travels to India too.
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3.  Lena doesn’t speak Spanish. Maia doesn’t speak Spanish either.
  ………………………………………....……………………………………………………………………....……………………………….   
4. Nutsa, Mari and Tamuna are applying for this job.
 ………………………………………....……………………………………………………………………....……………………………….
5.  Liliana, Lena and Alex haven’t seen the Dmanisi archeological finds.
 ………………………………………....……………………………………………………………………....……………………………….
6. My two friends and I want to see Pirosmani’s paintings at the Arts Museum.
 ………………………………………....……………………………………………………………………....……………………………….
7. I want to take a short course in economics and so does my neighbour.
 ………………………………………....……………………………………………………………………....……………………………….
8. My mom, my dad and my little sister have never been to a Chinese restaurant.
 ………………………………………....……………………………………………………………………....……………………………….
9. I like to take photos. My friends like to take photos too.
 ………………………………………....……………………………………………………………………....……………………………….
10. I bought a lap-top computer last year. Vano bought a lap-top computer last year too.
 ………………………………………....……………………………………………………………………....……………………………….
11.  Kote hasn’t been to Svaneti. Ninia hasn’t been to Svaneti either.
 ………………………………………....……………………………………………………………………....……………………………….
12. Every member of our sports club can climb this mountain.
 ………………………………………....……………………………………………………………………....……………………………….

     
1. There is a lot of / many / few useful information in this on-line magazine. 
2. Much / A little / Few agencies offer trips to Syria in our country.
3. Lots of / Much / A little school graduates want to go to university nowadays.
4. The tourists had so much / a little / little food left that they decided to go back.   
5. There are such a lot of / little / a little good tourist agencies in Georgia.
6. A little / Much /A few good archeologists have been working at Dmanisi.   
7. There are a little / much / many fantastic seaside resorts in Italy.
8.  John and Jane, please help ourselves / yourselves to khachapuri.
9. They agreed to repair the office themselves / ourselves.
10. Be a good boy. Behave yourself / yourselves please.
11. Lali and Erik are only a young couple but they prefer to live by themselves / himself.
12. It’s our responsibility so we will take care of this problem yourselves / ourselves.

2. Read the sentences and underline the correct choice.

3. Complete these sentences with still, yet or already.

1. Eka sent a message to her mom that she was st i l l  at the party and would be late.
2. I haven’t used the services of any travel agent …………………………. 
3. You don’t have to worry. The worst is …………v.. behind you. 
4. The office advertised the job a month ago but nobody has applied ……..................… 
5. We are all …………………………… looking forward to their final decision.
6. Is the café open ………………………………? We are all so hungry.  
7. Shall I tell Irakli and Nino the news or do they ……………………………… know about it?
8. Mary is thirty and Vano is thirty-two and they …………………………….. live with their parents.
9. Exactly where the first human being lived is not known ………………………...
10.He is very young, but he …………………….…… earns enough money to live on. 
11.Is the bank looking for companies to invest in it or have they ………………………… found an investor? 
12.Ben started to work for that company twenty years ago and he ……………………….. works there.
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4. Complete each sentence with the appropriate phrase. Two phrases are extra.

5.  How many words do you know? Write the Georgian translation next to each word. Then check the meaning 
in the Wordlist at the end of the book. Count the correct answers and write the number below. All the words 
are from units 1-4.

Out of 30  words I know __________.

1. resort - kurorti  2. disabled _______________ 3. customer _______________    

4. altitude _______________   5. reserve _______________ 6. glamour _____________

7. essential _______________   
8. exceed _______________

9. expectations ____________

10. impression _______________   
11. scenery _______________   12. infrastructure ____________

13. incredible _______________    
14. choice _______________ 15. skull _______________  

16. medieval _______________   17. astonishing ______________ 18. ancestors _______________ 

19. estimate _______________  20. ape _______________ 
21. migrant _______________   

22. site _______________   23. picturesque _____________   

24. accounting_______________   

25. deadline_______________  
26. qualification _____________

27. announce_______________  

28. security_______________  
29. to book _______________ 30. guard _______________ 

R
an astonishing site       apply for        deadline for       first of all     get rid     

give a presentation        job vacancies       make an investment     make an announcement     make a 
reservation     medieval centuries        recreation zone      security guards       wall paintings 

1. South America is rich in mysterious wal l  pa int ings .

2. When you’re going to travel abroad, it’s best to …………………………… a month before you fly.

3. Dmanisi and its surroundings are …………………………… for visitors. 

4. I hope they will …………………………… about what happened in their office last night. 

5. Search their website for vacancies and …………………………… one of them. 

6. We have worked on the project for two weeks and now we’re going to ……………………………

7. There are some well  known foreign companies who want to …………………………… in Georgia. 

8. Archeologists say that a lot of interesting finds date back to ……………………………  

9. A lot of Hollywood actors and actresses hire …………………………… nowadays.

10. Do you know when the …………………………… filling in university entrance forms is?  

11. An excellent …………………………… has been created in Borjomi. 

12. If you go to the jobs.ge site, you will find many …………………………… there. 
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MY FAVOURITE BOOK        
Grammar focus: Past Continuous / used to / was going to 

Reading

U
N

IT 5

1. If you had to spend some time on a desert island with just one book, which book would you take? When 
you have decided, read what five other teenagers said in answer to the question: 

 

If you had to spend some time on a desert island, which book would you take?

Gigi
On a desert island I would have a lot of spare time, so I need a book which 
wouldn’t be boring and wouldn’t make me feel lonely or sad. My favourite 
books are adventure stories; when I find one, I can read them over and over 
again. For my stay on a desert island, I think I would take Rider Haggard’s  
Daughter of Montesuma. The book is about the main character’s exciting 
adventures and while you read it you can’t help feeling as if you are part of 
his story. It’s a book I can read a hundred times. If I had this book with me, 
I would have a wonderful time, even on a desert  island.  

Masho
No hesitation - it’s The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger. My mother 
gave it to me for my birthday last year and since then I’ve already read it 
twice. The main character is a boy of my age and the book is about him 
and his school, his family and all the things that bother him. Although 
it was written some time ago – when people of my parents’ generation 
were children in fact – I have the feeling that he, and his problems, seem 
so familiar to me. I read somewhere that this book has always been the 
number one book among American teenagers. It’s my favourite one too. 

Irakli
I think I’d take O’Henry’s Red Skin Chief with me. This book gives you lots of 
ideas for surviving on a desert island. When you’re a long way from civiliza-
tion, it tells you how to find the best hiding places, and how to find food that 
you can eat and even how to cook delicious meals when you’ve found it. It 
also teaches you how to avoid danger and how to find a good shelter. The 
book is full of practical advice and fun. I’m a fun-loving person and I know I 
wouldn’t survive on a desert  island without an occasional good laugh, so 
I think this book is just right for me.

Alissa
If I was going to live on a desert island I would take a book that I really 
love - one that makes me laugh even when I am in a very bad mood, 
one that has the characters that I love. So it has to be Three Men in a 
Boat by Jerome K. Jerome. I know it would be hard living on a desert 
island, and this book would make my life easier. I wouldn’t feel lonely 
because its characters and their adventures would be perfect com-
pany for me and I wouldn’t feel lonely.
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Vocabulary in Context
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2. Read the text again and answer the questions below. 

1. Gigi          a. wouldn’t feel comfortable on a desert island.

2. Masho b. prefers poetry to prose.

3. Irakli  c. can read his favourite book 100 times.

4. Alissa  d. learns how to survive on a desert island. 

5. Dato   e. loves stories full of adventures.

  f. was given a book for her birthday.

  g. likes to read in bed.   

3. Read the texts again and match the names with the appropriate sentences. In some cases two answers 
are possible. 

4. Read the Georgian words and phrases. Then find their English equivalents in the texts above.

1. mTavari personaJi
2. gacveTili 
3. saTavgadasavlo moTxroba
4. Hemi mSoblebis Taoba

5. gind daijereT, gind ara 
6. ukacrieli kunZuli
7. TavSesafari
8. mosawyeni, mosabezrebeli

           about     brilliantly    characters   discovered    descriptions  enjoyable    several

5. On the next page read what Kakha and Kira say about their favourite book and fill the gaps with the 
words given below. One word is extra.

1. is the author of  Three Men in a Boat? .................................................
2. is a poetry lover?  ...............................................
3. wrote Red Skin Chief? ...............................................
4. would take an adventure story with him?  ...............................................
5. is the author of  Daughter of  Montesuma? ...............................................
6. wrote The Catcher in the Rye?  ...............................................
7. is a fun-loving person?   ...............................................

Who  ....

Dato
I’m not much of a novel reader to be honest, but what I 
do enjoy reading is poetry. The book I have of Galaktioni’s 
poetry is almost worn out, because I read his poems again and again. I’ve 
even learned some of them by heart. Last  month our teacher read us 
Georgian translations of some of Shakespeare’s sonnets, and since then 
they’ve also been among my favourite poems. Believe it or not, I keep a 
book of Shakespeare’s sonnets next to my bed and I read a few of them 
every night before I go to sleep. 

23
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Listening

U
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IT 5

Kira
Spending some time on a desert i s l a n d  (1) would be great fun for me. I love the 
idea of being in the wild ………………………… (2) new places and seeing rare animals and 
plants. The book I would take to a ………………………….. (3) island would be my father’s 
encyclopedia. I think it could help to ………………………… (4) in such a strange environment 
because I would be able to find any …………………………….  (5)  information in it. It would 
be the best kind of guide for me. In addition, I would be able to learn more about the 
island and feel more ……………………. .(6) 

Kakha
My favourite book is a collection of Rezo Inanishvili’s stories. I first d i s c o v -
e re d  (1) it when I was about twelve and I’ve loved it ever since. They are 
……………..……….. (2) written and have such a natural atmosphere.  This is perhaps 

6. John Brown, a writer, is speaking about his life and his career. Listen to the recording and put the 
 sentences below in the right order.

a. He and his family moved to Paris. .……
b. He taught foreign languages. .………
c. He bought a nice house in California. .………
d. He won a prize for writing. .………
e. He was born in an English town. .…1…
f. He studied at Munich University. .……
g. He moved to Austria. .…… 

Grammar: Past Continuous / used to / was going to

We use Past Continuous for an action that was in progress at a particular time in the past. 
I was writing an essay when my father came in.
Were they dancing when the light went out?

We use used to when we’re talking about past habits. We make its negative and interrogative forms 
with did. In Georgian used to means xolme.

I used to write poems but I don’t any more. (vwerdi xolme)
They used to send us letters  but they don’t any more. (agzavnidnen xolme)
Did Jack and Jane use to be friends?

We use was going to if we want to express an intention in the past. In Georgian it means vapirebdi
Helen was going to eat lunch when the phone rang.
Were you going to take part in that competition then?
 
In small groups discuss the difference between these three structures. Then think of more examples.

because the ……………..………….. (3) in his stories are  real people whom he personally 
knew. Most of all I like the stories …………………..……… (4) his teenage years. They sound 
so true that sometimes I have the feeling that he’s writing about me. These stories 
are so …………………..………. (5) to read and you can read several of them in one day. I 
hate novels with lots of detailed ……………………….. (6) and dozens of characters. 

24
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10.

Speaking

Now get ready to write
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7. Complete the dialogue with used to or didn’t use to.  

- Do you want to go to the cinema, Ann?
- Not really. Can’t we go to the theatre instead?
- But you didn’t  use to  (1) like the theatre before. 
- Yes, but I like it now. Could you buy tickets for Hamlet?
- You surprise me even more! You ………………………… (2) like tragedies. You ……………………….. (3) say they   
made you sad.
- Yes, they did, but I suppose I’ve changed. I ………………………. (4) like comedies but I don’t any more.
- I’ve changed too. I ……………………….. (5) watch TV a lot, but I think it’s a waste of time now.
-  Yes, I remember. And I also remember that you …………………………….. (6) like going out in the evenings, but  
 you do now. 

8. Read the sentences and fill in the gaps with Past Continuous, used to or was going to. Use the verbs in 
the brackets.

1. My mother used to take  (take) me to the theatre once a month when I was small.    
2. She …………….………….………. (travel) around Europe but her plans changed. 
3. They ………….……………….……… (have) a party when the light went out.   
4. In London Shakespare ………….…………….……. (perform) in The Globe, but that theatre doesn’t exist now.
5. When they were younger, Mary and Alec …………….……….……….. (dance) non-stop, but they can’t nowadays. 
6. When I was in England I …..………….…….…………..... (see) Shakespeare’s birthplace but I didn’t have time.
7. Helen ……………….………….………. (be) fat, but she isn’t any more. 

9. Some people think 
that English literature shouldn’t be taught in schools. Others dis-

agree and think that, as well as the English language, English and American literature should 
also be taught  at schools. What do YOU think? Work in small groups, try to come to a common 

agreement and then present your opinion to the whole group.

Use some of the following phrases given below:

We think that… / In my opinion…/ To my mind…./ get educated …./ acquire knowledge …./

reading for pleasure….. / get  information … / times change ….

Write a paragraph of about 120-130 words under the title: If you had to spend some time on a desert 
island with just one book, which book would you take? Use the reading texts in ex. 1 as a model.

Use some of the words and phrases given below:

my  favourite characters / believe it or not / worn out / boring / full of adventures / I used to / my parents’ 
generation / modern fiction …

If I had to spend some time on a desert island I would take ………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

..……………………………………........….………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE - THE BARD OF AVON
Grammar focus: Expressing purpose and contrast

Reading
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1. What do you know about William Shakespeare? Work in pairs. You have one minute to gather as much 
information about him as possible. Compare your notes with your friends’.

2. Now read the text and check what you guessed correctly. Try to under-
stand the underlined words from the context.

‘All the world’s a stage,
and all the men and women merely players:
they have their exits and their entrances;
and one man in his time plays many parts…’

As You Like It. Act II, Scene 7. 

William Shakespeare born on 23 April 1564 was an English poet and playwright, 
now widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English language and the world’s 
most famous dramatist. He is often called England’s national poet and the “Bard* of 
Avon”. His works consist of 38 plays, 154 sonnets and several poems. Shakespeare’s 
plays have been translated into every major living language and are performed more 
often than those of any other playwright. Shakespeare was born and raised in Strat-
ford-upon-Avon, in the south of England. Around 1585 Shakespeare left Stratford and 
moved to London where he began his successful career in the theatre. Little is known 
about this period in his life, but by 1595 he was certainly well established both as an 
actor and a popular playwright. In London his plays were staged mainly at The Globe 
theatre, which he partly owned himself. Documents from that time show that Shake-
speare often performed in his own plays in The Globe. These were the most success-
ful years of Shakespeare’s life, and when he returned to Stratford around 1613, he 
was a rich and famous man. He died in his home town three years later. 
     
Shakespeare produced most of his known work between 1590 and 1613. His early 
plays were mainly histories and comedies such as A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
or As You Like It. After that he wrote mainly tragedies such as Hamlet, King Lear, 
Romeo and Juliet, Othello and  Macbeth, which are considered to be the finest 
plays in the English language. Shakespeare was a respected poet and playwright 
when he was alive, but his reputation did not rise to its present heights until the 
nineteenth century. His plays are still highly popular today and are regularly per-
formed and reinterpreted in many culturally and politically diverse  countries. 

Shakespeare is a respected  poet and playwright in Georgia as well. His plays 
were first translated in the 19th century by Ivane Machabeli and today all of 
Shakespeare’s major plays and sonnets have been translated into Georgian. The-
atres in our country have a long and interesting history of staging Shakespeare’s 
plays in Georgian and some of these productions have been successfully per-
formed abroad, including in England and Scotland. 
* bard: a poet (literary)

William Shakespeare – The Bard of Avon
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3. Complete the fact file about William Shakespeare using information from the text.

FACT FILE:
Full name: (1) W i  l I i a m  S h a k e s p e a r e
Birth date: (2) …………………………………………………………………
Birthplace: (3) …………………………………………………………………
Wrote: (4) …………………………………………………………………     
In his lifetime, his  plays were staged at: (5) …………………………………………………………………
Comedies include: (6) …………………………………………………………………
Tragedies include: (7) …………………………………………………………………
Died: (8) …………………………………………………………………
First translated into Georgian by: (9) …………………………………………………………………

4. Only three of these statements are true according to the information given in the text. 
Tick the sentences which are true.

1.  Shakespeare wrote more plays than sonnets.    

2.  Shakespeare is the most staged writer in the world.               

3.  The Globe was originally built in Stratford-upon -Avon. 

4.  His years in London were the least successful of his life. 

5.  Shakespeare was not really famous until the 19th century.

6.  Machabeli was the first to translate Shakespeare’s sonnets into Georgian. 

7.  Shakespeare was one of the owners of The Globe Theatre.   

True    False

5. Read the words and phrases below and find their English equivalents in the text. The first one has been 
done for you.

1. dramaturgi  playwright
2. igi aRizarda
3. piesa daidga
4. pativsacemi  pirovneba

5. mravalferovani kultura 
6. umTavresi cocxali enebi
7. iTamaSa piesaSi
8. nawilobriv  

    about     agree    birth    date   died    farmer      half    married   successful   prove

6. Read the text on the next page and fill the gaps with the words given below. Two words are extra.

V
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William Shakespeare was the son of John Shakespeare, a 

successful  (1) glover and Mary Arden, the daughter of a rich 

7. Read and remember the meanings of the phrases given below. Then listen to the theatre announce-
ment and fill in the missing information.  

Listening

a matinee performance: dRis warmodgena        gallery seats: adgilebi qandaraze 
royal circle seats: adgilebi iarusze     box office: salaro 

This week, the Royal Shakespeare Company presents A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream by William Shakespeare, from Tuesday  (1)  to Saturday. Matinee 
performances at 2.30 pm on Thursday and  ……………..………... (2). Evening 
performances start at  ………………..…….. (3).  Prices from  ………………..………… (4) 
to 22 pounds. Next week, for three nights only, the New London Theatre 

Tonight: A Midsum-
mer Night’s Dream by 
William Shakespeare 

presents Romeo and Juliet, starting at 8 pm on  ……………………..…… (5), Thursday and Saturday. Prices from 7 to 
18 pounds. To book tickets, press ….…………..………….. (6) on your phone and have your ..……………………..…. (7) card 
ready, or ring the  ……………..………….(8) office on 0145672.

Look at the sentences:
Shakespeare moved to London so that he could act in  plays.
We read newspapers in order to receive information.
so that and in order to express purpose and mean: im mizniT, rom.

Now look at the sentences below:
Although  he  didn’t have a  good education, he wrote excellent poems.  
Despite being ill, she acted in a play.
In spite of the rain, we walked a long way. 
Although, despite and in spite of express contrast and mean: miuxedavad imisa, rom 

Look at the sentences again. What are the contexts these words are used in? Are they followed by 
a clause, a noun, a gerund or a verb? Discuss this in small groups or with your teacher.  

8. Read the sentences and decide whether the underlined words express purpose or contrast.

1. Although she was well-prepared, she failed the exam.                           

2. He moved to London so that he could live a more interesting life. 

3. Despite being short, he played basketball well.

4. I switched all the lights off in order to save electricity.

5. In spite of its low price, the car was in good condition.

6. Although I invited him, he decided not to come.

7. We read literature so that  we  can forget our daily problems.  

purpose      contrast

V

……………….……….. (2). He was the third child of eight. He was born in Stradford-
upon-Avon in April 1564. His exact date of …………….……… (3) is not known but his 
birthday is traditionally observed on 23 April, St. George’s day. This ……………….……. 
(4) , which is probably a mistake, has proved attractive because Shakespeare 
…………….…………(5) on 23 April 1616. Most of those who have written about Shake-
speare ……………….……… (6) that he was educated at King’s New School in Stradford 
about a …………….………… (7) a kilometre from his home. At the age of 18, Shakespeare …………….…………. (8)  
26-year-old Anne Hathaway. They had three children: Susanna and the twins Hamnet and Judith.   
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Now get ready to write

Speaking
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9. Read the sentences and fill the gaps with the appropriate words or phrases. Some of them 
can be used twice.

although  / in order to   / in spite of  /  despite   / so that

1. I went to Stratford in order to see Shakesepare’s birthplace.
2. ………………………… being blind, she participated in the reading project.    
3. …………………………. I wasn’t a keen reader, I always enjoyed reading detective stories.
4. I stood on my toes ……………………… I could reach the shelf.
5. …………………………… the late hour, I watched the literature programme to the end.
6. I worked hard ………………………… get a university place.
7. ………………………….. losing the competition they felt as if they had won it.   

10. 

I welcome you to a  presentation on  / We think this is the most interesting topic be-
cause / The presentation will last / You are welcome to ask  questions / Thank you for 
your attention. 

On the Internet 
there is a lot of information about William Shakespeare. Go 

to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Shakespeare and choose one of the topics: 
William Shakespeare, Early years, London and theatrical career or Later years and death. Then, 

in small groups, PREPARE A PRESENTATION for the next lesson on one of these 
topics.  Use some of the phrases below:

Choose a presenter from your mini-group to speak in front of the whole class. The 
time limit for the presentation is 3 minutes. After the presentation, allow 1-2 min-
utes for questions from other mini-groups. Remember the tips given in Unit 1.

11. You saw this advert in the newspaper and would like to apply. There are some  details you’d like to 
know. Read the advert carefully, then write a letter to the newspaper. In your letter request for the 
information  you need and which is indicated below. Write between 110-120 words.

Be This Year’s Young Writer! 

ABC Television announces a competition for young writers.  There will also be a 
number of training workshops. Further details available from our web site. 

The winner will be awarded a special prize! 
Deadline for applications the end of next week.

Dear sir/madam,
I read your advertisement in the newspaper. I would like to apply, but I have some questions. 
Could  you please tell me ………………………………………………………………………

Yours sincerely,
………………………… (write your name here)

how old exactly?

what exactly?

what kind
 and how long?

what is the address?when exactly?
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HAVE YOU READ THIS BOOK?         
Grammar focus: Expressing result
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1. What do you know about the writers Mark Twain, Robert Louis Stevenson and J. D. Salinger? Put the infor-
mation you have on the board. Then read the texts and see how much of your information was correct.

J.D. Salinger
Jerome David Salinger, an American author, was born in 1919 and 
raised in Manhatten, New York. Salinger began writing short stories 
while still in secondary school. But he is best known for his novel 
The Catcher in the Rye, published in 1951. Within two months of its 
publication, The Catcher in the Rye became so popular that it was 
reprinted eight times. For thirty weeks the novel was on The New York 
Times Bestseller list and the newspaper called it ‘an unusually bril-
liant first novel’. It was also the second most frequently taught novel 

Mark Twain
Mark Twain, who lived from 1835 to 1910, is one of America’s most famous 
authors. He wrote many books, including The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
and The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. Twain was born in the state of 
Missouri near the Mississippi River. While he was still a boy, he worked on 
a riverboat, and later got a job steering boats up and down the long Mis-
sissippi River. The Civil War, which started in 1861, made travelling on the 

Mississippi impossible. So, in 1864, Twain went to California to find gold. But he 
didn’t have much luck as a gold miner, so then he left California to travel in Eu-
rope. Later he wrote a book about his trips around Europe. However, the most 
important influence on Twain and his books was the Mississipi River. When Twain 
finally stopped travelling he  lived in a house with an outside veranda that looked 
like the deck of a riverboat. Hucklberry Finn, Twain’s greatest book, is about the 
adventures of a boy on the Mississipi river. Another of Twain’s books is called Life 
on the Mississippi. 

Robert Louis Stevenson
Every country has its writer. Shakespeare is associated with 
England, and Mark Twain with America. Robert Louis Steven-
son is always associated with Scotland. Stevenson was born 
in Edinburgh in 1850. He started writing when he was still a 
teenager. Later, when he was a young man, his father gave 
him money to travel around Europe. Stevenson spent most 

of his time travelling and living in other countries. On a cold September morning 
in 1881 he started writing Treasure Island, the book that  made him famous. Mil-
lions of people read this book. The book is popular with Georgian children too. 
Some people say it is the most exciting children’s story ever written. Stevenson’s 
great  ability to describe places made his stories easy to illustrate and many art-
ists have illustrated the adventures of the book’s heroes Jim Hawkins and Long 
John Silver. The idea for The Strange Case of  Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde came to Ste-
venson in a dream. The story is about a doctor who conducts some experiments 
that give him a double personality. It’s about the good and bad in all of us, and 
the conflicts that exist inside people.
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2. Who are the sentences about? Tick the appropriate box. In some cases more than one answer is possible.

1. He grew up in Scotland.                                                 

2. His novel describes his own life.

3. He is the author of Life on the Mississippi.

4. He started writing when he was a teenager.

5. He was born in the first half of the twentieth century.

6. His novel is considered to be the best ever adventure story.

7. He travelled in Europe.  

8. His novel was on a famous newspaper’s bestsellers’ list. 

V

SalingerMark Twain Stevenson

3. Three out of the statements given below are not true according to the information given in the texts. 
Which are they?

1. Huckleberry Finn is an autobiographical story. ..............................
2. Stevenson’s most popular novel is Treasure Island. ..............................
3. The Catcher in the Rye was published in 1951. ..............................
4. Long John Silver is a character in Mark Twain’s novel. ..............................
5. Salinger’s novel is taught in American schools. ..............................
6. Mark Twain worked as a gold miner in California. ..............................
7. Holborn is the main character in Stevenson’s novel. ..............................

4. Read the words in A and try to match them with their translation in B. Example 1-b.

1. steer a boat    b    
2. plot of a novel    
3. gold miner    
4.  was expelled from school      

a. didi Sveba   
b. navis marTva    
c. cdis Hatareba   
d. udidesi unari   

A.

5. great ability   
6. conduct an experiment    
7. illustrate a story    
8. a great relief 

B.

e. romanis Sinaarsi   
f. moTxrobis dasuraTeba   
g. oqros mompovebeli   
h. skolidan gairicxa      

in American public schools (after John Steinbeck’s Of  Mice and Men). The 
book is still widely read today and in 2004, half a century after it was first 

Vocabulary in Context

published, 10 million copies of The Catcher in the Rye were sold worldwide. 
The novel’s plot is simple. It tells the story of Holborn, a sixteen-year-old boy, 
and his experiences in New York City after he has been expelled from an ex-
pensive elite school. In an interview for a high school newspaper, Salinger 
admitted that the novel was ‘sort of autobiographical’. He explained: ‘My boy-
hood was very much the same as that of the boy in the book.. . It was a great 
relief for me to tell people about this.’
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Listening

5. Read the text and fill the gaps with the words or phrases given. Two words are extra. 

activity      average     audio     author     blind      driving      
long      need     sold    story        play        work

Talking books
Talking books, or audio books, have been on the market since the 1950s when Shakespeare’s 
plays were first sold  (1) on records. They were first made for ……………………… (2) people, but today 
they are very popular with everybody. A talking book is a recorded …...…………………… (3) version of a 
book which is sold on CD, on cassette or MP3 format. The recording is usually made by an actor, 
but sometimes by the …………………......(4) himself. Many people listen to ‘talking books’ in their cars 
while they are …………………… (5). Others listen to them on personal stereos while they are going to 
…………………….. (6) or relaxing. While people are listening to a talking book, they are usually doing 
another …………………….. (7) at the same time, so a successful talking book needs to have a clear 
….....………….. (8), easy to follow, and three or four clearly defined characters. So a talking book 
mustn’t be too complicated. It mustn’t be too ………………………….. (9) either – the …………………………. (10) 
talking book has only 100,000 words.

6. Three teenagers Ted, Sophie and Lauren are answering the question: How do you think the teaching of 
literature in schools could be improved? Listen to what they say and match the names with the ideas. 
One idea is extra.

Ted thinks that   

Sophie thinks that 

Lauren thinks that 

a. literature should be taught through watching plays in theatres. 
b. a course on Literature on Film and TV will improve the teaching of literature.
c. famous writers and poets should conduct literature classes.
d. fewer exams on literature will make studying literature more interesting. 

Look at the sentences and their translations below:

Bob was so tall that they ordered a special bed for him.= imdenad maRali iyo, rom  ………
Jim is such a busy man that he never has time.= imdenad dakavebuli kacia, rom ………
There were so few of us that nobody noticed us.= imdenad cotani viyaviT, rom  ………
The box was too heavy to lift.= imdenad mZime iyo, rom ………

so tall+ that; such a busy + that; so few + that; too heavy to all express result. As you see, they are 
commonly translated into Georgian as: imdenad, rom

Think of 4-5 sentences which express result. Use the structures given. Compare the sentences with 
your friends’.    

7.  Rewrite the two sentences as one sentence with the same meaning, using the word given in brackets. 

1. I couldn’t buy the book. It was very expensive. (too)
 The book was too  expens ive  for  me  to  buy.
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Now get ready to write
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8. Read the sentences and translate them into English.

1. niko Zalian pataraa imisaTvis, rom imuSaos.
2. skola imdenad axlosaa, rom fexiT davdivar.
3. imdenad kargi piesaa, rom orjer vnaxe.
4. sofiko Wiaureli imden filmSi TamaSobs, rom mas yvela icnobs.
5. es imdenad kargi gazeTia, rom yvela yidulobs.

Literature in the future

Opinion one:
Thanks to science and technology, people will probably have more time, so they’ll read much more than they 
do now. Also, I think that more and more books will be read on computer screens…    

Opinion two:
I don’t think people will read books in the future. They won’t have time for this. They will prefer to relax and 
watch TV or go to the cinema or the  theatre more often instead.

My opinion is that …………….. 

Do you think people will 
read literature in the future? Read the two opinions given below.  

Do you agree with them?  And, most importantly, what do YOU think? Work in pairs and state 
your opinion. Listen to your friend’s opinion.

Speaking

9.

10.  Some people think that computers will replace teachers in the future. Do you agree? What are your 
arguments? Write a paragraph of about 130 words.   

I  think that ………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………..…………

………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

….…………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………..……………………………………

……………………..…………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………

………………………..…………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………

2. It was snowing hard. The cars couldn’t move. (so) 
 It was snowing ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. Mary is a beautiful girl. Everybody looks at her in the street. (such a)
 Mary is ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. We had so little money. We couldn’t buy anything except bread. (so)   
 We had …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5. I wanted to call Anna, but it was very late. (too)
 It was ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6. It was very cold outside. We couldn’t go out. (so)
 It was ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
7. John was a very talented man. He won every competition he entered. (such a)
 John was ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

6. jek londoni inglisurad Zneli wasakiTxia.
7. es moTxroba advili saTargmnelia. 
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1.  In J.D. Salinger’s novel The Catcher in the Rye*, 16-year-old Holden Caulfield tells his story. Read the 
beginning of the novel. Try to understand the underlined words from the context.

If you really want to hear about it, the first thing 
you’ll probably want to know is where I was born and 
what my awful childhood was like, and how my parents 
were occupied before I was born, and all that sort of 
thing, but I don’t feel like talking about it, if you want 
to know the truth. In the first place, that stuff  bores 
me, and in the second place, my parents would have 
been very angry if I said anything too personal about 
them. They’re quite touchy about anything like that, 
especially my father. They’re nice of course – I’m not 

saying that – but they are also very touchy. Besides, I’m not going to tell you 
everything that has happened to me. I’ll just tell you about what happened last 
Christmas-time, just before I got really depressed and had to come out here 
and take it easy. I mean that’s all I told D.B. about, and I only told him about it 
because he’s my brother. He’s in Hollywood. That’s not too far from here, and 
he comes over and visits me practically every week-end. He’s going to drive 
me home when I go home next month maybe. He just bought a Jaguar. One 
of those little English cars that can do two hundred miles* an hour. It cost him 
almost four thousand dollars. He’s got a lot of money, now. He didn’t use to. He 
used to be just a poorly-paid writer when he was at home. He wrote this ter-
rific book of short stories, called The Secret Goldfish, in case you never heard 
about it. The best story in it was The Secret Goldfish. It was about this little kid 
that wouldn’t let anybody look at his goldfish because he’d bought it with his 
own money. It killed me. I thought it was brilliant. Now he’s out in Hollywood 
selling his stories to film makers. Horrible! If there’s one thing I hate, it’s the 
movies. Don’t even mention them to me.        
       Where I want to start is the day I left Pencey Prep. Pencey Prep is a school 
in Aregona, Pennsylvania. You’ve probably heard of it. You’ve probably seen 
the ads, anyway. They advertise in about a thousand magazines, always show-
ing some guy on a horse jumping over a fence. You’d think that all the kids 
ever did at Pencey was play polo all the time. I never even once saw a horse 
anywhere near the place. And under the picture of the guy on the horse, it 
always says: ‘Since 1888 we have been transforming our boys into splendid, 
clear-thinking young men.’ Strictly for the birds.*  They don’t do any more 
‘transforming’ at Pencey than they do at any other school. And I didn’t know 
anybody there that was splendid and clear-thinking. Maybe two guys. Maybe 
not even two. And they were probably like that even before they came to 
Pencey anyway.  

(adapted)

* The Catcher in the Rye - TamaSi Wvavis yanaSi 
* 1 mile: 1.6 km
* strictly for the birds: mxolod miamitebi Tu daijereben
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Vocabulary in Context

2.  Read the text again. Then read the statements and say whether they are true or false. Tick 
the correct answer.

1 The story is told by Holden.  

2. Holden’s parents like to speak about themselves.

3. Holden is keen to speak about his childhood.

4. D.B. will drive the author home next week.

5. Holden’s brother has always had a lot of money. 

6. Hodlen’s brother used to write short stories.

7. Pencey Prep is the author’s school.    

8. Pencey Prep never advertises itself.  

V

FalseTrue

1. The author’s childhood was pretty a w f u l .
2. The author’s parents are quite ........................
3. D.B. lives and works in .......................
4. The Secret Goldfish is the name of ........................
5. The author ........................ movies.
6. Pencey Prep school is in .......................
7. Pencey Prep school’s ad shows a boy on a .......................

3. Read the beginning of the sentences and try to complete them with the words from the text.  

1. saSineli bavSvoba mqonda  I had an awful childhood
2. aseTi raRaceebi Tavs mabezrebs. .................................. 
3. Hemi mSoblebi metad mgrZnobiareni arian. ...................
4. saocari wignia ....................................
5. martivad Sexede, nu inerviuleb. ..................................
6. mosamzadebeli skola. .................................... 

4. Read the phrases below and find their English equivalents in the text. 

5.  Fill in the following sentences with the correct form of the words in capitals.

       1.  That’s probably  the most interesting story I’ve ever read.        PROBABLE
       2.  Jim and Sally ....................... attend literature classes.  REGULAR 
       3.  He has ....................... no  chance of winning.   PRACTICAL      
       4.  Their ....................... is always very impressive.                     PRESENT
       5.  Have you seen the latest ....................... for Pepsi?  ADVERTISE  
       6.  What’s your father’s .......................?    OCCUPY
       7.  This is the best exams  ....................... book.     PREPARE 
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Grammar:  Phrasal verbs
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I like this window in the night  (1)
When it’s snowing …………………...…….. (2)
And I feel your rustling words by my …………………...…… (3)
Happy New ………………...…………….! (4)
………………...…….. (5) New Year!

I like to whisper in your …………………...………. (6)
And your breathing that I ………………...………….. (7)
Now I see the shooting star through your 
……………...……….. (8)
So, Happy New  …………………...………! (9) 
Happy …………………...……. (10) Year!  

Look at the sentences below:

• Can you fill in this form please? 
• He wants to find out what happened.
• I’ve decided to give up eating meat.
• Katie asked me not to give the secret away.
• I always leave out some exercises.

fill in, find out, give up, give away,  leave out are phrasal verbs.

The phrasal verbs in the sentences above mean: fill in = complete; find out = learn about; give up = stop;  
give away = make something known; leave out =not include.
Think of more examples using the phrsal verbs given above.  

Reminder: A phrasal verb consists of a verb and a preposition which changes the meaning of the verb.

7.  Read the sentences below and choose the correct answer. Write the Georgian translation of the 
phrasal verbs in your notebooks.

1. I will soon find ……. all the details about this fact.             a.up b.out c.away
2. It’s so difficult to fill ………. this form. a.up b.away c.in
3. My father gave ……. smoking when he was thirty five. a.up b.out c.away
4. Sally is a person who easily gives secrets …… a.in b.away c.up
5. Don’t leave me …….. for your wedding. a.out b.up c.away
6. Can you find ………  when the train for London leaves? a.up b.in c.out

8. Complete the second sentence, replacing the words underlined with a phrasal verb.  

1. If you want to learn more about this writer search for more info in the Internet.

 If you want to find out more about this writer, search for more info on the Internet.

2. You have to complete a special form if you want to apply for this job.
 You have to………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3. I will never stop thinking about this idea.
 I will …………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………….………………………………………4

Happy New Year

Listening

6.  You are going to listen to a song by a Georgian pop group SOFT EJECT. While listening follow
     the text and fill in the missing words given below. Two words are extra.

air     night      ear(2)    feel    new    outside     happy     hair     hear      year(2)     
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Now get ready to write

Speaking
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9. You have decided 
to start a literary magazine at your school. You need to discuss 

the idea and work out all the details. Work in small groups and try to answer the questions 
below. Then get ready to GIVE A PRESENTATION: Our Literary Magazine.

In your presentation include the answers to the questions below. You may also think of other 
useful ideas for setting up a good Literary Magazine:

• How big will your literary magazine be? How many pages will it have?

• What exactly do you want to put in your magazine: short stories, poems, book reviews, articles, TV pro-

grammes, or…?

• Will it have pictures and photos in it?

• How often will you publish it? Once a week? Once a month?

• How much will you need for each issue and where will you find the money?

• Any other relevant information?

GIVE A PRESENTATION  

Choose a presenter from your group to speak in front of the whole class. Time 
limit for the presentation shouldn’t be more than  3 minutes. 1-2 minutes are 
allowed for questions from other groups. Remember the tips given in Unit 1. 

10. Your school’s literary magazine has announced a competition for the best story. They have given you 
the beginning of the story that participants in the competition have to complete. Read the beginning 
of the story below and try to complete it. Write between 120-130 words. Then read the story to your 
friends. Listen to theirs.  

I remember this as the strangest day in my life. It was Sunday morning. The day seemed 
sunny and quiet. I got up late and I looked out of the window ……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…….………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………………

4.  Mary asked me not to make her secret known to anybody.
 Mary asked me ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………

5. I’m afraid Peter’s name was not included in our guest list.
 I’m afraid………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………

6. Learn more about global warming from this website.
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………….... from this website.
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1.  Rewrite each sentence using the words in  brackets? 

1. I went to London. I wanted to see Shakespeare’s birthplace. (in order to)
 I  went to London in order to see Shakespeare’s birthplace. 

2. Lydia knows English well. She failed her English test. (although)
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3.  It was very late. I was speaking to my brother with Skype. (in spite of)  
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. I learnt Chinese. I wanted to speak Chinese while I was in China. (so that)
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. Nancy uses a wheel chair. She managed to take part in the sports competition. (despite)    
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
6. Andrew wants to become an actor. His dream is to act in Shakespeare’s plays. (in order to)
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
7. I sent my article to the newspaper on time. They didn’t publish it. (although)
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
8. It was snowing hard. The traffic couldn’t move. (so… that)
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
9. Niko is a highly respected scientist. He is often invited to international conferences. (such a)
  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
10. There are very few interesting programmes on this TV channel. Nobody watches it.  (so…that)
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
11. The music in the restaurant was very loud. I didn’t enjoy it. (too)
  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
12. I had very little money. I couldn’t buy the shoes I wanted. (so…that)
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

REVISION TWO  
Units 5 - 8R

2. Read the sentences and fill in the gaps with Past Continuous, used to or was going to. Use the 
verbs in the brackets.

1. My father used to  p lay  (play) football with me when I was small. 
2. Anna ………………….…. (apply) to the University of Cinematography but her plans changed.
3. When I was small I ………………….…. (watch) horror films but I don’t any more.
4. ………………….….. you ………………….….  (like) Indian food when you lived in India? 
5. We ………………….…. (have) a party in a literary café when that incident happened.
6.  When I was a student I ………………….…. (read) novels a lot, but I don’t any more.    
7.  Hemingway ………………….…. (be) my brother’s favourite writer when he was at school.
8.  Jack met  Jane just as they ………………….….(have) a tour of Shakespeare’s house.
9. Everybody thought that the film Shakespeare in Love ………………….….  (be) a success. 
10. ………………….……  you and Martha ………………….…. (be) close friends when you were at school?
11. The actors ………………….…. (perform) the third part of the play when something strange happened.
12. The play ………………….…. (finish) but nobody could predict what the end would be.

3. Read the sentences and choose and underline the correct preposition for each phrasal verb.

1.  My mother can’t do w i t hou t  / out / up a cup of strong coffee.
2.  I spent almost two hours filling on / in / up this application form.
3.  Have they found in / out / up who did it?
4.  My cousin gave out / up / in eating meat several years ago. 
5.  You can trust him. He is a person who never gives secrets away / out / up.
6.  The list is not complete. Several names have been left on / in / out.
7.  The awards ceremony was carried up / out / without in spite of the rain. 
8.  This company was set out / in / up about ten years ago.
9.  When we reached our destination all the petrol had been used up / in / out.
10.  I’ve run with / out / without of money. What can I do now?
11.  He admitted that he can’t do without / away / out her.  
12.  I always look in / out / up the new words in the dictionary.
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Out of 30  words I know __________.

1. island - kunZuli  2. generation ___________ 3. shelter  ___________ 

4. character __________ 5. enjoyable __________ 6. playwright __________

7. perform  ___________
8. performance __________

9. produce  ___________

10. production ____________
11. play ___________ 12. respected _____________

13. matinee performance _________
14. box-office  _____________ 15. gold-miner ___________

16. reprint ____________ 17. relief ____________ 18. plot ___________

19. admit ___________ 20. deck ____________
21. preparation___________

22. guy  ___________ 23. polo ___________

24. stuff  ____________

25. touchy ___________
26. terrific ____________

27. boring ___________

28. occupation _________
29. kid _____________ 30. ability ____________

adventure stories       believe it or not        bores me        conduct experiments       
diverse culture        expelled from school        great relief    

look up       preparation course        save the time      staged…plays       
take it easy      quite touchy       were raised           

R4. Complete each sentence with the appropriate phrase. Two phrases are extra.   

1.  I’ve enjoyed reading  adventure stor ies  since my childhood.

2.  Sanda hates criticism. She is ………………………………, you know.

3.  ………………………………, they have won a million dollars in the lottery.  

4.  Giorgi was ……………………………… but we do not know the reason. 

5.  Don’t be so nervous. ………………………………. and you will feel better. 

6.  The United States of America is a country with a very ………………………………

7.  Some well known writers and poets were born and ……………………………… in small villages.

8.  Before taking the university entrance exams  I had a ……………………………… in three subjects. 

9.  In our science classes we often ………………………………

10.  Robert Sturua has ……………………………… several of Shakespeare’s ……………………………… at the Rustaveli theatre.  

11.  This kind of music always ……………………………… , I hate it. 

12.  Nina was seriously ill and when she recovered it was a ……………………………… for all of us. 

5. How many words do you know? Write the Georgian translation next to each word. Then check the mean-
ing in the Wordlist at the end of the book. Count the correct answers and write the number below. All 
the words are from units 5-8.
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MY ROLE MODEL
Grammar focus: Infinitive and Gerund

1. Who is your role model? Read the texts below to find out what some teenagers say about the people they 
admire most. Is there anyone that you yourself would like to be?  

Reading

U
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It’s quite common for famous actors and sportsmen to be considered as role models* just 
because they are who they are. However, in real life, a role model may be the old man who lives 
next door, or a teacher at your primary school. Teenagers were recently invited to post 
messages on a website about who their personal role models are, and what kind of person they 
think makes a good role model. Here is what some of them wrote.  

Who is your role model?

1. I haven’t seen my maths teacher since I left school two years ago, but 
he has been my inspiration since I first went into his class. He really influ-
enced me. He taught me not to set limits on what I could do. I wasn’t very 
good at most school subjects and I was also quite rebellious, but this was 
probably because I lacked confidence. He made me feel that I could do 

things and I guess this completely changed my life - not only while I was 
at school but ever since then. Simon

 
3. I have to say that my beautiful mother is my personal hero. Every time I have a 
problem and start to feel sorry for myself, I think of all the difficulties she’s been 
through. She’s always taught us that, if you have a plan or something that you want 
to do, you should make sure that you concentrate on it until you’ve managed to do 
it. When you look at how my mother lives and what she does, you can really see that 
the sky’s the limit. I love her so much and every day I try to show her this. Mary

4. My biggest role model is my best friend. She really proves that sometimes you can 
be a role model by just being a good friend. I can always go to her, and I know she’ll 
be there to listen and help. I feel I’m becoming a better person when I’m with her. I 
think that what makes her special is her positive attitude. It’s 
so catching and you can’t help being affected by it. Ann 

5. Ever since I was a kid, my Dad has been someone I can really look up to. He tries to 
help me learn to respect other people. He often says, ‘Be straight up with everybody. 
Don’t make false promises or tell lies. And every day just try and be a better person 
than the day before.’ What I love about him most is that he always has time to listen 
to what I have to say. If I could be half the man he is, then I know I will do something 
good with my life. David

* a role model: misabaZi adamiani

2. I think role models have changed over the generations. The role models that peo-
ple used to have were people they didn’t know; they were famous movie stars and 
athletes. Nowadays, people tend to find role models that are in some way directly 
involved in their lives. For me, a role model is somebody who not only treats me as 
an equal but who is honest and trusting and, most of all, open-minded and can see 
things from many angles. A good role model dares to be different, and he dares you 
to be different too. I don’t have just one role model, I admire different people for dif-
ferent qualities. Nikki 
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3.   Read the postings again and decide if the following sentences are true or false. Tick the appropriate box.
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Vocabulary in Context

2. Read the postings again and match the names with what they write. In some cases two 
answers are possible.

1. SIMON a. says she has learnt from her role model how to achieve her goals.
2. NIKKI  b. wants to become at least half as good as his role model is.
3. MARY  c. thinks his role model helped him to gain self-confidence.
4. ANN   d. says his role model encourages him to be an honest and reliable person.
5. DAVID e. thinks a real role model allows you to show your originality.  
  f.  thinks her role model inspires her not by what she says but by what she does.
  g. feels her role model makes her see what is good in a situation rather than what is bad.

4.     Match the words and phrases with their Georgian equivalents. Example 1-c. 

1.  inspiration     a. Tavdajerebuloba maklia
2.  rebellious    b. es iseTi gadamdebia
3.  I lack confidence   c. STagoneba 
4.  he dares you    d. meamboxe, daumorHilebeli       
5.  open-minded      e. adamianis SesaZleblobebi SeuzRudavia
6.  I feel sorry for myself   f. gabedinebs, gibiZgebs                                      
7.  the sky is the limit   g. gaxsnili gonebis, farTod moazrovne 
8.  it’s so catching   h. mecodeba sakuTari Tavi 

5. Read this text about the American actor Christopher Reeve, who once played the role of a man who 
could fly. Fill in the gaps with the phrases below. There is one extra phrase.

courageous action       from the neck down       horse-show event      ordinary individual   
over the world     public appearances        the sky’s the limit        sorry for himself      

suffering and pain          well-known individuals  

Christopher Reeve as a role model  

Christopher Reeve, known all over the wor ld (1) as Superman, was a symbol of strength and the power 
of good. So everyone was shocked when one day he fell from his horse in an accident while competing 
in a ........................ (2) and landed on his head. The result of the fall was that his spinal cord was broken 
and he was paralyzed .............................. (3). But even after this accident he continued to travel and make 
............................. (4) in order to speak on behalf of all paralyzed people in the United States. The former 
Superman once said, ‘Each morning I needed to cry for twenty minutes, to deal with the reality of be-
ing in a wheelchair.’ But after this long, hard cry each day, he would tell himself, ‘And now, forward.’  So 
he stopped feeling .......................... (5) and went on to be an example to others.  ‘When the first Superman 
movie came out I was frequently asked ‘What is a hero?’ My answer used to be that a hero is someone 
who performs a ..................... (6). And I talked about  ....................... (7) like John F. Kennedy. Now my defini-

   
1. Simon wasn’t very obedient at school until he met his maths teacher. 
2. According to Nikki people usually admire celebrities who they don’t even know. 
3. Mary’s mother makes her believe that  she can achieve anything she wants.
4. Ann’s best friend is a very sympathetic and reliable person. 
5. David’s father is so busy helping others that he can hardly find time for him. 
6. Nikky admires people who are honest and tolerant. 
7. Simon still keeps in touch with his maths teacher. 

T     F
V
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Grammar:  Infinitive and Gerund

Look at the sentences: I need to talk to you.  I love skiing.
To talk is an Infinitive and skiing is a Gerund
 
The Infinitive is used:     The Gerund is used:
1. to express purpose:     1. as a noun:
He went to the shop to buy some food.   Swimming is a great exercise to keep fit.
2. after certain verbs: promise, refuse, threaten,  2. after certain verbs: suggest, deny, avoid, 
offer, decide, hope, appear    recommend, love, like, hate, enjoy, prefer, mind.
We decided to go to the mountains this summer.  I prefer skiing to skating.
3. after too / enough constructions:   3. after certain fixed phrases: I’m busy, it’s no use, 
She’s old enough to have her own car.   there’s no point in, it’s worth, can’t stand, look  
 He’s too young  to leave home.    forward to, be/get used to
4. after I would like / would love / would prefer:  I’m looking forward to going to the concert.
I’d like to talk to you.     4. after prepositions: He apologized for being late.
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1. Choose your own role model. ___
2. Believe in yourself. Be confident. ___
3. Try to be unique and independent. ___
4. Let your friends and peers influence your decisions. ___
5. Don’t become over-confident and arrogant. Be humble. ___
6. Make others become exactly like you. ___
7. Be yourself. ___

6. How can one become a teenage role model? Go through the list below and tick the ones 
which you think are important for becoming a teenage role model. Then listen to the record-
ing and tick those that are mentioned.

7. There are mistakes in some of the sentences below. Find and correct them. Put a tick  (V) next to the 
sentences which are correct.

1. I recommend to buy tickets early for the concert. I recommend buying tickets early for the concert.

2. I avoid to take the underground because it’s so overcrowded. ..........................

3. Nick denied breaking the photocopier. ..........................

4. The neighbours threatened calling the police. ..........................

5. Teona suggested to go out for a pizza. ..........................

6. The detective refused to answer any questions about the investigation. ..........................

7. I’d prefer staying in and watching a video. ...........................

8. Levan prefers walking to driving. ...........................

Listening

tion is completely different. I think a hero is an ...................................... (8) who finds the 
strength to preserve life and endure ....................................... (9), in spite of overwhelming 
difficulties,’ says Christopher Reeve.  
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Now get ready to write

Speaking
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8. Put the verbs in brackets into the ...ing form (gerund) or infinitive.

1. I’m busy studying  (study) for my school exams.
2. You’re clever enough .............................. (do) this crossword.
3. Saba was accused of ................................ (lie).
4. I’m looking forward to ............................... (hear) from you soon.
5. We would all like to congratulate you on .............................. (win) the championship.
6. Is this book really worth ............................... (read)?
7. Eka went to university ............................... (become) a lawyer. 
8. He hoped ............................ (achieve) much in his career.

9. Work with your 
partner and tell each other who your personal role model 

is and what makes him/her so special to you.  Do you and your partner admire the 
same qualities in your role models? What are the qualities which can make people role 

models? Think of as many adjectives as possible.

For example: 

•  My role model is ……
•  He/she is brave/ honest/ intelligent / reliable ……
•  I really look up to him/her because ……
•  He/she sets a good example by……  

10. You are invited to post a message on a website about who your role model is and why you admire this 
person. Write a paragraph of 130-140 words. Use ideas from the speaking activity. You might use 

 reading texts in ex. 1 as a model.

My Role Model
  
My  role model is…..     One reason why I admire………… is that… ..…………………………..…
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………… ……………………………………………………….……………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………

• The paragraph has a topic sentence.
• In the sentences I used the correct word order.
• I used several facts and arguments.
• I checked for spelling and punctuation.
• I  rewrote the paragraph.

Self -editing checklist

When you finish writing, complete this checklist:
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PARENTS AND CHILDREN
Grammar focus: Future forms

1. This is an extract from the diary of a 17-year-old schoolgirl, Katie. Read Katie’s diary entries and decide 
which four of these six things she writes about? Tick the ones that are mentioned.

Reading
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Her favourite pastime           Monday morning           An embarrassing moment  
A maths class                        Her boyfriend               Her achievements

Monday, March 17
Once again the day began with that dreaded sound of my alarm clock. I turned it off 
and went back to sleep for another 15 minutes. Then I heard mum calling, “Get up! 
You’re going to be late for school! It’s quarter past!” Already? It couldn’t be. But it was. 
So I jumped out of bed, rushed to the bathroom and had a quick shower. Then again 
mum’s voice echoed through the house, “Hurry up or you’ll miss the bus!” I gobbled down my breakfast 
in about 2 minutes, grabbed my school things and hurried to the bus stop. And of course when I got 
there I saw the bus disappearing round the corner. ‘Oh no, not again!’ I thought. As usual in this situ-
ation, I went back home and asked dad to give me a lift to school in his car. And as usual he said he 
would. But my punishment, for the whole of the journey, was a long sermon from him on how important 
it is to be always punctual, while I just repeated, “Yes, dad. No, dad. I’m sorry, dad. It won’t happen again, 
dad. Yes, dad. No, dad.”  As I entered the classroom the teacher was saying, “Class, today we’re going 
to start studying trigonometry,” and this was followed by a loud chorus of groans, mostly from the 
boys sitting at the back. Pretty obviously, it wasn’t a great start to the day, but luckily the rest of the 
day went by without any other problems or disappointments. 

Wednesday, March 30
Today has been an ok day for me. I got home from school at about 2:30. After lunch I spent an hour 
or two watching TV and finishing my English, History, German and Science homework. Then, with a ‘Do 
Not Disturb’ expression on my face, I went on the Internet. I call it ‘blog and chat therapy.’ It’s a great 
way to relax and I sometimes chat with 3 or 4 people at a time. Then, while I was in the middle of a very 
interesting conversation with one of my oldest chat-friends from Brazil, I suddenly heard my mum 
shouting, ‘Haven’t you got anything better to do with your time than waste it all in idle chat? Can’t 
you do something more useful?’ She went on like this for several minutes. But I didn’t answer her and 
stayed calm and patient. So after a while she stopped talking and left me to settle down again undis-
turbed in front of the computer. But sometimes she really surprises me with her sudden outbursts of 
anger! 

Saturday, April 11
Today dad and I went to the music shop to have a look at the latest albums. When we entered the 
store, they were playing a track from the hit parade of the 90s which dad recognized. So, all of a sud-
den he started dancing about like a madman and playing an imaginary guitar in front of all the people 
in the store. He didn’t care that I was standing next to him! It was so embarrassing! Later he told me 
that when he was in his teens he’d played in a band for a few weeks. I was really surprised to hear that 
because as far as I know he has absolutely no sense of rhythm. That wouldn’t be a problem of course if 
he didn’t insist, even at his advanced age, on dancing at parties and weddings. However, although he’s 
a hopeless dancer, I have to admit that he does know a lot about jazz and rock and his songs collection 
is not bad at all. 
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2.   Read the diary again and decide whether the following sentences are true or false. Tick the 
appropriate box.

1. Why was Katie late for school on Monday? ..........................
2. What’s Katie’s first lesson on Monday? ...........................
3. What time does Katie usually get home from school on Wednesday? ...........................
4. Where’s Katie’s oldest chat-friend from? ..........................
5. Why did Katie and her father go to the music shop on Saturday? ..........................
6. Why did Katie feel embarrassed in the music shop? ..........................
7. Why was Katie surprised to hear that her dad used to play in a band? ..........................

3.   Read the diary again and  write answers to the following questions.

a. warmosaxviTi
b. ucabedi ganrisxeba
c. uxerxuli, sircxvilis momgvreli
d. SiSis momgvreli xma
e. usaqmo, fuWi saubari
f. swrafad da daudevrad Wama
g. Wkuis saswavlebeli leqcia
h. kvnesa, oxvra

4. Match the words and phrases in A with their English translations in B. The context in which the words 
and phrases are used in the text will help you. Examlpe 1-d.

1. dreaded sound
2. gobble down
3. sermon
4. imaginary

5. groan
6. idle chat
7. outburst of anger
8. embarrassing

1. Their loud shouts       a. checking everything himself.
2. We moved to Russia    b. to call the ambulance.
3. Despite his advanced age  c. echoed through the forest.
4. The thief just grabbed   d. at ball games
5. I rushed to the telephone  e. when I was in my early teens.
6. He insisted on    f. he often travels abroad alone.
7. My brother is pretty hopeless  g. the bag from my hand and ran off.

5. Match the sentence halves to make complete sentences. Example 1-c.

Vocabulary in Context

A. B.

   
1. Katie is never late for school.
2. Katie usually goes to school by bus.
3. Katie’s class is very interested in trigonometry.
4. Katie spends a lot of time on chat websites.
5. Katie’s mother thinks the Internet chat is a waste of time.
6. Katie thinks her father is very good at dancing.
7. Katie approves of her father’s taste in music.

 T     F
V
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Grammar:  Future forms

Many forms are used to talk about the future in English. 

1.  We use will to talk about predictions based on our feelings and expectations as well as decisions 

made at the moment of speaking. 

• I hope you will be able to come to my party this weekend.      I think I’ll go home now.

2. We use be going to to talk about our plans and intentions for the future and for predictions based on 

some present evidence.

• I’m going to learn French .     The sky’s very dark; it’s going to rain.

3.  We use the Present Continuous to talk about something we have arranged for the future.

• What are you doing this evening?  I’m going to the cinema with a group of friends.

4.  We use the Present Simple to talk about future events that are timetabled. The Present Simple is also  

used to express the future after the words like if, unless, in case, before, after, when, as soon as.  

• The bus for Rustavi leaves in an hour.    I’ll buy a new watch when I save enough money. 
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6. Match the English words with their Georgian equivalents. Then listen to an interview with 

Rose Miller, a child psychologist, who talks about the parent-children relationship and decide 
whether the statements are true or false.  

a. sevdiani, uxasiaTo
b. rwmena
c. meamboxe, daumorHilebeli
d. gulHaTxrobili
e. egoisti

1. rebellious
2. secretive 
3. moody
4. self-centered
5. faith   

V

    T      F     

1. Parents cannot possibly avoid conflicts with their teenage children.  

2. Teenagers’ behaviour is sometimes unreasonable because they try to show their individuality.

3. Parents should be patient with their children and their bad behaviour.

4. Parents should always try to win arguments with their children.

5. Parents shouldn’t disturb their children when they want to be alone.

6. Parents should try to catch their children doing something wrong so they can criticize them.

7. Teenagers need to feel that they can always rely on their parents. 

7.  Read the sentences and underline the correct choice.

1. Who are you going to vote / will you vote for in the Eurovision contest?
2. The show will begin  / begins at 8 o’clock.
3. Did I tell you? We’re moving / We move to our new flat on April 23rd. 
4. This traffic is terrible. We’ll be / We’re going to be really late.  
5. What time are we leaving / do we leave for the airport?
6. ‘You look awful.’ ‘I know. I’m going to see  / I’ll see the doctor tomorrow.’
7. ‘Did you remember to send an email to Ann?’ ‘Oh no, I forgot. I’m going to send / I’ll send it now.’
8. I’m sure you’re going to have / you’ll have a wonderful holiday.

Listening
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Now get ready to write

Speaking

9.  Work in groups 
of 5 or 6. Within your groups choose a person who will 

ask questions and carry out a survey to find out what similarities you share with 
your parents and what are the differences. Note down the answers. In your groups PREPARE A 
PRESENTATION: Parents and us: similarities and differences. In your speech use some of the 

phrases given below:
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8.  Read the sentences and use the Future Simple,  Present Simple or be going to to fill in the gaps.

1. As soon as I ............................. (get) home, I promise I ................................... (phone) you.
2. You ............................. (break) the vase if you ............................ (not/be) careful.
3. What ............................ (your Granny / do) when she ................................. (retire)?
4. ............................... (you / be)  there to meet me when I ............................ (get) to the airport?
5. I ................................ (buy) some more vegetables in case Ghio and Nana ........................... (stay) for 
dinner.
6. We ............................. (not/get) into the office until Misha ............................ (arrive) with the key.
7. I ................................ (have) a big party when I ................................. (pass) all my exams.

According to the survey..../  Tika and her mom have the same taste in food, but they have a different taste in 

music and clothes. / Nika and his dad both love cars, but Nika loves sports cars, and his dad - ordinary ones…..

GIVE A PRESENTATION     
In your groups choose a presenter to speak in front of the whole class to 
give the group’s opinion. The time limit for the presentation should not 
be more than 3 minutes, and 2 minutes should be allowed for questions 
from the other groups. Remember the tips given in Unit 1.

My parents and I do have some common interests and tastes, but we also differ in many 
things. For example,  ..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................

10. Write a paragraph under the heading: My parents and myself: similarities and differences. Use the ideas 
from the speaking activity. Write between 140 words.
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THE BEST AGE TO BE
Grammar focus: Word order

1. Read the words below relating to different ages and put the words in order from youngest to oldest. 
What do you think the best age to be is?

Reading

U
N

IT 11

a. adult ........     b. baby ....1.....     c. teenager  ........     d. child .......     e. elderly .........

2. A youth magazine asked people what they thought would be the best age. What do you think the 
majority of people said?  Read the text and check your answers.

Many young teenagers wish they were older. But how much older do teenagers want to 
be? And would adults like to turn the clock back? How much younger would they like to be? 
Youngsters, the youth magazine, interviewed people of different ages and asked them one 
question:

What do you think is the best age to be?
Natia, 17 
I never want to forget what it is like to be a teenager, mainly because one 
day I might have teenagers myself. But also, there are great things about 
being a teenager. Sure, you are still trying to understand yourself and who 
you want to be, but you don’t feel obliged to be an adult yet. I think that 
when you’re in your teens, you have more fun and you laugh more. Teen-
agers are always exploring, trying to figure things out, and they don’t mind 
being silly sometimes. I like all these things.

Giorgi, 28
I really don’t wish I were a teenager again. I remember how I was and how 
I tried to act as if I was an adult and look cool. Twenty-five is probably the 
best age in my view. When I was twenty five, I had a well-paid job and I had 
the rest of my life to look forward to.

Anna, 20
I think being 20 is wonderful. When you’re a teenager people still treat 
you like a kid. Now I am at university and it’s great. I am pretty free to do 
what I like and I still have some time to think about what I want to do in 
the future.

Kote, 65
I don’t think there’s a perfect age at all. I’m 65 now but I feel happy with my fam-
ily and I believe the best is yet to come. I look forward with just as much pleas-
ure as I look back. There are wonderful things for me to remember, but I hope 
I’ve also got lovely things to look forward to.

Nini, 14
It amazes me that people think it’s so great to be a teenager. There is so 
much you can’t do. I love being with my family but I also want to be inde-
pendent and start thinking for myself. And I want to travel alone with my 
friends. At the same time I have some big decisions to make about my 
future now and I find it really difficult to make my own mind up.  It’s so 
hard to find your own way in the world, and my opinions are often very 
different from my parents’.  I don’t think that’s ever going to change.
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Vocabulary in Context

3. Read the text again and match the statements below with the people interviewed. Tick the 
appropriate box. 

1. says that teenagers can do silly things sometimes?

2. doesn’t believe there’s a perfect age?     

3. thinks 25 is the best age?   

4. says that teenagers are treated like kids?  

5. finds it difficult to take decisions? 

6. thinks that teenagers enjoy life more than others?  

7. wants to be more independent?   

Natia  Giorgi  Anna Kote  NiniWho ...

V

4. Read the sentences below. Find them in the text, in the paragraphs indicated, and decide what words 
the words in bold refer to.

1. I like all these things. (Natia)   Exploring,  trying to f igure things out .
2. They don’t mind being silly sometimes. (Natia) ………………..…………..  
3. I don’t think that’s ever going to change. (Nini) ………………..…………
4. How much younger would they like to be?   (paragraph 1) ………………..…………..
5. and it’s great. (Anna) ……………………..……..                  
6. …asked them one question. (paragraph 1) …………………..…………….
7. ...and you laugh more. (Natia) …………………………..…..

1. You don’t feel obliged to be an adult yet.  a. kargad anazRaurebadi samsaxuri. 
2. They are trying to figure things out.    b. cxovrebis darHenili nawili 
3. It’s quiet a well-paid job    c. gaazreba
4. After the age of 17 you are an adult.   d. sakmaod dakavebuli
5. I have the rest of my life to look forward to.  e. valdebuli
6. I am pretty busy at this moment.   f. mozrdili adamiani
7. It amazes me.      g. sakuTar Tavze zrunva
8. I have to start thinking for myself.     h. maocebs 

5. Read the sentences and match the underlined phrases with their Georgian equivalents. Example 1-e.

6. On the next page there is a part of an article in a young people’s magazine. While you read it, 
put the words below into the gaps. Two words are extra and the first one has been done for 
you.

amaze         geometry        obliged       rebellious       reckon
teenager      think        well-paid      younger

I’m 62 years old, so I reckon  (1)  I’ve been a 17-year-old three and a half times. As a first-time 
teenager, I worried about  ...................... (2) tests, and whether my shoes matched my skirt. Now, I 
have a ......................... (3) job and I am ................. (4) to think about lots of things which didn’t both-
er me when I was a teenager. I have to worry about petrol prices, for instance, and if I turned off 
the lights at home. 
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Grammar:  Word order
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IT 11

Listening

I used to measure success by how many friends I had, but now I know that one 
close friend is better than money and fame. Like most people in their teens, I was 
.............................. (5) and wanted to be independent. At the same time I sometimes found 
it really hard to ......................... (6) for myself and take important decisions. It was great 
fun to be a ......................... (7) during the 1950s, when this word started to be used. But I 
like being an old experienced teenager even more.

7. You are going to listen to an interview with a teenager from Britain. Listen and decide if the statements 
below are true (T) or false (F).

V

    T      F     

1. Teenagers in England are different from teenagers in Georgia.      

2. At the weekend Ann has fish and chips for lunch.

3. Sainsbury’s is an American supermarket. 

4. In the evening Ann usually surfs the Internet. 

5. 12 to 16 year-olds do not get pocket money in England.

6. Ann goes swimming twice a week.

7. Ann thinks Brad Pitt is a fantastic actor.

Look at the sentences below:
• Ann goes swimming.
• They watched Pirates of the Caribbean.

These statements have correct word order.

The following statements do not follow normal English word order: 
• Swimming Ann goes.
• Pirates of the Caribbean they watched.

Word order is very important in English, because words do not have endings to show which parts of 
speech they represent. A normal sentence in English usually contains at least three elements:  

subject   +     verb     +       object 
They    +     watched   +     Pirates of the Caribbean

OR more:

Subject    + Verb + Indirect object +    Direct object    + Place +    Time
Sally        + will tell +         you             +         the story       +    at school     +      tomorrow.
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11. What do YOU think is the best age to be? Write your opinion. Try to give as many arguments as you can in 
order to defend your choice. Write at least 140 words.

To my mind, the best age to be is ...................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................

Now get ready to write

Speaking

10.  Work with your partner. 
What do you think the right age is to do these things? Try to give 

as many arguments as possible.  When you have finished, share your answers with the whole 
class. You might find some of the phrases in ex. 2 useful for your discussion.    
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8. Read the sentences below and circle the correct choice.  

1.  a. Do you play every week football?
     b. Do you play football every week?

2. a. I’m going on Monday to see him.
    b. I’m going to see him on Monday.

3. a. She has worked here for a very long time.
    b. Here she has worked for a very long time.

4. a. I really want to speak English fluently.
    b. I want really to speak English fluently.

5. a.  In this form please fill in your details.
    b.  Please fill in this form with your details.

6. a. I always have to remind her to clean her room.
    b. Always I have to remind her to clean her room.

7. a. I’ve read about our school some interesting information.
    b. I’ve read some interesting information about our school.

8. a. What I want to say it is a secret.
    b. What I want to say is a secret.

9.  Arrange the words below to make a sentence.

1. has / Nick / to / 6 o’clock  / get up / every / day at.   Nick has to get up at 6 o’clock every day.

2. don’t / I / there / think / is / age / a / perfect. .............................................................................................................

3. I / could / be / 25 / If / any / age / I / be / would / probably....................................................................................

4. at / Ann / is / university / and /  flat / friends / with / shares/ a. ............................................................................

5. spends / two / Sandro / hours /every / day / homework / doing / his / maths. ..................................................

6. has / to / Salome / big / make / choices / future / about / her. ................................................................................

7. a / that / teenager / think / great / being / is / I ...........................................................................................................

• learn a foreign language
• get married
• find a job
• go to university

• travel abroad
• retire
• have your first baby
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RULES ARE RULES
Grammar focus: Prepositions of place / movement / time

1. Do you think we should have rules about how people should behave in schools? Should there be a written 
‘Code of Conduct’* for all schools? Read what five young people think about this question and see if you 
agree with any of them.

Reading

U
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Giorgi
If we want to make the world perfect, we have to learn to be helpful and treat 
one another with respect. This means, for example, avoiding any behaviour which 
might lead to conflicts. We ought to be able to disagree without ending up fight-
ing! Although we are all different, we all need to be valued and understood. In 
fact, this is what we are required to do by the set of rules.  Having to obey rules 
is simply a part of life. One problem is that in many schools they don’t seem to 

Should there be any written rules in Georgian schools?

realise that rules should be obeyed by teachers as well as by students. How can you set a good 
example if you think that school rules are only for students?  

between students and teachers. It may even destroy the teacher-student relation-
ship, which in my view should be based on mutual trust and understanding.

mobile phones at school except in emergencies. I see no problem here. This rule 
is quite logical. We all know how hard it is to concentrate in class when the les-
son is constantly interrupted by the sound of ring tones. But the rule is useless if 

Lasha
Rules, what rules? I study well, and I behave well, not because of a set of school 
rules but because of my own principles. I’m good and obedient not because I’m 
told to be, but because I think it’s right. In my opinion, rules in general often have 
exactly the opposite effect since most people tend to do just those things they 
are not allowed to do. For example if, according to the rules, teachers have to 
write reports about disobedient students, this will build a kind of barrier, or wall, 

freedom. But I think that, in a good Code of Conduct, there can be nothing that 
threatens our freedom. The idea that students are not allowed to do what they 
like at school doesn’t mean that they are losing their rights. The most obvious 
issue is mobile phones. The rules might state that students are not allowed to use 

Maya
Some of my friends say that, by accepting school rules, we are giving up our 

teachers don’t accept that it also applies to them.  

Irakli
I think the biggest advantage of having rules is that they help to prevent crime and
violence at schools, and this helps to maintain discipline in class. However, I can’t agree with 
the idea of having different schools for teenage students who misbehave. Sending 
them to special schools cannot solve the problem. I think that such schools will only 
encourage them to be even more aggressive. Sometimes teachers - and parents too 
- find it very easy to blame and to criticise, and very hard to give praise, or congratu-
late you when you’ve done something good. With the help of good teachers and 
friends it’s possible to put all your troubles behind you, and to change for the better. 
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Vocabulary in Context

Nino
I can’t see what all the fuss is about. All of us have certain rules which we obey 
at home, so why can’t we obey rules at school? Of course we all like wearing 
smart clothes and jewellery, but I think school is not the right place to show 
those things off. And it seems obvious to me that students shouldn’t be al-
lowed to bring cigarettes or drugs or weapons to school. One thing that does 
bother some people is the idea that we should report anybody for bullying or 
for vandalism and other kinds of serious offence. Some people say that, if you 

1. Giorgi a. is against sending disobedient students to special schools.
2. Lasha  b. doesn’t think the Code of Conduct affects students’ rights.
3. Maya  c. thinks covering things up for others might do more harm than good.
4. Irakli  d. thinks teachers should act as role models.
5. Nino  e. behaves according to his own set of high moral principles.
  f.  is against the use of mobile phones at school. 
  g. thinks the new rules will make students more disciplined.

2.    Read the texts again and match the names with their opinions. In some cases two answers are possible.

3.    Read the texts again and decide if the following statements are true or false.

1. students should show respect towards each other.              

2. students should accept differences in people and opinions.   

3. teachers should record students’ bad behaviour.   

4. the use of mobile phones in class is banned.  

5. students are not allowed to smoke or take drugs.  

6. the incidents of bullying and vandalism should be covered up.  

7. students are not allowed to bring weapons to school except in emergencies. 

V

    T      F     According to the proposed Code of Conduct…

4. Read the sentences and match the underlined words and expressions with their Georgian equivalents.

1. He treats his grandparents with great respect.                    a. kritikuli situacia
2. He refuses to obey school rules.                   b. ar damabezRo
3. You should only use this door in an emergency.    c. pativiscemiT epyroba
4.  He is driving his new car to show it off to everybody.   d. daHagvra, daSineba 
5.  The government is trying to cover up the scandal.   e. danaSauli
6. Please don’t tell on me – my parents will kill me if they find out.  f. daemorHilos wesebs
7. Because it was his first offence the punishment wasn’t very strict. g. Tavs iwonebs, trabaxobs
8. We try hard to prevent bullying at our school.    h. damalva, xelis dafareba

do this, you might be telling on your friends, but I don’t agree. Covering these 
things up, and not reporting serious offences, might be more harmful and even 
dangerous. 
*Code of Conduct – qcevis kodeqsi

5. Read the Code of Conduct of one British school and fill in the gaps with the words below. 
There is one extra word.

allowed         banned         bullying        confiscated      high    
  interrupt       jewellery         reported          respect        prohibited     

  time          treated         uniform
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Grammar:  Prepositions of place / movement / time
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Listening

St Michael’s School: Code of Conduct

We aim to create an environment in which every child feels happy, safe and important. The school 

Windstorm

After heavy w i n d s t o r m   (1)                          
flowers spring again                                                 
Many cares and fears .................... (2)                    
Just memories remain floating by
Yes time is all we  ...................... (3)
To find ourselves reborn.                                                                                               
And again go running after ........................ (4)  
As if one heard their call     
As if one could ...................... (5) them all-all-all

CORUS:  They were always on my .................... (6)    
Cause I know-ow-ow 
Time is left ..................... (7)
Yes I know-ow-ow 

6.   You are going to listen to a song by a Georgian pop group SOFT EJECT. While listening, follow the text 
below and fill in the missing words given below. One word is extra.

They’re blowing our .................... (8)   
Blow, blow windstorm     
So much comes to light     
I don’t know ..................... (9).
Things can take the ...................... (10) way   
Things can seem so worn     
At the end of the long ................... (11)       
All will shine with warm, alien light.
Yes the .................... (12) is full of hints    
And if it’s time to call       
Find me there running ................... (13) winds  
As if I ever....        
As if one .................. (14) catch them all-all-all.

CORUS:  (repeated)

We can use the following prepositions to talk about where things or people are:
in / on / above / below / under / outside / over / opposite / in front of / behind
There’s somebody in the telephone box.  Our office is above the hairdresser’s.    
There were few passengers on the plane.  There was a long queue outside the cinema.    

We can use the following prepositions to describe movement:
to / out of / into / over / under / through / across / along / up / down / between
I’m flying to Italy tomorrow.              George jumped over the wall.  
She walked out of the house.             He ran up the steps and knocked on the door.

In / on / at  are the prepositions of time.
In is used with months, seasons, years, parts of the day:  in June, in winter,  in 2007, in the afternoon
On is used with days of the week, dates, special days: on Wednesday, on June 20th, on New Year’s Day
At is used with times of the day, holiday periods: at six o’clock, at 11:30, at midnight, at noon, at 
Christmas

air   after    behind     catch      could     gone     need     mind      
minds    right     way     why   winds     windstorm      wrong               

therefore expects a high (1) standard of behaviour from students at all times. 

Students should show ………….……….………….. (2) for themselves and other members of the school. 
Students should come to school prepared, on ……………….……….……. (3) and ready to learn. 
All school property must be …………………….……….… (4) with respect. 
Smoking and all forms of gum are totally ……………….……….………... (5) in school. 
Cigarettes, matches and lighters will be……………….……….………….. (6). 
Students found with dangerous or illegal items in school will be …………….……….……….. (7) to the police. 
The use of mobile phones and personal stereos is not …………….……….………… (8). 
Fighting, …………….……….………… (9), swearing or answering back will not be tolerated. 
Students should wear school ……………….……….…….. (10). 
Wearing ………………….……….…… (11) is not allowed.
Confiscated jewellery and other ………….……….……… (12) items should be collected from school by parents.
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Now get ready to write

Speaking

8. Work in two groups. 
Group A is for the Code of Conduct and approves the rules 

suggested by the Code. Group B is against the Code and tries to prove that the rules will 
not help to improve the situation at school. In your groups PREPARE A PRESENTATION: Should there 

be any written rules in Georgian schools? Try to think of good arguments for or against the 
code in order to express your point of view clearly.   
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1. From the mountain, I could see the lake  b e l o w.     
2. Sophie smiled at David as he walked ……………….…………. the door.
3. Ronaldinho ran …………………….…….. two players and scored a goal.
4. There’s no bridge, so we’ll have to swim ………………….………. the river. 
5. I turned round and spoke to the person standing …………………….…….. me.
6. The sign …………………….………. the door said ‘Mind your head’.
7. We live just ………………….…………. the Opera House.
8. I went ……………………….…….. the shops and bought some food. 

7. Fill in the gaps with the correct  preposition. Use each preposition once. There are two 
extra prepositions.

across     

behind     

below    

between   

opposite    

outside     

over     

through     

to     

under

We  think the biggest advantage/disadvantage of the Code is that….

GIVE A PRESENTATION  
In your groups choose a presenter who will speak in front of the whole 
class to give the group’s opinion. The time limit for the presentation 
should not be more than 3 minutes, and 2 minutes should be allowed for 
questions from the other group. Remember the tips given in Unit 1.

9.  Should there be written rules in schools which pupils have to follow? What should be done in order to 
create a happy and safe environment in schools? Write a 130-140 word article for your school newslet-
ter in which you will state your opinion about this.  Use the reading texts in ex. 1 as a model.

You might find some of the ideas below helpful:

Teachers should help their students work to their full potential. / Good behaviour is learnt by example/. 
I don’t think imposing rules on students is the right approach. / A certain amount of bad behaviour should 
be expected as we are just learning to control ourselves.

I think that …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………….
.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

SCHOOL NEWSLETTER
Should there be any written rules in schools?
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1. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first, using the correct form of the words 
given in brackets.

1.  Sophie wants to invite all her relatives to the party. (insist on)
     Sophie insists on invit ing al l  her relat ives to the party.
2.  I can’t wait to see you all.  (look forward to)
     I am ...........................................................................................................................................................
3.  Let’s hire a car and travel round Europe. (suggest)
     I .................................................................................................................................................................
4.  I will not take part in anything illegal. (refuse)
     I absolutely ................................................................................................................................................
5.  Kate is only ten. She can’t look after her baby sister. (too)
     Kate is .......................................................................................................................................................
6.  George is quite tall. He can join a basketball team. (enough)
     George is ...................................................................................................................................................
7.  You won’t make things better by feeling sorry for yourself. (use)
     It’s .............................................................................................................................................................
8.  I wanted to buy some aspirin, so I went to the chemist’s.  (to)
     I went .......................................................................................................................................................
9. I’m so sorry I didn’t tell you about the problem before. (apologize for)
      I .................................................................................................................................................................
10.  I wouldn’t get upset about it if I were you.  (point)
       There’s ........................................................................................................................................................
11.  Nick doesn’t ride his bike any more because there’s too much traffic.  (give up)
       Nick has ......................................................................................................................................................
12.  It’s not a good idea to buy those skis if you don’t go skiing.  (worth)
      It’s ................................................................................................................................................................

REVISION THREE   
Units 9 - 12

3. Read the sentences and underline the more logical future form of the verb from the two choices given.

R

2. Rewrite the sentences using a) the correct word order and b) an appropriate preposition.

1. I met yesterday Sandro in the bus. I  met Sandro on the bus yesterday. 
2.  Have you been ever in Italy? ................................................................................
3.  What film in the cinema are they showing? ................................................................................
4.  I have an exam important in June 7th. ................................................................................
5.  I very much like surfing in the Internet. ................................................................................
6.  When she was six Nata went in school. ................................................................................
7.  Usually I sit next Nino at the English class. ................................................................................
8.  What time does open the bank in Monday? ................................................................................
9.  Marie’s flat is in the floor third ................................................................................
10. Gio always is late for school in Monday mornings .................................................................................
11. I want really to travel in Europe.  ................................................................................
12. He very hard works on summer. ................................................................................

1. Hurry up! I saw on the programme that the film starts / is starting at 8.30, and it’s 8.20 already!  
2. It is going to be / will be a lovely day! Look at the clear blue sky!
3. If we go to Greece this summer, we visit / will visit the islands.
4. I think Maka is going to like/will like her new job when she gets used to it.
5. Lika will be late for dinner. She is going to work / works in the library until it closes.
6. What are you doing / are you going to do when your exams  are over?
7. ‘Are you doing / Will you do anything this evening?’ ‘Yes, I’m meeting Ann at 8 o’clock.’
8. Tomorrow we go / are going camping, so I hope the weather will be fine.
9. There aren’t enough chairs for everyone. I am getting / will get some more from next door.
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Out of 30  words I know __________.

1. dare- gabedva         2. open-minded _________ 3. inspiration ___________    

4. catching _____________     5. sermon ___________ 6. groan_____________   

7. imaginary____________   
8. embarrassing _____________

9. insist_____________  

10. hopeless _______________   
11. dreaded ______________   12. rebellious _______________ 

13. adult _________    

14. amaze ____________   15. treat______________  

16. respect _______________   17. emergency ______________   18. prevent____________ 

19. praise ______________  20. bullying  ___________  
21.offence_____________   

22. threaten___________   23.mutual ______________   

24. trust ___________   

25. violence ___________  
26. weapon ___________  

27.  punctual___________  

28. expression___________  
29. patient   ___________ 30. admit ____________

R

4. Complete each sentence with the appropriate phrase. Two phrases are extra.

10. Shall we have some pizza before we l shall go / go home?
11.Today mum is taking my sister to a skating competition which is beginning / begins at 2:00.
12. I will probably find / am probably finding the photos when I tidy the room.

code of conduct  feel obliged  feeling rather sorry for himself             gobbled down        
idle chat    lacks confidence      looked up to        obey rules       outburst of anger      rest of his life  

sky’s the limit          showing off           tell on your friends          think for themselves 

1. Anna is a good student, but she lacks conf idence .            
2. He’s got flu and he’s ................................ .          
3. Nino believes the ..................................  for her son. He’s such a talented young footballer.            
4. He likes ................................ his fantastic English accent.
5. Dato knew he had behaved badly and said how sorry he was for his sudden ................................ .
6. Many parents ................................ to pay for at least part of their children’s wedding.
7. I’ve always  ................................ George for his courage and determination.
8. That’s enough ................................ - get back to work!
9. She ................................ her  lunch in a hurry.
10. Soldiers are trained to ................................and orders without questioning them.
11. Parents should teach their children to .................................
12. The fact that he has acted in one of the Hollywood films is a fantastic experience for the ............................

5. How many words do you know? Write the Georgian translation next to each word. Then check the mean-
ing in the Wordlist at the end of the book. Count the correct answers and write the number below. All 
the words are from units 9-12.
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THE STORY OF BRITAIN AND ITS LANGUAGE       
Grammar focus: Passive voice  

1. Read the text below and find out how Britain and the language spoken there developed. While you read, use 
the context to decide what the underlined words might mean. 

Reading

U
N

IT 13

The history of Britain and the English language are very closely linked. How did the history of Britain 
influence the English language and its development? The story below highlights some important dates 
and facts in the history of Britain and the English language.                                               

Nearly two thousand years ago the Romans invaded Britain and 
brought their language, Latin, with them. However, what is known 
as ‘Old English’ did not develop mainly from Latin. The history of 
English really started with the arrival of Germanic tribes, the An-
gles and Saxons, who invaded Britain in the 5th century AD. These 
tribes spoke Germanic languages which later developed into Old 
English. It didn’t sound or look like the English we speak today. 
However, about half of the most commonly used words in Modern 
English, such as be, water and strong, are Old English words. At the 
end of the 6th century, Saint Augustine introduced Christianity into 
Britain and this is when hundreds of Latin and Greek words entered 
Old English. Then, in  878 AD, the Vikings invaded Britain from 
Scandinavia, bringing with them the Norse language. Some of their 
words, such as get, wrong and want are among the most common 
English words today.      

Another very important date in British history is 1066. That’s when the French duke, 
William the Conqueror, brought his army from Normandy in France and beat the 
English king Harold in a famous battle. After that, French words started to become 
an important part of English. Many words, such as fiancée, perfume, garage, came to 
English from French. In the next 200 years Old English, with all its Norse, Latin, Greek 
and French vocabulary, changed and became Middle English. This was the language 
of the poet Chaucer, who is the greatest English poet before Shakespeare. Around 
1480, a man called William Caxton invented a new machine, called a printing press. 
An important result of this invention was that the grammar and spelling of English 
became fixed so that, from that time, English changed more slowly. Then came the 
‘Renaissance.’ This was a period of great progress in learning and culture in Europe. 
By this time, English was not very different from the English we use today. This was 
also the time when William Shakespeare, the most famous English poet and writer of 
that time lived. The next major event was the arrival of the first British emigrants in 
America in 1670. This led to the beginnings of the creation of a new variety of English 
called American English.  Some of the words and expressions that are 
now called ‘Americanisms’ are in fact original British words which were 
preserved in America, although they disappeared for a time from British 
English. For example, Americans use trash for rubbish, loan for lend and 
fall for autumn. Between 1800 and 1900, sixteen million Europeans left 
their home countries and immigrated to the USA. Many of them came 
from Italy, Germany, Ireland, Scandinavia and Central Europe and they all 
brought new words and expressions to American English. But the Eng-
lish language didn’t just travel to America. Emigrants from Britain sailed 
across the world to live in Australia, New Zealand, India, Asia and Africa. 
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Vocabulary in Context

2. Read the text again and put the important events from the history of Britain in the right order. 
 

a. The first British immigrants arrived in America. .......... 
b. The Normans conquered Britain.   ............ 
c. Anglo-Saxons settled in Britain. ............ 
d. English became a Lingua Franca. ............. 
e. The Romans invaded Britain.  1

f. The printing press was invented. ...........
g. The Vikings attacked Britain. ...........
h. English spread to Australia, New Zealand, India  
    and Africa. ...........
i.  The Britons became Christians……….

3.   Read the text again and write short answers to these questions. Compare your answers with your  
      friend’s.

1. What language did the Romans speak? ...............................

2. Who brought Christianity to Britain? ..............................

3. Where did the Vikings come from? ..............................

4. Which variety of English did Chaucer use? ..............................

5. Who was the first to build a printing press? ..............................

6. Who brought English to America? .................................

4.   Match the words in A with their translations in B. Example 1-c. 

1. highlight c   
2. tribe   
3. beat   
4. Duke    

A.

5. settle  
6. spelling     
7. preserved  
8. recent

B.

a. damarcxeba  
b. marTlwera  
c. gansakuTrebulad    
    aRniSvna   
d. Senaxuli   

e. tomi    
f. cotaxnis winandeli   
g. hercogi   
h. dasaxleba

5.   Read the text about the British monarch and fill in the gaps. There are two extra words.

beat         decisions        including       invaded        laws        opening
power        reality       signature       speech        State          symbol 

Wherever they settled, the language they spoke changed and expanded by borrowing 
words from other local languages. With the increase in communication and travel and 
through radio and television, all these different types of English have mixed. The result is 

Modern English, which continues to develop even today, with hundreds of new words entering 
the language every year. Another even more recent result is that English has become a Lingua  
Franca, a global language, regularly used and understood by many nations for whom English 
is not their first language.
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Grammar:  Passive voice

U
N

IT 13

Listening

7. Rewrite the following sentences in the passive voice as in the example.  Note to use by+agent whenever 
the agent is important only.  

6. Which are the most important facts in the history of Britain? Find and tick four statements 
below. Then listen to the recording and see if you were right. 

1. Stonehenge was built in the Bronze Age. ..........................
2. The Romans conquered Britain in 54 BC. ..............................
3. In the 9th and 10th centuries, most of Britain was controlled by Vikings.  ..........................
4. French-speaking Normans invaded Britain in the 10th century. .....................                                              
5. The Magna Carta was a political document. .....................                                     
6. The Hundred Years War was a war between the English and the Dutch. .....................   
7. The English Church was separated from the Roman Catholic Church in 1534. .....................

Look at the sentences and pay attention to the verbs which are in the passive voice:

Dinner will be served.  
Dinner should / must / might be served. 

The passive voice is formed by using the appropriate tense of the verb to be + past participle (is 
done)  or a modal verb +be +past participle (must be done).

The passive is used when the agent (the person who does the action) is unknown, unimportant or 
obvious from the context: The prisoners are being taken to prison. (by the police - obvious agent)
The passive is also used to put emphasis on the agent: The Pyramids were built by the ancient 
Egyptians.

In formal contexts, passive phrases are often introduced with It: It is said that the Loch Ness monster 
exists. There are some other phrases like this:  It is thought that …./ It is believed that …./ It is 
expected that.....

Dinner is served at 6.00.
Dinner is being served now.
Dinner was served.    

Dinner was being served.
Dinner has been served.
Dinner had been served. 

1. Police use trained dogs to find drugs.   Trained dogs are used by the police to find drugs.

2. A lifeguard rescued the drowning dog. .....................................................................................................

3. The workers are repairing our leaking roof. ....................................................................................................

4. A bodyguard will protect the President 24 hours a day. .............................................................................

5. Bank robbers were holding more than 30 people hostage. ........................................................................

Queen Elizabeth II
The United Kingdom doesn’t have a president. The Head of State (1) is 
either a king or a queen, and the present monarch is Queen Elizabeth. The 

Queen has many duties. For example, she must put her ....................  (2) on any new 
law, and each year she makes a ....................  (3) to officially open the Parliament. She 
is also Head of State of many of those countries which today are in the Common-
wealth (a kind of international club for English-speaking countries), .................... (4) 
Canada, New Zealand and Jamaica.  But in .................... (5) the Queen has very little 
.................... (6). She may sign her name on all new ....................  (7), but this doesn’t 
mean she likes them. In fact, it’s the Prime Minister who makes the most impor-

tant ....................  (8) in the country. And who do you think writes the Queen’s speech for the 
....................  (9) of Parliament? The Prime Minister again. But, although the Queen isn’t a political 
force, she is an important .................... (10) of Britain’s long history and tradition.
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Now get ready to write

Speaking

13 U
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8. Read the text about Britain’s national flowers and put the verbs in brackets in the correct 
passive form. Make sure that you use the correct tense.  

What are Britain’s national flowers?

The national flower of England is the rose. The flower (1)................................ (adopt) 
as the emblem of England since the time of the Wars of the Roses between  1455 
– 1485. This was the war between the duke of Lancaster, whose emblem was a red 

9. Work in pairs. Try to 
answer the following questions: How many nationalities live 

in Georgia and what languages do they speak? How many languages do you and your 
parents speak? Is the language you use very different from what your parents use? Do you use 

any words (slang, for instance) that your parents don’t? If yes, what are they?  

Use some of the words and phrases given below:

various cultures and nationalities /different languages / mother tongue / my parents’ 
generation / use slang

This is what the histoy says .....

10. Write about some important facts from the history of Georgia or from the history of the Georgian 
 language. You can find information on the Internet or in your history books. You should write at 

least 140 words.  Use some of the words and phrases in ex. 1 of this unit. 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

rose, and the duke of York, whose emblem was a white rose. The national flower of North-
ern Ireland is the shamrock, a three-leaved plant similar to clover*. It (2) ..............................  
(say) that the shamrock  (3) .......................... (use) by St. Patrick to illustrate the idea of the 
Holy Trinity*. The Scottish national flower is the thistle, a prickly-leaved purple flower 
which (4) ........................ first ....................... (use) in the 15th century as a symbol of defence. 
It (5) .............................. (consider) that the national flower of Wales is the daffodil. It (6) 
........................ traditionally ............................ (wear) on St. David’s Day which (7) .........................
(celebrate) on 1 March every year. 
 
*clover: samyura     *Holy Trinity: wminda sameba

6. Archaeologists have found dinosaur remains. ............................................................................................

7. Bad weather conditions might delay our flight. .........................................................................................

8. A petrol leak had caused the explosion. .....................................................................................................
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THE FUTURE OF ENGLISH        
Grammar focus: Certainty and uncertainty 

1. How will English have changed in fifty years’ time? Will fewer or more people speak it? Will it remain the 
number one international language? Read some facts about the English language and then read what five 
British and American teenagers say in answer to this question. 

Reading

U
N

IT 14

Millions of people are learning English. Why? Because it’s the most important 
international language in the world. Here are some amazing facts about English 
today.

• One billion people speak English. That’s 20% of  the world’s population.
•  400 million people speak English as their first language. For the other 600 

million it’s either a second  language or a foreign language.
•  85% of information in the world’s computers is in English. 
•  Nearly 60% of all the companies in Europe communicate with each other in 

English. 
•  80% of international letters, emails and faxes are in English.
•  English is the language of the sky and the sea. Every pilot and ship’s captain 

has to speak it.

        How will English have changed in fifty years’ time?

Adam:  English is changing very quickly, but languages have to change, 
don’t they? I mean, my parents don’t understand some of my vocabulary 

because I often use slang.* But that’s OK. No doubt in twenty 
years my own children will also use words that I don’t under-
stand. It’s normal.

Tina: I think the future of English is all about money. If America 
remains the world leader, English will still be the most important 
language in fifty years. If not, English will become less important. 
Perhaps another language, Spanish or Chinese for instance, will 

take its place.

Maria: The world needs lots of languages, not just one. Look at Los Ange-
les, for example. It’s an American city, but more people there speak Spanish 
than English. And even in Britain English isn’t the only language. If people 
don’t speak small languages they will disappear and this will be very, very 
bad.  

Jake: I’m glad that English is my first language. I feel sorry for kids 
abroad who are learning it as a foreign language. It must be really 
difficult for them. And the future? That’s easy – English will be-
come even more important.

Max:  Everybody will speak English soon – I’m sure of it. Why? 
Because of TV, movies, the Internet, pop music …, and all forms 
of mass communication. The world is very small. We all need to 
understand each other. To do that, we need an international lan-
guage, and it’s English. That’s not going to change.   

*slang: very informal words or expressions that are more common in spoken language.
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Vocabulary in Context

2. Read the text again and answer the questions below. Tick the appropriate box.

1. Nearly 7 percent of the population of Georgia are Armenian.  a. mebraleba
2. I feel sorry for children who have no parents.    b. eWvgareSea
3. The means of mass communication are TV, the Internet, etc.  c. Hanacvleba
4. The Internet may soon take the place of a telephone.   d. TiTqmis
5. They say that over 1 million Georgians live abroad nowadays.  e. rHeba, inarHunebs
6. The rating of this pop group remains very high.    f. masobrivi komunikaciis saSualebebi
7. There is no doubt that English is the most spoken language today. g. sazRvargareT

3. Read the sentences and match the underlined words and expressions with their Georgian translation. 

The world is a very small place

The modern world is a very small place. Travel and communication are quicker 
(1) and easier than ever before. Because of this, more and more people need a 
…………………………… (2) second language. For millions of people that language is now Eng-
lish.

Politics – English is the language of international …………………………… (3) meetings and the 
United Nations. Also, many political leaders speak in English to international journal-
ists.

Pop music – Rock and roll began in America in the 1950s. Ever …………………………… (4) 
those days, English has been the language of rock and pop. In Japan, for example, 
many of the most popular stars are British or American.

4.   Read some facts about English as an international language and fill the gaps with the words given. Two 
words are extra. 

appear     
 common       

characters’  
 completely      

exports     
films    

quicker      
political    
 since      

screens    
 scientists     

show

TV and Film – America ……………………………(5) thousands of films and TV programmes to 
other countries every year. They appear on …………………………… (6) all over the world. Some 
countries show these films and programmes with sub-titles in their language. In other 
countries, the films are dubbed and local actors speak the …………………………… (7) dia-
logues. 

Science and Medicine – Both of these subjects are now …………………………… (8) internation-
al. That’s because doctors and …………………………… (9) everywhere are trying to answer the 
same questions. The latest ideas in medicine and science ……………………………(10) in special 
international magazines, of which more than 60% are in English. 

1. is happy his/her language is English? 

2. thinks that there should be many languages in the world?

3.  believes that mass communication makes English popular?

4. thinks that its normal when young people use slang?

5.  thinks that the future of English is connected with wealth?

6.  says that small languages are as important as big ones?

7.  is sure that English will become even more important. 

Who ... Adam Tina Maria Jake Max

V
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Grammar:  Certainty and uncertainty 

Certainty and uncertainty are often expressed by modals must, can’t, may, might and could.

Must and can’t express certainty. We use them when we are more or less certain about something, 
especially with the verb to be.

• You must be tired after your journey. (I suppose you are)
• That can’t be Jane. She is in France. (I’m sure it’s impossible)  

May, might and could express uncertainty or possibility. They are usually stressed in speech.

• It may snow. 
• I might see him, I don’t know.
• I could get wet.
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5. Listen to four people speaking about the future of English and match the names to their 

opinions. Only one name corresponds to each opinion. One opinion is extra.

Listening

Diana thinks that   a. present-day English will soon sound old-fashioned.
Bob thinks that   b. English will be the first language of every nation.
Caroline thinks that c. English will be full of incorrect language.
Tom  thinks that  d. English will have another name.
                     e.  does not have a definite opinion.

6. Read the sentences. What do they express: certainty or uncertainty?

1. You must be an actress, not an economist.  c e r t a i n t y
2. This can’t be a Picasso painting, I’m sure!. …………………………………             
3. I might take part in this event, but I am not sure. ……………………………………
4. You must know Italian well as you lived in Italy. ……………………..……………
5. I might go to Bakuriani, I don’t know. ……………………..……………
6. Anna can’t solve this problem alone. She is too small. ……………………..………
7. This party may win. Who knows? ……………………..………

   may     can’t (2)    might    must (3)    could

1. Diana looks terrible. She mus t  be feeling unhappy and lonely.
2. Sasha ……………………… be only twenty. He has grey hair already. 
3. Don’t drive your car over that old bridge. You ……………………… fall into the river.
4. He’s the only one who’s got all correct answers, so he ……………………… get first prize. 
5. This ……………………… be a Pirosmani’s painting. It’s in a completely different style.
6. The clouds are dark and it’s very cold so I think it ……………………… snow.
7. You’re learning to fly? You ……………………… be joking.

7.   Read the sentences and fill the gaps with the words given below. In some gaps more than one 
word can be inserted.   
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9. Write a paragraph of about 130-140 words under the title: How will Georgian language have changed in fifty 
years’ time? Use the reading texts in ex. 1 as a model.

Now get ready to write

Speaking

8. 
Work in small groups. 

Make a list of English words which are used in Georgian, such as 
supermarket, shaping, sport, football. How many of these words do you know and use? Do you 

think it’s ok to use these words in Georgian?  
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Make an International English poster for your classroom where you would put the English words used in 
Georgian.

SHAPING

Use some of the words and phrases given below:

mass communication / no doubt / disappear / international links / borrowed words/ International lan-
guage / new words will enter Georgian…

How will Georgian language have changed in fifty years’ time? 

I think that…………………………………………………………………………
………………… ……….…………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………

supermarket

email

  chat

internet

• The paragraph has a topic sentence.
• In the sentences I used the correct word order.
• I used several facts and arguments.
• I checked for spelling and punctuation.
• I  rewrote the paragraph.

Self -editing checklist

When you finish writing, complete this checklist:
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AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL    
Grammar focus: Conditional one and twoU

N
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1. My friend Irakli has just travelled in the USA. He shares his impressions with you. Read what he says 
about America and try to understand the underlined words from the context.

Reading

A.  America is one of those countries that you have seen so 
many times on television that you feel as though you know it 
quite well. I went there for the first time in April and, although 
I already knew many things about it, I realised that there was 
actually a lot more to discover about this amazing country. I 
only went to New York and Chicago and it’s difficult of course 
to judge the whole of America on what you see in two towns, 
but it’s a start. The stereotypes* of pizzas as big as Manhattan, 
buildings so high they look like they are never going to end, 
waitresses with fixed smiles holding a pot of coffee and saying 
‘Have a nice day’ – all these are true. The streets of New York were full of yellow cabs 
and blue-uniformed cops. Time Square was even more crowded and flashy than I’d 
expected it to be. In the windy city of Chicago it was the start of the baseball season 
and so everywhere people were wearing ‘Chicago Bulls’ t-shirts. On our first morning 
there we went into a diner* and asked for an American breakfast. Considering that 

our usual breakfast at home is just one cup of tea or coffee, we were 
shocked by the enormous size of the plate that arrived at our table, 
full of bacon, scrambled egg, pancakes and maple syrup. But it was 
good! 
 
B.  33% of America’s population are overweight. But, apart from 
noticing how important food is, it is also difficult not to see that this 
country has an ever-growing sense of history. One of the biggest cel-
ebrations in the USA takes place on July 4, Independence Day. This is 

if you go to America on July 4, you are sure to see wonderful firework displays and 
enormous banners, bands playing as they parade along the streets and music coming 
from people’s houses as they celebrate this momentous occasion with their families 
and friends.

C.  Americans like having fun, and their parties are not restricted to July 4. Halloween 
is another huge festival that the whole family gets involved in. Children and adults 
alike dress up in extraordinary ghost costumes and, while the adults have a party, the 
children go from house to house saying ‘trick or treat’. If they don’t get the chocolate 
or sweets they’re looking for then they’ll play a harmless trick on the innocent home-
owner. 

D.   Maybe it’s because I have American friends that I feel so at home in this country 
and its people. When we went there in April we were met with  open arms, not just 
by my friends, but by their friends and their friends’ friends. When you walk into a 
shop you don’t just have a welcoming smiling shop assistant, you also have immedi-
ate helpers and friends in the shoppers themselves. Conversations arise all the time 
with everybody, everywhere. They want to talk and they want to listen too. My trip has 

when, in 1776, Americans declared their independence from England. Since Thomas 
Jefferson, at that time a member of congress, drafted the Declaration of Independ-
ence, this has been the most significant date on every American’s calendar. Today, 
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3. Read the text again and decide if the following statements are true or false according to 
the information given in the text.

1. Irakli travelled all over America .                                                            

2. Americans eat big plates of food.

3. The Declaration of Independence was first written by the President. 

4. Americans have a quiet celebration to mark Independence Day. 

5. Americans have very little time for entertainment.

6. At Hallowing people wear fancy dress. 

7. You can’t learn much about America from TV.

T      F

  V

Vocabulary in Context

1. He showed me his badge and said he was a cop.       a. pirveli versia davwere 
2. Kate was wearing some flashy jewellery at the party.  b. gansajo
3. They celebrate this momentous occasion with their friends. c. policieli
4. When I’ve drafted the contract, my boss will check it.  d. movlena
5. What do you think is your most significant achievement? e. gamoacxada
6. You should never judge people by their appearance.   f. brWyviala
7. The President declared there would be elections soon.  g. mniSvnelovani

4.  Match the underlined words with their Georgian equivalents. The context will help you.

2. Read the sentences and decide which paragraph has the similar information.

1. Children go trick or treating from door to door at Halloween. C
2. You don’t know America and its people until you go there. ...........
3. July is the time for one of the biggest celebrations in the USA. ...........
4. What Irakli knew about America was nothing compared to what he actually saw there. ..........
5. Americans are friendly and they like meeting new people. ..............
6. Eating an American breakfast for the first time was a memorable experience. ............
7. In summer Americans celebrate their most important holiday. .........

shown me that to know America and its people you have to go there. It’s not enough 
to sit at home watching endless American series and listening to news on local TV 
about what’s happening over there. Don’t be fooled by what you think you know 
about this country; go there and find out for yourself! 

 *stereotype: stereotipi        *diner: patara restorani
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Grammar: Conditional one and two 

Look at the sentences:

 • If I see Maia, I will give her your message.
 • If David was  taller, he would play basketball.

In the first sentence we use Conditional One because we talk about a possible real situation in the 
future. We use if + Present Simple + will / can / could / may / might when something is true or 
likely to happen in the future. 

In the second sentence we use Conditional Two because we talk about an unreal situation in the 
present. We use if + Past Simple + would / could to talk about something that is untrue in the 
present and unlikely to happen in the future. Note that was and were are equally correct in Condi-
tional Two. If Jane was here… / If Jane were here… 

Conditional One can also be introduced by unless, which means  if not.
 • Unless you hurry, you’ll miss the bus.= If you don’t hurry, you’ll miss the bus.
Conditional Two can be used to give advice.
 • If I were you, I wouldn’t tell anyone about it. 
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6. How many questions can you answer in this American history quiz? Compare your answers with your 
friend’s, then listen and check. Did you learn anything new?

1. What nationality was Christopher Columbus?  a. British b. Italian c. Spanish   

2. Which US President was Thomas Jefferson?  a. the first    b. the second c. the third 

3. When did the American War of Independence begin? a. 1776      b. 1766     c. 1782

4. When did English people start to arrive in America? a. From 1670 b. From 1707 c. From 1607

5. How many soldiers died in the Civil War?  a. 500.000 b. 50.000 c. 15.000

6. Who was the first president of the USA?          a. Abraham Lincoln   b. George Washington   c. John Kennedy 

Listening

Travelers to New York City harbour see a marvelous s i g h t (1) . Standing on a 
small island in the harbour is the ...................... (2) statue of a woman wearing a long 
robe and a crown, holding a book and lifting a ........................ (3) to the sky. The 
statue measures almost forty metres from foot to ....................... (4). It is sometimes 

crown      
disappeared    

gift      
harbour   

huge      
immigrated            

Liberty       
peace      

amazing      
sight
torch      

visitors    
world

The Statue of Liberty

referred to as the ‘Modern Colossus,’ but it is usually called the 
Statue of ..................... (5). This fascinating statue was a ....................... 
(6) from the French to America and is easily recognized by people 
around the ................... (7). What many .................... (8) to this monu-
ment to freedom don’t know is that the statue closely resembles 
one of the Ancient Seven Wonders of the World, the Colossus of 
Rhodes that stood over two thousand years ago in another busy 

...................... (9) on the Island of Rhodes. The Colossus of Rhodes ..................... 
(10) long ago, but the Statue of Liberty is still standing proud. It became a sym-
bol of hope and freedom for millions of people who, during the 20th century, 
........................ (11) to the United States to find a new life of ..................(12) and pros-
perity.
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7.   Fill in the gaps with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets. Use Conditional One. 
 

8.  Match the sentence halves to make conditional sentences. Then write the verbs in the 
 correct form. Example 1-d.

1. If I saw a strange object in the sky, d   a. they ............................. (win ) the cup.
2. If you have time, ............................    b. if Martha ............................. (fail) her exam. 
3. What would you do .........................    c. if you ............................ (not/phone) them soon.
4. If your team plays well, ...........................   d. I would photograph  (photograph) it.
5. I’d tell a doctor about that cough .........................  e. if you ................................ (find) a bag full of money?
6. I wouldn’t be surprised ...........................   f. ........................... (you/help) me tidy my room?
7. Your parents will be worried about you   g. if I .................................. (be) you. 

We have discussed the similarities and differences between the two countries and 

think that .......... / The most striking similarity / difference is that .......... / One thing that 

America and Georgia have in common is .......... / Our group thinks that the two countries 

differ a lot. However, .......

GIVE A PRESENTATION

In your small group choose a presenter  to speak in front of the whole class. 

The presentation should not be longer than 3 minutes, and 1 or 2 minutes should 

be allowed for questions from other groups. Remember the tips 

given in Unit 1.
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Work in pairs and 
make notes of similarities and differences between 

America and Georgia and their people. Then get into small groups to com-
pare your notes. PREPARE A PRESENTATION: What similarities and differences are there 

between America and Georgia?  In the presentation include some of the 
phrases given below.

Speaking

9. 

10. Write a paragraph and say what America and its people have in common with Georgia and Georgians 

and what makes the two countries so different. State which national characteristics of Americans and 

Georgians you like most / least and why. Write at least 140 words.
 

America and Georgia are very different. However, you can still find some similarities between 
the two countries. The  first and the most striking similarity is .................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Now get ready to write

1. If we f ind  (find) a bank, we can change  (change) some money. 
2. If you ............................... (have) any problems, you .................................. (call) me.
3. You ................................ (not/feel) better unless you ............................... (take) some medicine. 
4. George ............................... (wash) his car if it ................................. (not/rain).
5. Annie ................................. (not/go) to sleep, unless you ............................ (tell) her a story. 
6. What ............................... (you/do) if there ............................ (be) an earthquake?
7. If you ........................... (send) me an e-mail tomorrow, I ............................. (reply) immediately.
8. If we ............................. (not/save) enough money, we ............................ (not/go) on holiday this year. 
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TIME TO READ 
Grammar focus: Obligation

1. Read the short story below. It is written in American English. The text has 15 words typical of American 
 English and 4 words with American spellings. Can you find them? Compare the lists with your friends’. 

Reading
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The Woman in Shades
                                            

It was a cool fall afternoon in Manhattan. The woman switched on 
the lights and looked at her face in the bathroom mirror. ‘I’m going to 
go to the movies this evening’, she thought, and smiled. Ten minutes 
later she took the elevator to the first floor and left the building. She 
was wearing a long, black coat, a hat and a pair of shades.

Outside the building she stopped for a moment and looked at all 
the noisy automobiles in the street. Next, she looked at the people on 
the sidewalk. There were so many of them. “Is this a good idea?” she 
asked herself. Then she put her pocketbook under one arm and called 
a cab. ‘Of course, it is.’

The journey to the movie theater took five minutes. In those five 
minutes the woman realized that she still loved New York. OK, her 
apartment was cold in the winter. Yes, there were a lot of crazy, dan-
gerous people in the streets. Everything in the stores was expensive. 
There was garbage everywhere. It was all true, but… well, New York 

was her home.
At the movie theater there were only thirty or forty people in the audience. The 

woman sat in the back row and ate a candy bar. Two minutes later the movie be-
gan. Then, and only then, she took off her shades. It was a good story. She remem-
bered it well. She even remembered some of the dialog. And then, of course, there 
was the actor with the black hair. ‘He was my favorite,’ she thought. ‘I really loved 
him in those years.’

She left quietly a few minutes before the end. Another cab? ‘No,’ she thought. 
‘I’ll take the subway.’

At ten to nine she was nearly home. She felt happy. ‘That was fun,’ she said to 
herself. The front door of her building was just three feet* away. She took off her 
shades and looked up at the stars for a moment. It was only for a moment, but that 
was long enough. A man on the sidewalk stopped. He came towards her. ‘Excuse 
me,’ he said, ‘but aren’t you…?’

‘No!’ said the woman. Her voice was cold and hard. ‘No, I’m not!’ Then she put 
on her shades again and walked quickly into the apartment building.
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Vocabulary in Context

2. Read the text again. Then read the statements and decide whether they are true or 
false. Tick the correct answer.

1. The story takes place in New York.                         

2. The woman went to the movies with her friends.

3. The woman wore shades because it was a sunny day. 

4. It didn’t take the woman long to reach the movie theatre.

5. There were a lot of people at the movie. 

6. It was the first time the woman had seen this movie.

7. The woman used to love the main character.    

8. The woman was a famous actress herself.   

V

    T      F     

3. Read the words below and find their English equivalents in the text. Some words are underlined, some – 
are not.  

1. saTvale  s h a d e s     
2. trotuari   
3. safule    
4. rigi   

5. lifti   
6. taqsi / etli    
7. bina    
8. wyvili   
9. giJi / gadareuli

1. The USA and its language both grew very quickly .    QUICK
2. …………………………… English is very popular among teenagers.     AMERICA
3. The second most important language in US is ……………………………    SPAIN
4. In 1776 United States had the War for ……………………………      INDEPENDENT
5. Many nationalities brought new ……………………………   into American English.   EXPRESS
6. It’s sometimes ……………………………  to walk in the streets at night.    DANGER
7. Between 1800 and 1900, 16 million ……………………………  moved to America.   EUROPE 
8. There are some ……………………………  between British and American English.   DIFFERENT    

4. Read the sentences and fill in the gaps with the corrct form of the words in capitals.

5. Read the text and fill in the missing words below. Two words are extra.

adult       aimed       appeared       average      best-selling       central     
characters      fiction       produced      recognized        mysteries      teen

Teen fiction
In recent years, publishers have produced (1) thousands of novels for teenage readers. ‘Teen 

Fiction’ has grown, in fact, and now it’s a …………………….….. (2) literary form, just like ‘science fiction’, ‘his-
torical romances’ or ‘ murder ………………….…….. (3). But what makes a successful teenage novel? To find 
out, some of today’s ……………….………………. (4) titles in the 13-16 age group were analysed. The length and 
the character types ………………….……….. (5) to be important factors in their success. On …………………….……..
(6), novels for teenagers are between 30,000  and 50,000 words long. That’s quite a lot shorter than 
most …………………………… (7) novels. The main  ………………….…………… (8) in teen fiction are usually a few years 
older than the reader. For example, if a book is ………………….…………. (9) at 12-13 year olds, the characters 
will normally be 15-16. Also, novels for teens don’t have a large number of ………………….………… (10) char-
acters – between four and seven is the average.     

*1 foot: approx. 0.3 metres 
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Grammar: Obligation
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Down by the Stream

Down by the stream
Was a man living lonely and s t i l l  (1)
Every time we passed by his little ………………..……. (2)
We kids tried to glance in.

He seemed so ……………………..………..…… (3)
And we wondered at his quiet ways
Once he spoke to us to our big ………………..…….. (4)
And here’s what he said:

CHORUS: ‘I’m short of ………………..…………..…….. (5)
               I’m short of steam 
               I’m short of ………………..…………..…… (6)
               I’m short of dreams 
               I’m short of ………………..…………..……. (7)
               I can’t be free.’ 

Now oh my ………….…….. (8)
When those golden days fade into night
And I think about some other ……………….…. (9)
Another world, another light    
And other wings, and other …………….…….(10)

CHORUS: (repeated)
Down in our ………….……….. (11)
There are places we can’t ever find
Just a twinkling of a ……………….… (12)
Sometimes gets into our eyes. 

Obligation is often expressed by modals: must, have to, should  and had better.

Must is used to describe a personal obligation. Have to describes obligations made by someone else:

• You must prepare for your exam harder. (I say so)
• You have to park the car here. (It’s the law) 

mustn’t describes something which is not allowed. Don’t have to describes something which is not 
necessary.

• You mustn’t cross the street here. (It’s against the rules)
• You don’t have to stay so late. (It’s not necessary)

should and had better have the same meaning. They describe what is good and they can be used to 
give advice, or polite instructions.

• I think you should see a doctor.
• You had better (You’d better) stop smoking. 

7. Choose and underline the most suitable word or phrase.

1. Sorry, I can’t stay any longer. I have  to  / should go. 
2. I think you had better / must take dark shades with you. The sun is strong.  
3. Don’t worry. You mustn’t / don’t have to pay now.
4. You have to / must stop the car  when the lights are red.
5. I think you must / should see your grandparents more often.
6. You mustn’t / shouldn’t walk across this main street. It’s the law.  
7. You have to / must look for information on the Internet. 

8.  Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the 
words given in brackets.

1. I think you will get there by 7 o’clock, if the roads are free. (should)

Listening

6. You are going to listen to a song by a Georgian pop group SOFT EJECT. While listening, follow the text 
and fill in the missing words below. One word is extra. 

flights     house     love (2)     life      nights      minds      light      live      time      

strange      still      surprise 
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Now get ready to write

9. 

Speaking

You have decided to start 
a radio programme for teenagers. You need to discuss the idea and 

work out all the details. Work in small groups and try to answer the questions below. Then get 
ready to GIVE A PRESENTATION – A Radio Programme for Teenagers.
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In your presentation include your answers to the questions below. You may also think of other useful ideas 
for starting a good radio programme.

• What will you call your radio programme?
• What will be its main theme: music? literature? sport?  or…   
• How many minutes will it last?
• How often will it be broadcast? Once a week? Twice a week?
• How many people will you need to prepare the programme and what will each of them do?
• How much will you need for this project and where will you find the money?

GIVE A PRESENTATION  

Choose a presenter from your group to speak in front of the whole lass. 
The time limit for the presentation shouldn’t be more than 3 minutes, 
and 2 minutes should be allowed for questions from other groups.  Re-
member the tips given in Unit 1.

10. Your school’s literary magazine has announced a competition for the best story. They have given you 
the beginning of the story that participants in the competition have to complete. Read the beginning 
of the story below and try to complete it. Write at least 140 words. Then read the story to your friends. 
Listen to theirs.  

• The paragraph has a topic sentence.
• In the sentences I used the correct word order.
• I checked for spelling and punctuation.
• I  rewrote the paragraph.

Self -editing checklist

That was the moment when I realized that I was standing in front of a famous  
celebrity………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

    You s h o u l d  g e t  t h e re  by 7 o’clock, if the roads are free.  
2. Is it necessary for me to dress formally? (have)
    Do ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… formally?
3.  I think she should start medical treatment immediately. (had) 
     I think she ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… immediately.
4.  I thought that you would know about the local rules better. (should)
     You  ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… better.  
5.  I advise you to drive slower. (had)
     You ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. slower.
6.  It’s forbidden for people to enter this building. (mustn’t)
     People ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… building.
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1. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first, using the correct form of the word 
given in brackets. You should use by + agent only where the agent is important for the meaning.

1. The government spends a huge amount of money on education.  (is)
    A huge amount of money is spent by the government on education.   
2. Bad weather delayed our flight to New York.  (was) 
    ....................................................................................................................................................
3. The studio will release Avril Lavigne’s new album soon.  (released)
    ....................................................................................................................................................
4.  How do you pronounce the word ‘thorough’?  (is)
    .................................................................................................................................................... 
5. People often say that drinking green tea reduces stress.  (it)
    ....................................................................................................................................................
6. The government should reward Zura for handing in all the money to the police. (be)
    ....................................................................................................................................................
7. They have nominated Steven Spielberg for the Best Director prize. (has)
    ....................................................................................................................................................
8. You have to take exams almost every year at our school.  (be)
    ....................................................................................................................................................
9. People believe that there will soon be a cure for this disease.  (it)         
    ....................................................................................................................................................
10. Alex was unhappy because the coach hadn’t chosen him for the team. (been)
    ....................................................................................................................................................
11. They are planning an arts festival for this summer.  (being)
    ....................................................................................................................................................
12. Can I take old Beatles’ records from the central library? (borrowed) 
    ....................................................................................................................................................

REVISION FOUR     
Units 13 - 16R

2.  Match the sentence halves to make conditional sentences and write the verbs in the correct form. 
 Example 1-d.

1. I’ll tell you all the secret.  d    a. if you .................... (not/work) so hard.
2. If you water your plant every day, .........  b. I ...................... (accept) their invitation.
3. If you could make yourself look different,.........  c. you ...................... (not/break) the record.
4. You wouldn’t feel so stressed  ..........   d. if you promise  (promise) to keep it. 
5. If our flat was bigger, ............    e. if you .................... (not/use) a flash.
6. I will pay for the tickets  ...........    f. if I .......................... (tell) him the truth?
7. If I were you, ...........     g. it ........................ (live) for years.
8. You can take photos in the theatre, ............  h. we ......................... (have) a party here.
9. I could see his computer files ..........   i. unless my boss .............. (say) I have to work late.
10. If you don’t practice a lot harder .........  j. if they .................... (not/be) too expensive.
11.Do you think he would believe me ...........  k. what ......................... (you/change)?
12. I’ll drive you to the airport this evening..........  l. if I ................... (know) the password.

3. Choose the correct alternative.

1. This is a very popular restaurant. You could / have  to  book a table here in advance. 
2. Don’t forget that you have to / should take your medicine at 8 o’clock.
3. Do you have to /  Must you go to football practice this afternoon?
4. The boy next to David looks a lot like him, doesn’t he? He must / can  be his brother.
5. You shouldn’t / don’t have to eat so much late at night. 
6. Nutsa has been studying English for ages. She has to / must speak it really well.
7. You mustn’t  / don’t have to smoke here. It’s a no-smoking area.
8. You don’t have to / shouldn’t buy any expensive equipment to go jogging.
9. What’s the time? It mustn’t / can’t be very late because it’s still light outside.
10. I really think you’d better / might apologize to her.
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5. How many words do you know? Write the Georgian translation next to each word. Then check the meaning in 
the Wordlist at the end of the book. Count the correct answers and write the number below. All the words are 
from units 13-16.

Out of 30  words I know __________.

1. invade   Semoseva   2. tribe_____________            3. highlight _________

4. duke __________       5. beat________________ 6. spelling ___________

7.preserve  ______________    
8. recent ________________    

9. cop  _______________

10. flashy _____________  
11.occasion ______________     12. significant   ___________

13. draft__________           

14. judge ________      15. declare___________

16. nearly ___________  17. abroad _________   18. remain________

19. elevator ___________   
20. sidewalk________ 21. pocketbook ______

22. cab __________       
23. subway ________  24. garbage _________  

25. apartment________               26. overweight___________  
27. harmless ___________       

28. innocent ____________     
29. homeowner __________            30. audience __________

R

4. Complete each sentence with the appropriate phrase. Two phrases are extra.

11. The exam starts at 9am. You don’t have to / mustn’t be late.
12. You could / must  be really excited about your new job in Rome. You’ve always wanted to live in  

Italy.

    apartment building        back row        declared independence       dressed up        
extraordinary costumes         for instance          foreign language        momentous occasion       movie theatre  

pair of shades      significant date       there’s no doubt     
took the place      varieties of English

1. There’s no doubt  that one day a cure for cancer will be found.
2. He went to the party ................................ as a cowboy.
3.  I couldn’t see the actors very well because we were sitting in the .................................
4.  I can’t believe you spent so much money on this silly .................................
5.  They’re showing a week of British films at our local ................................ in Batumi.
6.  Do you speak any other ................................ apart from English?
7.  My graduation day was a  ................................for the whole family.
8.  9th September 1999 is a very ................................ in my life.
9.  The article was about the different ................................ spoken all over the world.
10. There are too many rules. At our school, ................................, we aren’t allowed to use mobile phones.
11.  Would you be happy if computers  ................................ of teachers one day?
12. Georgia ................................ from the Soviet Union in 1991.   
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THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD 
Grammar focus: Asking for and giving advice

1.   What do you know about the original Seven Wonders of the World? Go through the texts below and 
check your knowledge. Try to understand the underlined words from the context.  

 

Reading

U
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The traditional Seven Wonders of the Ancient World was a list of architectural marvels, compiled  in 
200 BC by a Greek philosopher. Today, of the original seven, only the Great Pyramid in Egypt is left. 
The other six have been slowly destroyed by time.  

The Great Pyramid of Giza, Egypt 
The Egyptian pharaoh Cheops built the Great Pyramid in about 2560 BC to serve as 
his tomb. The pyramid is the oldest structure among the seven ancient wonders but it 
still stands tall just outside Cairo. To build the Great Pyramid required 100,000 slaves 
and 20 years of hard work. With a height of 138 metres, it is thought to have been the 
world’s tallest man-made structure for more than four thousand years, until 1889 when 
the Eiffel Tower was built. 
The Hanging Gardens of Babylon, Iraq 
The Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar created these terraced gardens around 600 BC 
at his royal palace in the Mesopotamian desert. The king’s wife was missing her home-
land, so he decided to design a man-made paradise in the hope of making her happier. 
The gardens had a truly magical environment: artificial hills covered with brilliantly-
coloured trees, fountains, plants and flowers – all imported from other countries. For 
the love of a woman, Nebuchadnezzar broke the laws of nature by creating a botanical 
wonder in the middle of a desert.  
The Lighthouse of Alexandria, Egypt 
The lighthouse was the only ancient wonder that had a practical use. It guided ships 
safely into the harbour of Alexandria. Constructed between 285 and 247 BC, it was the 
first lighthouse in the world. Its height was 117 metres - as high as a modern 40-storey 
building. The lighthouse used fire at night and polished bronze mirrors that reflected 
the sun during the day. The light could be seen for more than 50 kilometres out to sea. 
The huge structure towered over the Mediterranean coast for more than 1,500 years 
before being seriously damaged by earthquakes in 1303 and 1323 AD.
The Temple of Artemis, Turkey 
This great marble temple, named after the goddess of fertility Artemis, was completed 
around 550 BC at Ephesus, near the modern-day town of Selçuk in Turkey. The temple 
was the pride of Ephesus for two hundred years until, in 356 BC, it was burned to the 
ground by a young local man called Herostratus, who committed this crime in order in 
attempt to immortalize his name. After being restored, the temple was destroyed for 
the second time by the Goths in 262 AD and again by the Christians in 401 AD. 
The Statue of Zeus at Olympia, Greece 
The massive gold statue of the king of the Greek gods, Zeus, was built in honour of 
the original Olympic games, which began in the ancient city of Olympia. The statue, 
completed around 432 BC, sat on a wooden throne covered in jewels inside a temple 
overlooking the city. The 12-metre-tall figure held a royal sceptre and a small statue of 
the goddess of victory, Nike - both made from ivory and precious metals. The temple 
was closed when the Olympics were banned in 391 AD and the statue was eventually 
destroyed. 
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Vocabulary in Context

2. Decide if the statements below are true or false according to the information given in the text.  

4. Read the words. Then find their English equivalents in the text above. Compare your answers with your friends.  

1. akldama - tomb   
2. saswauli  ……………………….….
3. ukvdavyofa …………….…………….  
4. xmelTaSua (zRva)…………….………
5. Suqura …………….…………….  
6. dangreva/ Hamongreva ……………

7. spilos Zvali …………….…………….  
8. akrZalva …………….…………….   
9. navsadguri …………….…………….  
10. jarTi …………….…………….    
11. xelovnuri …………….…………….   
12. nayofiereba …………….……………. 
13. mcdeloba ………........….……… 

1. Three Ancient Wonders were connected to Mediterranean harbours.                              

2. Nothing is left of the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus today. 

3. The Lighthouse of Alexandria was the only wonder built for a useful purpose. 

4. The Great Pyramid can be seen in the suburbs of Cairo. 

5. The Colossus of Rhodes was made of marble.  

6. Three of the Seven Ancient Wonders collapsed in earthquakes. 

7. All the Ancient Seven Wonders were in only four countries. 

 T F
  V

3. Read the texts again and answer the questions below. Write the names of the appropriate won-
ders after the questions.

1. was decorated with valuable stones and metals and elephants’ tusks? ……………………………………… 
2. was destroyed by someone who wanted everybody to know about him? ……………………………………… 
3. was built to help boats sail into a port without any accidents? ……………………………………… 
4. is the only one still standing today? ……………………………………… 
5. was built by a broken-hearted queen in memory of her dead husband? ……………………………………… 
6. was a bronze sculpture of a god? ……………………………………… 
7. was made to please a homesick queen? ……………………………………… 

Which of the Seven Wonders …. 

The Mausoleum of Halicarnassus, Turkey 
The famous tomb at Halicarnassus - now the city of Bodrum in Turkey- was built be-
tween 370 and 350 BC for King Mausolus. Legend says that the king’s wife Artemisia 
II had the enormous white marble tomb built as a memorial to their love. The mauso-
leum overlooked the city for 16 centuries until a violent earthquake in 1304 AD. Some 
sculptures from the mausoleum can now be seen in the British Museum in London. The 
king’s famous tomb became the source of the word ‘mausoleum’.
The Colossus* of Rhodes, Greece 
Placed upon a marble pedestal, this 33-metre-tall statue was visible to ships approach-
ing the Mediterranean island of Rhodes from many miles away. The gigantic bronze 
figure represented the Greek sun god Helios. The Colossus was completed in 282 BC 
and stood at the harbour entrance for 56 years before it collapsed in an earthquake. In 
654 AD Arabs invaded Rhodes and broke the remains of the Colossus to sell it as scrap 
metal. It is said that it took 900 camels to carry the statue away. 
*colossus: very big and very important
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Grammar:  Asking for and giving advice
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Listening

5. In 2007 over 100 million people nominated the New Seven Wonders of the World. 
Read about this event  and  fill in the gaps with the words below. Two words are extra.

announced      artificial      harbour       list      marvels     part      raised  
       represent       restoration      sites       worldwide

New Seven Wonders of the World

The results of a wor ldw ide  (1) vote to choose the New Seven Wonders 
of the World were ……………..…….. (2) on July 7, 2007 at a ceremony in Lisbon, 
Portugal. More than 100 million people from every country in the world took 
…………..……….. (3) by phone and by the Internet to update the old ……………..……… (4) 
with seven new wonders. Now we can forget about the Great Pyramid and the 
Hanging Gardens because the top New Seven Wonders of the World are now 

6. Read the list of the New Seven Wonders below. Then listen to the descriptions of five of them. Put 
the new wonders in the order you hear them being described.

a. The Taj Mahal      
b. The Statue of Christ     
c. The Great Wall of China     
d. Jordan’s Petra   
e. The Colosseum      
f. Chichen Itza Pyramid      
g. Machu Picchu, an Inkan City
  
1. ……..   2. ………  3. ………   4. ……….  5. ……….

We use should, shouldn’t, ought to, oughtn’t to to give or ask for advice. 

Should is more common than ought, which is a little more formal and, in its negative form, hardly ever used. 
• I think you should go to bed earlier.
• Do you think I should tell them the truth?
• He ought to listen to his father’s advice.

We can also use had better for stronger opinions. 
Should and had better are often used with I think / I don’t think / Do you think?
• I think you’d better talk to your teacher about it.
• You’d better not forget to take an umbrella.

The forms below are also used for giving advice:
• Why don’t you ask somebody for help?
• If I were you, I would call the police.   

the Great Wall of China, the Colosseum in Rome, India’s Taj Mahal, Petra in 
Jordan and three architectural …………..………… (5) from Latin America: Peru’s 
Machu Picchu, Brazil’s Statue of Christ and Mexico’s Chichen Itza pyra-
mid. The New Seven Wonders …………..…………. (6) some of the most important 
civilizations of the past two thousand years – Arab, Chinese, Incan, Indian, 
Mayan and Roman. The money ………………..…….. (7) by the global selection 
operation will be used to fund the …………..………….. (8) of important historical  
…………..……………… (9) around the world.  
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9. Write a short article for a newspaper about an architectural marvel situated either in your country or in 
another country. Write between 140-150 words. Include the following information:

Now get ready to write

17 U
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• The name and the location of the site/monument

• What makes it so special

• Why you recommend people should go and see it

7. Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning and contains the word in brackets.

1. I wouldn’t go skiing if I were you.  (think)
 I  don ’ t  t h i nk  you  shou ld  go  s k i i ng .

2. You ought to wear a warm coat today. (had)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3. Do you think it’s a good idea for me to go to Ann’s party?  (should)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

4. I advise you not to miss the Allstars concert on Saturday night.  (shouldn’t)    
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

5. It’s not a good idea to take Dad’s car without asking him.  (were)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

6. It would be a good idea for you to see a dentist.  (ought)
…………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………………

Speaking

8. 
Work in small groups. 

Read these short descriptions of five famous monuments and decide 
which of them should be the eighth New Wonder of the World. Give reasons for your choice. 

Share your choice with other groups. You can find more information about these sites 
on the Internet.

The Acropolis in 

Greece is a great 

symbol of civiliza-

tion & democracy. 

Built  at the top of 

a rock, the Acropo-

lis was to radiate 

power and protec-

tion for its people.

The Eiffel Tower in 

Paris is a symbol of 

challenge & progress. 

This magnificent 

tower is recognized 

all over the world.

The Statue of Liberty 

in New York is a great 

symbol of generos-

ity & hope. It was a 

gift of  France to  the 

USA to honour the 

ideals of freedom and 

independence.

The Aya Sophia in 

Istambul stands for 

faith & respect. 

Today this monu-

ment is a museum  

for both Christians 

and Muslims.

The Sydney Opera 

House in Australia 

reflects abstraction 

& creativity. It is very 

different from what 

we generally imagine 

an opera house might 

look like.
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STARS
Grammar focus: Asking for permission

Reading

U
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1. Find out from your neighbour what he/she knows about these award ceremonies and whether he/
she has seen them on TV.  

       
Oscar Awards        The Grammy Awards         Music TV awards

2. Have you ever heard of the sidewalk ‘stars’ that were first designed in Hollywood in honor of show 
business celebrities? Here is the story behind the stars. Read the text and match the titles with 
the paragraphs. One title is extra.

a. How it started 
b. Hollywood Boulevard stars
c. Georgian stars
d. Star of the year
e. Want to get a star?

Hollywood Stars

1. ........
‘You can see all the stars as you walk down Hollywood Boulevard.’ This line 
from a famous song refers  to famous actors. In fact, most days you are unlikely 
to see any real movie stars here on the Hollywood Boulevard. But if you look 
down as you walk along, you’ll see bronze stars on the world’s most famous 
sidewalk, which they call the Hollywood Walk of Fame. On these sidewalk stars 
you can read the names of celebrities who made Hollywood great – from the 
silent film stars to the modern action heroes of today’s blockbusters. Just below 
the name of each celebrity on the five-pointed stars is a small, round emblem 
which illustrates the celebrity’s category, with one of five symbols: a motion 
picture camera for movie stars and directors, a television set for those in the 
television industry, a phonograph record for singers, songwriters, and record-
ing artists, a radio microphone for radio and the twin theatrical masks of com-
edy for comedy stars.

2.  .........
The Walk of Fame was created in 1958 by southern Californian artist Oliver 
Weismuller, who was hired by the city to create something new and 
interesting for Hollywood. The Walk of Fame began with 2,500 blank stars but 
sixteen months later 1,558 of them had entertainers’ names on them and since 
then one or two stars have been awarded every month. By 1994 only 2,000 of 
the original stars had names on them, so more had to be added.
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1. Part of a street where people walk    sidewalk 

2. Place where someone was born  ....................

3. Money paid for doing a professional job   ....................

4. Open, or start, with a ceremony  .....................

5. Employ someone to do a job   .....................

6. Very successful film  .....................

7. Empty, not written on   .....................

8. Give honor to the memory of   .....................

Vocabulary in Context

3. Read the text again and write short answers to the questions below. 

1. What does the small symbol on each star illustrate? The  ce leb r i t y ’ s  ca tegory 
2. Which symbol appears on the stars of movie celebrities? ......................................
3. At first, how many stars were placed on the Walk of Fame? ......................................
4. How much do those who are awarded a star have to pay?  ......................................
5. Who is this money usually paid by? ......................................
6. When was the first star in Tbilisi shown to the public? ......................................

4. Look through the text again. Then match the definitions below with one of the underlined 
words in the text.

accept      awarded to          blockbuster        commemorates     fee
fictional      silent film       star       youngest

5. Read the text below and fill the gaps with the words given below. Two words are extra. 

3. .........
In order for a person to have their name on a Walk of Fame star, he or she must 
agree to attend a presentation ceremony within five years, and pay a $25,000 
fee to the Hollywood Historic Trust. The fee is usually paid by sponsors such as 
film studios and record companies.  

4. .........
However, Hollywood is not the only place where you can see the celebrities’ 
stars. There is an Avenue of Stars in London and Hong Kong, and there is a Walk 
of Fame in Canada and in St. Louis. Paul Allan and Bill Gates have their own 
stars in Seattle, their birthplace. But perhaps you didn’t know that in Tbilisi too 
you can see the same kind of stars in honour of popular personalities. The first 
one was inaugurated in front of the Tbilisi Philarmonia to commemorate Nino 
Ramishvili, the famous Georgian choreographer and a legendary figure of the 
Georgian National dance. Several stars in honour of famous Georgian actors 
and actresses can also be seen in front of the entrances to the Rustaveli and 
Marjanishvili theatres. And there is now a star which shines in front of the 
Rustaveli cinema to commemorate the Georgian movie actress Nato Vachnadze. 
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Grammar:  Asking for permission

There are different ways of asking for permission.
 
1. You can use modal verbs such as can, could and may. 

• Can I leave early today? (less formal)
• May/Could I leave early today? (more formal)

2. You can use phrases like Is it allowed? Is it OK?
• Is it allowed to take photos here?
• Is it OK if I take your dictionary?

7. Natia has just moved to a new school and has some questions to ask the teacher. Read the state-
ments below and write Natia’s questions using the words in brackets. 

Natia would like to know if it’s possible to:

1.  use a calculator at the exam. (allow)
     Am I  al lowed to use a calculator at the  exams?

2. wear whatever she wants at school. (can)
  ...................................................................................................................................................................?

3. speak in the corridors with other students. (OK)
 ...................................................................................................................................................................?

4.  use her mobile phone during the break. (may)
    ...................................................................................................................................................................?

    Tom Cruise
1. knows that his power and opportunities will disappear some day / will last forever.
2. wants to make films that make a lot of money / interest him.
3. performed stunts himself / had a stuntman to perform stunts for him in one of his films.
4. was excited / felt nervous when climbing a cliff in the movie opening shot.
5. was seriously injured / never got seriously  injured  when working on films.
6. hurt his finger / his leg while he was filming. 
7. thinks that the best time when you are acting is when you feel proud / when yo
    surprise yourself.

6. You are going to listen to a part of a radio programme about the celebrities who have been 
awarded ‘stars’. This extract is about the Hollywood superstar Tom Cruise. Listen to the recording 
and underline the correct choice. 

Listening

Did you know that:

• In Hollywood , a moon on each of the four corners of a star commemorates  (1) the Apollo 
11 astronauts. Each astronaut  - Neil Armstrong, Michael Collins, and Edwin Aldrin - has a 
star and there is a joint .............................. (2) for all the team members of NASA’s Apollo 11 
mission. 

• In 2003, Britney Spears became the ..............................  (3) singer to ..............................  (4) a star 
on the Walk of Fame when she was only 21 years old. 

• There are two film actors named Harrison Ford with stars. The first Harrison Ford was a .....
.............................  (5) actor in the early 1900s. The second is the present-day Harrison Ford, 
well-known for his roles in Star Wars and Indiana Jones. 

•  ..............................  (6) characters that have stars include Mickey Mouse, Godzilla and Winnie 
the Pooh.      

•  Stars have also been ..............................  (7) three fictional dogs: Lassie, Rin-Tin-Tin and Strong-
heart. 
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Now get ready to write

Speaking

8. 
Work in small groups. 

Read the announcement below and think of a person you would 
like to nominate for the Walk of Fame Star. Why is your group nominating this person? What is 

special about him/her? Fill in the application form below for your nominee and PREPARE 
A PRESENTATION: Our Nominee for the Walk of Fame.  
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GIVE A PRESENTATION

In your small group choose a presenter who will speak in front of the 
whole class. The time limit for the presentation should not be more than 
3 minutes. 1-2 minutes are allowed for questions from other groups. 
Remember the presentation tips given in unit 1.

9. Write a paragraph of 140-150 words about the Georgian celebrity who in your opinion should be 
 awarded a ‘star’. Include the following information: 

• who the person is.
• which nomination category he/she belongs to. 
• why you think he/she must be awarded / what are her professional achievements?
• where the star should be placed.

In my opinion, the Georgian celebrity who should be awarded a star should be ................................... 

• The paragraph has a topic sentence.
• In the sentences I used the correct word order.
• I used several facts and arguments.
• I checked for spelling and punctuation.
• I  rewrote the paragraph.

Self -editing checklist

When you finish writing, complete this checklist:

   WALK OF FAME COMMITTEE ACCEPTS NOMINATIONS FOR THE COMING YEAR 

Nomination Form

Name of the Nominee: ...........................................

Category (select one only): Motion pictures ...........................  Live theatre ........................  
       Television .......................     Recording .........................   Radio ........................ 

Professional achievements (name three): 1..................................   2 ..................................   3 ............................

5. call the teachers by their first names. (can)
     ..................................................................................................................................................................?

6.  take drinks into classes. (allow)
 ..................................................................................................................................................................?

7. stay in the classroom after the lesson today? (could)
    ...................................................................................................................................................................?
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WEDDING TRADITIONS 
Grammar focus: Inviting / asking for direction / offering to 

do something

Reading

U
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1. Work with your partner. Make a list of  as many words as possible which are associated with weddings. 
Then read the text below and see if there are any words in it from your list.

2. Do you know where the tradition of a wedding cake and engagement ring comes from? In the text 
below you are going to find answers to this question and learn more about wedding traditions in Asia 
and Europe.  

           Love makes the world go round
 

The word ‘wedding’ comes from an old-English word 
which meant ‘serious promise’ and that’s exactly what a 
wedding is, no matter what country it takes place in, no 
matter what culture it’s part of. One of the ancient tradi-
tions of Western Europe which is still strong today is the 
idea of the engagement ring. It was in 860 AD when Pope 
Nicholas I ordered that an engagement ring was required 
when a couple had agreed to be married. He also said that the engagement 
ring had to be made of gold. By giving a gold ring to his future bride, the groom 
showed that he was ready and able to financially support her. It was in Italy, the 
land of love, that gold wedding rings first became popular, and it was also in Italy 
that the tradition of the wedding cake first began when, in the first century BC, 
a cake or bread was broken over the bride’s head so that she would be able to 
have children.

It was in ancient Germany that the Western European tradition of having a Best 
Man began. In the old days, a man would sometimes kidnap his bride-to-be from 
a neighbouring village and he needed his strongest friend (his Best Man) to 
help him with the kidnapping. He also needed him to be present at the wedding 
ceremony, in order to fight off any relatives who wanted to take her back to her 
village! A wedding today would not be complete without a white wedding dress 
for the bride. Before the 16th century, however, this most important Western 
European wedding tradition was not common. It was only in 1499 that the white 
dress started to become popular and the tradition became part of Western Eu-
ropean wedding culture. In China the groom’s family give a roasted pig to the 
bride’s family as an engagement gift. The traditional wedding dress worn by Chi-
nese brides is bright red and the groom wears a black silk coat over a long robe 
decorated with a dragon. At Chinese weddings, you can also expect to hear loud 
firecrackers, which are intended to keep evil spirits away so they will not spoil the 
happy ceremony. 

In Indonesia more than 1,000 guests may be invited to the reception which fol-
lows the wedding ceremony and, before the reception begins, it is usual for the 
bride and the groom to greet each guest one by one in a long receiving line.  In 
India, and other countries with a Hindu culture, it is considered bad luck for the 

a wedding party, celebration, a wedding ring.....
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Vocabulary in Context

3. Read the sentences below. Then look through the text again and decide if they are true or false.  

4.  Match the beginnings of the sentences with their endings according to the text.

1. The word ‘wedding’ comes from ancient Greece. 

2. In China a common engagement gift is a roast pig.

3. In Indonesia the bride and groom are not allowed to greet the guests. 

4. In India the bride’s parents wash the couple’s feet with milk and water. 

5. The tradition of the engagement ring comes from Asia. 

6. The tradition of the best man comes from Germany. 

7. In China the groom’s coat has a dragon in it.

  T F
  V

Germany     

Italy      

China      

India       

Western 

Europe

1. The tradition of a wedding cake started in I ta ly.             
2. The bride wears a red wedding dress in ……..…..…..…..….....      
3. Gold wedding rings first became popular in ……..…..…..…..…......                
4. In …………..…..…..…..….... a friend used to make sure the groom did not lose his wife. 
5. It’s bad luck for the bride and groom to see each other several days before the wedding in 
…..…..…..…..…..…..…..
6. White wedding dresses first became popular in ..…..…..…..…..….....

1. The engagement ring had to be made of gold.     a. saqmro/nefe
2. Many countries have a tradition of Best Man.     b. gaitaces, moitaces
3. They kidnapped the bride from a neighbouring village.  c. niSnobis beWedi
4. His bride was from a neighbouring village.   d. patarZali
5. The groom in China wears a black silk coat.   e. SuSxuna
6. At weddings you can hear loud firecrackers.   f. boroti sulebi
7. They say a diamond keeps evil spirits away.     g. iwmindebian
8. They are purified before starting their life together.  h. nefis mejvare

5.     Read the statements and match the underlined phrases with their Georgian equivalents. 

6. Below is the text about how people celebrate their wedding anniversaries. Read the text and fill the 
gaps with the words given below. Two words are extra.

    congratulate    couple    diamonds    ring    events    greetings    groom    wedding      wood  

A wedding anniversary falls on the month and day the wedding (1) took place. In large families, grandchildren or even 
great - grandchildren often visit the married  ................................... (2) to celebrate .............................. (3) such as the 40th, 50th, 
and 60th anniversaries. In the United Kingdom, it is usual for the King or Queen to send a message to .......................... (4) 
couples who celebrate their 60th, 65th and 70th wedding anniversaries, and any anniversary after that. In the United 
States married couples receive ................................ (5) from the President for any wedding anniversary after the 50th. 
Traditionally, different materials are associated with certain numbers of years of marriage. For example, the fifth year is 
associated with ............................ (6), the 25th with silver, the 50th with gold and the 75th with ............................... (7).

bride and groom to see each other for several days before the wedding. As part 
of the marriage ceremony, the bride’s parents wash the couple’s feet with milk 
and water. By having their feet washed, the young couple are being symbolically 
purified before starting on the long journey of their new life together. 
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Listening

Grammar:  Inviting / asking for direction / offering to do something

Look at the sentences:

• Would you like to join us for a cup of coffee?
• Could you tell me the way to Tbilisi State University?
• Shall I open the window?

The first sentence invites, the second asks for directions and the third offers to do something. 
In all three sentences certain structures are used to express these functions. They are: Would you …? 
Could you…?  Shall I…?   

Note that whether we invite, ask for directions or offer to do something, what we say depends 
on whether we want to be polite or not, or whether we are speaking to a friend or a stranger. 
Therefore we may use a formal or informal style. For example:

Asking for directions  - formal:
• Could you tell me how to get to the post office?

Asking for direction - informal  
• How can I get to the post office?

7. You are going to listen to Ann talking about her grandparents’ diamond 
wedding anniversary party. Read the statements below and as you listen, 
number (1-8) the statements in the order they appear in the story. Then 
listen to the recording again and check your answers. 

A Diamond Anniversary Party    

a. They got together in the big room to put up the decorations. ......
b. They ordered the flowers . ......
c. They made a list of all the guests we wanted to invite. 1
d. They had a big family dinner. .......
e. My grandparents welcomed the guests. ......
f. They packed up the gifts, washed the dishes, and cleaned the room. .....
g. A local newspaper reporter took a photo ......
h. They opened their gifts. .....

8. What do the sentences below express: Do they invite, ask for direction or offer to do something?  
 Tick the appropriate box.

1. How about going to the cinema? 

2. Shall I carry your bag for you? 

3. Would you like to join us in the evening? 

4. Excuse me, how can I get to the Rustaveli Avenue? 

5. Would you like one more cup of tea?  

6. Please come with us to the cinema. 

7.  What’s the way to Trafalgar Square?  

 invite     ask for direction    offer to do smth.

V
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Now get ready to write

10. 

Speaking

Work with your partner. 
Invite your friend to the cinema, agree on the time and place to

meet. When you have finished, role play the conversation in front of the class. 
Use the prompts below: 
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9.  Rewrite these informal questions to make them formal, using could you or would you or 
shall I.

1. Can I read the poem for you? (like)   
 Wo u l d  y o u  l i ke  m e  t o  re a d  t h e  p o e m  f o r  y o u ?  
2. Am I going the right way to the Marjanishvili theatre? (this)
      Is ..................................................................................................................................................?
3. Is this the right way to the city centre? (tell)
 Could ............................................................................................................................................? 
4. I would like to use your telephone. (all right)
 Is .................................................................................................................................................? 
5. Let’s go to the park later. (like)
 Would ........................................................................................................................................... ?
6. Let’s watch the film. (watching)
 How ...............................................................................................................................................?
7. Can I answer the phone for you? (like)   
 Would you ……………….......................................................................…………………………………….……… ?

• How about?
• Would you like to join us?
• Do you feel like going...

• Would it be all right if we met...
• Is it far from ....
• Where exactly?

Read the advert below. Then write a letter to the author of the advert and ask him the information you 
need. The notes below will help you.

11. You have seen the advertisement below on your school notice board and have decided to enter the 
competition. Before doing so you need to have some more information.

             Competition in Composition Writing

Think of a special day for your family and write a composition about it. 
Maximum number of pages - 2. 

Best compositions to be published in a regional youth magazine.  

Deadline in a week’s time. Send by post.

GOOD LUCK!

is there e-mail?

which exactly?

how m
any w

ord
s?

in which one?

when exactly?

• Fine.
• See you then.
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A CULTURAL CALENDAR
Grammar focus: Complex Sentence

1. In this list of famous festivals and contests, decide with your partner which cultural themes they are 
about. Match each event with one of the three themes given below. Then read the advertisements 
below and check your answers. 

Reading
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a. theatre               b. songs and singers  c. cinema    

1. The Eurovision Song Contest     ...b....                                            
2. Cannes Film Festival   ........
3. New Wave ........
4. Venice Film Festival ...........
5. Gift Festival ...........

A Cultural Calendar
  
A.  The Eurovision Song Contest   
Hello Europe! In May the Eurovision Song Contest will be hosting partici-
pants from 43 countries. The contest has been televised every year since 
1956 and is one of the world’s longest-running TV programmes. It is also 

xelovnebis festivali 

saCuqari

one of the biggest non-sporting events and attracts about 600 million viewers across the 
world. Information about ticket sales will soon be available, so keep an eye on Eurovision 
TV. 

B. Cannes Film Festival 
The Cannes Film Festival in France, founded in 1939, is one of the world’s 
oldest and most influential film festivals. The festival is held annually, usually 
in May, in the Mediterranean French resort of Cannes. The most prestigious 
award given out at Cannes is the Palme d’Or (Golden Palm), a prize which 
was created in 1955.

C. New Wave, Jurmala 
The international New Wave competition for young pop sing-
ers has become a mega event in the global music arena. 
These live concerts attract millions of spectators, as well as 
top music writers and reporters from all the media, who absolutely can’t miss the event 
and support the competitors with all their hearts. New Wave is held once a year in Jur-
mala, Latvia in July. 

D. Venice Film Festival  
The Venice Film Festival is the oldest film festival in the world. It began in 
1932 and since then has taken place every year in late August or early Sep-
tember on the Lido, one of the islands of this romantic Italian city. It is one 
of the world’s most prestigious film gatherings and the top awards are the 
Golden Lion, for the best film screened at the festival, and the Volpi Cup, 

which is awarded to the best actor and actress.  

E.  Gift Festival 
Many art festivals are organized in Georgia but, in the field of 
theatre, there is only one ‘Gift Festival’ and this festival is indeed 
a wonderful present for all theatre goers. In October this year 
the Gift Festival will be opened at the Tumanishvili Theatre. 
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2. Now read about what these young people are interested in. Then decide which of the five cultural 
events advertised (A-E) they would like to attend. There is one extra advertisement. 

Vocabulary in Context

1. Irakli is 18 years old and his sister Mari is 15. They are both pop music fans. They have plenty of spare 
time in summer. They think it would be fun to see a song competition.  ..................................

2. Nino is an art student. She is keen on cinema and knows a lot about the history of film-making. In late 
spring she will be visiting France. She would really enjoy learning more about new films and movie 
celebrities.  ....................................

3. Kote is 17. In his free time he loves listening to pop music and reading all about it in magazines. He par-
ticularly likes watching song contests and concerts on T.V.  He wants to find out about the biggest-selling 
world hits of the year.  ....................................

4. Salome and her friends are specially interested in theatre. The new drama season has already started 
and these days they go to the theatre almost every weekend. They would love to watch productions by 
contemporary theatre groups from abroad.  .....................................

3. Read the advertisements again and complete the table below with the information given. 
 Some information is not given.

1. saHuqari: gift   
2. Tvalyuris devneba    
3. grandiozuli RonisZieba
4. prestiJuli jildo   

4. Read the phrases. Then try to find their English equivalents in the texts above.

5. mxardaWera, gulSematkivroba   
6. simReris konkursi, Sejibri   
7. Teatris moyvarulebi

5. Fill in the following sentences with the correct form of the words in capitals.  

1. Nino decided to enter a  competit ion  for young singers.   COMPETE                                                                                             
2. The Eurovision Song Contest is an .........……........ well-known event.      INTERNATIONAL
3. Go to www.festival-cannes.org for the ………………………. about this festival.  INFORM                                             
4. Sorry, there are no tickets left for the evening .....……................   PERFORM                                                                                             
5. This programme is for young ...........................     VIEW
6. Nicole Kidman, the famous .....…………........., is from Australia.    ACT
7. The Cannes Film Festival is one of the most .....................….    PRESTIGE 

Gift Festival

events place dates/time of year main award

Eurovision 
Song Contest

Cannes Film 
Festival

New Wave

Venice Film 
Festival
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Grammar:  Complex sentence
Look at the sentences below:
 
 • I will tell you when the concert starts.
 • I like this festival because it invites young singers.

These are the examples of complex sentences. As you already know, a complex sentence consists of an 
independent clause (damoukidebeli winadadeba) and one or more dependent clauses (damokidebuli 
winadadeba). A dependent clause always begins with a subordinator  (maqvemdebarebeli kavSiri) such as, for 
example, because, since, before, although, unless, as soon as or a relative pronoun such as, for example that, 
who, which, when, how. Please note that that replaces which in many cases. 

More examples are:

 • All the tickets will be sold before the festival starts. 
 • You will not see your favourite celebrity unless you visit the festival.  
 • Natia bought a dress that surprised everyone.
 • Since he was tall, he was invited to join a basketball team.
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Listening

This week’s cultural calendar

The Tbilisi State Academic Theatre of Opera and Ballet will be opening its new 
season. Traditionally, each season opens with the Zakaria Paliashvili opera 
Abesalom and Eteri. This year is no exception and on September 2 this 
Georgian classic will be performed  (1) on the Tbilisi Opera ..................... (2). Al-
though the season has only just begun, almost the whole year’s ..................... (3) 
have already been planned. Other welcome news is that a................... (4) concert 
will soon be held in the Opera House. On show at the Georgian Art and Culture 
Centre is a permanent exhibition of Georgian folk handicrafts and works of 

7. You are going to listen to a song by a Georgian pop group SOFT EJECT. While listening, follow the 
text and fill in the missing words. Two words are extra.

day     delight    eyes    cloud      light        mind     road     
 sight      smiles     sky     kind       summer

A Dozing Day

It’s a blooming day (1) in an old town
There’s a Sunday call up in the .................... (2)
(As The End - ah!)

I am standing at the  ..................... (3) side
I wonder why she’s not in .....................  (4)

Strangers and strangers
Thoughtful expressions and .................. (5)

Sunlight and shades are reflected
In my eyes, in my eyes, in my ..................... (6).

Worries and worries
Wonder and peaceful ...................... (7)
Over and over and over and over again
Fill my ...................  (8).

It’s a dozing day of the  ................. (9)
When the eyes can catch another .................. (10).

chance   
classic      

contemporary 
hit       
live

performed     
performances     

prestigious    
stage      

6. What are the cultural activities in Tbilisi this week? While you read about the week’s 
programme, put the words below into the gaps. Two words are extra.

..................... (5) Georgian artists. At the Rustaveli Cinema you have another ..................... (6) to see 
the international ................... (7) movie Pirates of the Caribbean. It’s 
showing nightly at 21:30. 
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Now get ready to write
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8. Complete the gaps with the words below. 

1. As soon as you’ve taken your exams, we’ll go to the mountains for a holiday.
2. ...........................  Nino was not hungry, she had to eat her dinner.
3. Isn’t that the man ......................... used to teach us Spanish? 
4. Lasha is going to watch the film ......................... is on at the Rustaveli cinema.
5. Salome went to the party ............................. having a high temperature. 
6. My room was ........................ messy it took me the whole day to tidy it up.
7. Everyone was annoyed with the heavy snow …...................... fell last night.    

unless      that (2)    although   so      as soon as       who      despite 

Speaking

9. Work in groups. Think 
of a concert / song or film festival you have recently attended or 

seen on TV. In small groups PREPARE A PRESENTATION: The festival I remember best. You can 
also prepare some visuals (pictures or drawings) to show while presenting. The 

questions below will help you.

• Where and when did you see it? 
• Were any famous people participating? 
• What kind of festival was it?
• What adjectives would you use to describe it?   
• Would you recommend your classmates to watch it?

In your presentation use the phrases given below:

It’s called / it lasted / the best/the worst thing about it is../...
another thing I liked was.../ One weak point was.../ I’d recommend 
it to anyone who likes.../ I wouldn’t recommend it to those who...

GIVE A PRESENTATION  

In your small group choose a presenter to speak in front of the 
whole class. The presentation should not be more than 3 minutes 
long, and 1-2 minutes should be allowed for questions from other 
groups. Remember the tips given in Unit 1.

10. Imagine you and your friends want to organize a song festival in your school. It can be a pop song 
 festival, a jazz festival, a folk song festival, or any other kind. You have decided on all the details and 

you would like to let people know about it. Write an advert for the festival to include all the useful 
information. Use adverts in ex.1 as a model.

My school song festival
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................................................
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2. Join the sentences into one complex sentence using the words in brackets. 

1. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first one using the words in brackets.

1. I don’t often eat ice cream. I really like it. (although)
 I  don’t  often eat ice cream although I  real ly l ike i t .
2. There was a traffic jam. But Irakli wasn’t late for work. (In spite of)
     .......................................................................................................................................................................
3. We waited with our friends. Their bus arrived. (until)
  .......................................................................................................................................................................
4. We’ll arrive at the airport. We’ll take a taxi into town. (when)   
 .......................................................................................................................................................................
5. Nick doesn’t play any instrument. He sings very well. (but)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................
6. Natia phoned her parents. The exam results arrived. (as soon as)
 ..................................................................................................................................................................
7. Have you seen the book? I bought it yesterday. (that)   
 .......................................................................................................................................................................
8. Kote fell asleep on the train. He missed his station. (because)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................
9. Mari enjoys sports. She has joined the tennis club. (so)    
 ......................................................................................................................................................................
10. Mrs. Brown opened the parcel. She believed it was for her. (since)
 .........................................................................................................................................................................
11.  I will get upset. You won’t let me use your computer. (if)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................
12. It was a surprise. I didn’t know what to say. (such/that)
 ...........................................................................................................................................................................

REVISION FIVE     
Units 17 - 20

3. Make sentences using the words in brackets. Each sentence should ask for or give advice.

R

1. Shall I make some coffee for you? (like)
 Would you l ike me to make some coffee for you?
2. I would like to borrow your book. (all right)   
 Is ..........................................................................................................................................................................................?
3. Let’s meet tomorrow at 6. (meeting)
 How ...........................................................................................................................................................................?
4. I would like to know the way to Rustaveli Avenue. (tell)
 Could ...........................................................................................................................................................................?
5. Am I going the right way to the stadium? (this)
 Is .............................................................................................................................................................................................?
6. I would like to look the word up in a dictionary. (can)
 Can ...............................................................................................................................................................................?
7. Can you drive a car at the age of 16?  (allow)
 Are you.................................................................................................................................................................................. ? 
8. You are not allowed to smoke here. (can’t)
 You .................................................................................................................................................................................?
9. Can I leave the lesson early today? (OK)
 Is it ...........................................................................................................................................................................................?
10. May I turn the volume down? (mind) 
 Do you ...............................................................................................................................................................................?
11. Could we start the lesson earlier tomorrow? (possible)
 Is it  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... ?
12. Let’s go to the disco. (going)
 How about ................................................................................................................................................................. ?

1. Nick/help his friends. (ought to)          Nick ought to help his fr iends
2. We/not invite too many people. (should) ...........................................
3. Mari/study harder before the exams. (ought to) ...........................................
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4. Complete each sentence with the appropriate phrase. Two phrases are extra.

Out of 30  words I know __________.

1. annually – yovelwliurad   2. contest __________  3. restore __________

4. support __________ 5. ban __________  6. kidnap __________
7. groom __________   8. purify __________  

9. firecrackers __________ 
10. award __________

11. marvel __________ 12. ivory __________

13. spectator __________   

14.  tomb __________  15. inaugurate __________

16. commemorate __________  17. fee __________   18.  hire _____________          

19. prestigious _______________ 20. birthplace _____________  21. blank_____________

22. bride _____________ 
23. immortalize____________ 24. Mediterranean ____________   

25. lighthouse _____________  26. evil _____________   
27. engagement____________   

28. collapse ____________    
29. colossus____________           30. import ____________

R

completly restored       blank stars     contemporary theatre       engagement ring      evil spirits   
eventually destroyed     famous sidewalk        keep an eye       long-running        loud firecrackers 

 pay a fee        practical use      song contest        violent earthquake

1. The Statue of Zeus was eventual ly destroyed in 391 AD. 
2. A ............................................................................. destroyed the city.
3. After it was ................................................................, a lot of tourists visited the museum.
4. This soap opera is a  .............................................................. TV series.
5. The semi-finals will be televised next month. So ............................................................... on our programmes.  
6. Salome and her friends never miss a new play. They love .........................................................................  
7. The Walk of Fame began with 2,500 ................................................................................ 
8. The course is not free so if you want to do it you have to ..........................................................................
9. The most  ...............................................................  in the world is in Hollywood.
10. As soon as Anna agreed to marry him, Sandro gave her an ...............................................................
11. At weddings, you can often hear ................................................................
12. A lot of objects in Nino’s house have no ................................................................

4. You/buy a new sweater. (why don’t) ...........................................
5. You/take a taxi. (had better) ...........................................
6. You/not watch TV up to so late. (should) ...........................................
7. You/not spend all weekend chatting and shopping. (should) ...........................................
8. You/take the medicine with you when you go on holiday. (ought) ...........................................
9. You/ fasten the seat belts while on the plane. (ought to) ...........................................
10. You/do the washing up now. (why don’t) ...........................................
11. Tell Nino the truth. (had better) ...........................................
12. You/ take driving lessons before you buy a car. (should) ...........................................

5. How many words do you know? Write the Georgian translation next to each word. Then check the mean-
ing in the Wordlist at the end of the book. Count the correct answers and write the number below. All 
the words are from units 17-20.
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ANGRY PROTESTS
Grammar focus: another / other / the other

Reading
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1. Read the texts about two different types of protests and try to guess the underlined words and phrases 
from the context. Then do the tasks which follow.

Guy Fawkes Night

November 5th 1605 was going to be a special and happy day in 
London. King James I of England was due to go to Parliament for 
an important ceremony and the building was going to be crowded 
with people. But they were not aware that all of their lives were in 
danger; they did not know that a gang of men intended to kill them 
all in a huge explosion, nor that these men had been secretly plan-
ning this attack for more than a year.But why did these men want 

The Boston Tea Party 

so much to kill the King? Sadly, the reasons why they were so desperate were connected 
to religion and power. These people were angry about the way Catholic people were be-
ing treated in England. However, their plan to blow up the Parliament failed because one 
of the gang had a friend who he did not want to be killed. So, despite his anger with the 
government and his desire to kill the king, he wrote an anonymous letter to his friend in 
which he told him about the plan and warned him not to go into the Parliament building. 
The friend, Lord Monteagle, showed the letter to King James and at the last minute the 
ceremony was cancelled.
Guy Fawkes, the man whose job was to explode thirty-six barrels of gunpowder, was 
caught in the cellars under the Parliament just a few hours before the explosion was due 
to happen. He was taken to the Tower of London and later he and the rest of his gang 
were executed. By evening on that same day, the news had spread round London that 
a man called Guy Fawkes had been caught. Londoners were so happy that the King and 
the parliament building had survived that they lit bonfires in the streets and burned Guy 
Fawkes dummies* on them to celebrate the event. These bonfire parties quickly became 
a tradition and, four hundred years later, a ‘guy’ is still burnt on fires, and fireworks are lit, 
at November 5th ‘bonfire nights’.

*dummy: fituli

Did you know that during the 18th century drinking tea was as pop-
ular in Britain’s North American colonies as it has always been in 
Britain itself? Not only was tea a popular American drink 250 years 
ago, it also became the focus of an important political event which 
was going to change history forever. This famous event became 
known as the Boston Tea Party and it was a protest by American 
colonists against their government in Britain. The reason for the 
protest was a law which the British government had passed. This 
law allowed the East India Company, which brought tea from China, 

to sell it very cheaply in the American colonies. The prices they asked for tea were 
much cheaper than prices offered by the American merchants, with the result that the 
merchants were soon unable to find anyone who wanted to buy their tea. 
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Vocabulary in Context

The Boston Tea Party 

1. Guy Fawkes’ plan   c   a. is celebrated in Autumn.
2. The Boston Tea Party  ………  b. wanted to defend Catholics’ rights.
3. Guy Fawkes night ……….  c. was discovered just in time.
4. Americans protested ………..  d. closed the port as a punishment.
5. Guy Fawkes and his gang ………  e. was an important event in American history.
6. The British government ……….  f. against the new law. 

2.  Match the sentence halves to make one sentence.

3.  Read the statements and decide whether they are true or false according to the texts.

4. Match the underlined words with their English equivalents. The context will help you. Example 1-c.

1. The robbery was carried out by an armed gang.    a. sardafi 
2. Gunpowder is used in bombs and fireworks.    b. movlenebi 
3. We went down into the cellar for more wine.   c.  jgufi, banda
4. He was executed for a political crime.    d. vaWari
5. George is a nice guy when you get to know him.    e.  momgebiani
6. Tonight’s programme looks back at the main events of the year. f.  denTi
7. He is a son of a wealthy import-export merchant.    g. sikvdiliT dasajes
8. What can be done to make the business more profitable?  h. ymawvili, biWi

1. King James I of England was a Catholic. 

2. The plan to blow up the Parliament failed. 

3. The members of Guy Fawkes’ gang were put to death. 

4. In the 18th century North America was an independent country. 

5. Tea was Americans’ favourite drink before the Boston Tea Party.  

6. The 45 tons of tea was destroyed by the Native American Indians.

7. Tea was popular in America more than 200 years ago.

 T F

  V

The merchants were very angry. They didn’t want to lose control over a business that 
had been very successful and profitable. There were also many others who thought 
that the British government should not be making any decisions for people in America. 
Americans wanted to govern themselves, and to live in a free nation. So, when they pro-
tested in Boston against the new tea law, this was an early warning of the start of the 
fight for independence which took place a few years later. The Boston Tea Party took 
place in December, 1773, when about 150 Americans, dressed as Native American In-
dians, went to Boston Harbour and secretly boarded three British ships. The ships were 
carrying 45 tons of tea in wooden boxes. The men emptied all the boxes and threw all 
the tea into the sea. The British government were so angry that they closed Boston 
Harbour and announced that the city had to pay for the 45 tons of tea that had been 
lost. But it was also a remarkable day for American history, because after that day, the 
American colonies began to unite in their fight for freedom and this fight eventually led 
to American independence. 
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1. People were protesting against a Soviet government decision. 

2. The Kremlin wanted to make Georgian less important than it had been. 

3. The Soviet army was trying to stop the march.     

4. About 20 000 people managed to get to the government building. 

5. In spite of the danger, the demonstrators were not going to give in. 

6. After this event people began to think about fighting for the independence of Georgia. 

 T F

Grammar:  another/other/ the other
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Listening

6. You are going to listen to a person who took part in the 1978 protest in Tbilisi organised to protect 
the Georgian language. Listen to the recording and decide if the statements below are true or false.

Another is used to refer to one more person or thing apart from those already mentioned. 
Another can also be used with expressions of time, money and distance.

• Can I have another piece of cake?
• It will take another half an hour to reach the town.

Other is used to refer to additional people or things of the same kind.
• There are two other problems I’d like to discuss. 

Others is used to refer to several more people or things apart from those already mentioned.
• Some of these magazines are about science, others are about art.

The other(s) means the rest. It is used to refer to all the people or things in a group apart from the 
one you have already mentioned. 

• This book is yours, the other is mine.

7. Choose and underline the correct choice. 

 1. I can’t do the fifth and the sixth questions but I’ve done all the others / others. 
 2. I chose this coat in the end because the other / another ones were all too expensive.
 3. Some people liked the film while other / others  were shocked by it. 

Guy Fawkes could have changed the appearance of London if he had not been caught in time (1). 
It has been calculated that Guy Fawkes used 25 times more explosive than he really needed to 
………………………(2) up Parliament; the 2,500 kg of ………………………… (3) that he had placed in the building 
could have destroyed everything less than 500 metres away. Today, he and the other members of 
his ………………………….(4) would be called terrorists. But, surprising as it may seem, Guy Fawkes’s name 
……………………………(5) in the 2002 list of ‘100 Great Britons’, alongside such great names as William 
Shakespeare, Charles Dickens, Winston Churchill and John Lennon. Guy Fawkes is also remembered 
by one of the most …………………………… (6) words in the English language; some say that the English word 
……………………… (7) actually comes from Guy Fawkes’s name. In addition, some of the activities of the 
British ………………… (8) still remind us of the gunpowder ………………………. (9). For example, the monarch 
only visits Parliament once a year, to carry out the ‘State Opening of Parliament’ and this is to protect 
him, or her, from possible attacks. In addition, the ………………………… (10) are always thoroughly searched 
before the monarch arrives at the Parliament for the State Opening. 

appears    blow    cellars    common      event      execute     
gang      government     gunpowder     ‘guy’       profitable     time

5. Read the text about Guy Fawkes and fill in the gaps with the words below. There are two 
extra words. 
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Now get ready to write

Read these names of 
famous people from Georgian and world history.  In small groups, 

talk about why these names are still remembered - what these people fought for, or protested 
against. Then choose one hero from the list and PREPARE A PRESENTATION: The story of a hero. 

Don’t forget to make notes beforehand. 
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8. Fill in the gaps with another, others, the other(s). Sometimes more than one answer is possible.

1. I’m busy right now. Can you come back another  time?
2. I don’t like this dress. Can I try ……………………………. one , please?
3. We finally moved to ………………………… apartment.
4. Some people came by car, ……………………….. came on foot. 
5. In ………………………… five years I’ll be earning a salary, I hope.
6. Only five students passed the exam. All ………………………… failed.
7. Mrs. Jones and three ………………………. teachers were at our school leaving party. 

Speaking

9.

David the Builder   Martin Luther King
Giorgi Saakadze   Mahatma Gandhi
Kakutsa Cholokashvili  Jeanne d’Arc
 

In the presentation include at least four of these phrases:

…….. was one of the greatest heroes of all times. /  He/She died in the fight for……. / He/She stood 

up for his/her country’s rights. / …… was very determined to ……. / He/she refused to give in. / 

He/She protested against……../ He/She became a national hero when …..

GIVE A PRESENTATION

In your small group choose a presenter to speak in front of the class. 
Time limit for the presentation shouldn’t be more than 3 minutes. 1-2 
minutes are allowed for questions from other groups. Remember the 
tips given in Unit 1.    

10. Write an article about the famous person your group gave the presentation on. Write between 130-140 
words. In your article include the following information:

• A description of the hero
• The heroic things he / she did. What he / she became famous for
• Your personal attitude towards the hero. Why you admire him / her 

The story of a hero
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................................................

 4. I went swimming while another / the others  played tennis.
 5. Would you like to have another / other cup of tea?
 6. Have you got any other / another questions? 
 7. Other / Another people may disagree but I think we have to apologize. 
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WHAT ARE CHILDREN’S RIGHTS? 
Grammar focus: Articles

1. Take two minutes to discuss the following with your partner:

Reading
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• In Georgia at what age are young people no longer considered to be children?
• Think of a time when you were not allowed to do something that you think you had the right to do.  

2.  Read this text about children’s rights and, while you read, choose those that you think  are 
most important to you personally. Why are they important?  

What do you think all people should be allowed to do? Should 
they be free to believe in God or not? Should they be able to say 
what they think? Should they be given the chance to vote for 
members of their government? If you think the answer to ques-
tions like these is yes, then you believe that people have basic 
human rights.  

But it is not only adults who have rights. Children too can demand 
rights of their own. The idea that children should have rights – the 
children’s rights movement - started in the 1800s in the USA. The movement grew because 
more and more people realised just how hard the lives of some children were. In those days, 
for example, children who lost their parents often had to find jobs to support themselves. 
Boys, as young as 10 or 12, went to work in factories or coal mines, while girls would work in 
restaurants or in workshops making clothes. And of course the children received very low 
wages for these jobs. These were one of the reasons why the children’s rights movement 
started.  

This is what the United Nations ‘Declaration of Human Rights’ says about children’s rights. 
A ‘child’ is defined as a person below the age of 18. All children have rights, irrespective of 
their race, colour, sex, language, religion, political opinion, place where they were born or 
who their parents are. Here are some of the rights that you have if you are a child:  

•  You have the right to grow up and to develop physically and spiritually in a healthy and 
normal way.

•  You have a right to a name.
•  You have the right to be a member of a country.
•  You have a right to protection, good food, housing and medical care.
•  You have a right to special care if you are handicapped in any way.
•  You have a right to love and understanding from parents and family and from the 
 government where parents and family cannot give this.
•  You have the right to go to school for free, to play, and to have an equal chance to 
 develop your abilities and to learn to be responsible and useful. Your parents have 
 special responsibilities for your education.
•  You have the right always to be among the first to get help when needed.
• You have the right not to work for money before reaching a minimum age and never 

when that would be harmful for your health, and your moral and physical development.
• You have the right to be taught peace, understanding, tolerance and friendship among 

all people.
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Vocabulary in Context

3.  Look through the children’s rights again and match the beginnings of the sentences with their 
endings. 

1. You have the right always to be among the first... a. for money.
2. You have the right not to work ...   b. to get help when needed.
3. You have the right to grow up and to develop ...  c. for free. 
4. You have the right to go to school ...   d. handicapped in any way.
5. You have the right to learn about ...   e. from your family or the government.
6. You have a right to love and understanding ...  f. peace and friendship.
7. You have a right to special care if you are ...  g. in a healthy way.

4.   Read the sentences below and decide if they are true or false according to the text.

1. The children’s rights movement started in USA.                           

2. The children’s rights movement did not start until the 20th century. 

3. In the 1800s some children had to work to be able to live.  

4. In the 1800s children in the USA were very well paid. 

5. A person over 16 is no longer a child according to the ‘Declaration of Human Rights’.

6. UNICEF is the world’s leading children’s organization.

7. The document says that children in every country should have the same rights.   

 T F

 V

5.  Match the words in A with their English equivalents in B. Example 1-i.

6.   Fill in the following sentences with the correct form of the words in capitals.

1. Parents must teach their children tolerance and fr iendship.       FRIEND
2. Lado is unbelievably strong  ..............................     PHYSICAL
3. Too much work can be .............................. for children.     HARM

1. mine   i
2. wages
3. irrespective of
4. spiritually

5. protection
6. housing
7. equal
8. harmful

a. sulierad
b. sacxovrebeli
d. xelfasi
e. mavne, saziano 

f. Tanabari 
g. miuxedavad 
h. dacva
i. maRaro

  B A 

For more information about the Declaration of Human Rights go to: www.un.org
For more than sixty years, UNICEF has been the world’s leading children’s organization, 
protecting children and their rights in the world. You can find out about UNICEF on: www.
unicef.org
Save the Children is another leading independent organization which helps children who 
are in need. For more information go to:  www.savethechildren.org.uk.
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7. Read this advertisement produced by the charity organization Save the Children and 
complete the gaps with the words in the list. Two words are extra.

Listening

developing         equal         harmful      healthcare      mine
participate        physically       support     wages

We save the children. Will you?

The history of Save the Children is a story of positive change and of millions of people in dif-
ferent countries of the world working together to create an equal (1) chance for the world’s 
children to develop ................................. (2) and spiritually in a healthy way. Save the Children works 
in ............................. (3) countries where many people, when they are sick, don’t get ............................. 
(4) because they can’t afford to pay for it  and children have to do jobs which are .......................... 
(5) for them. You can also make a difference and ............................... (6) in the global campaign to 
save the children. Here are three things you can do. Donate - Become a regular life-saver. Just 
£3 a month can help more children reach their fifth birthday.  Give your time – This is a great 
way to ............................. (7) us and have fun at the same time. Take part in an event - Join us at one 
of our regular events. Want to know more? Go to: www.savethechildren.org.uk

pneumonia   malaria   hygiene  AIDS* 

8. You are going to listen to a radio interview with a UNICEF representative. Before you listen, check 
the meanings and the pronunciations of the following words in the wordlist in the end of the book. 
Then listen to the interview and answer these questions.

   

1. When was UNICEF created?  In 1946.
2. What was the purpose of UNICEF when it started? .................................
3. Which important UNICEF goal does Jane talk about? .................................
4. When did the campaign ‘Unite for Children, Unite against AIDS’ start? .......................
5. When was UNICEF awarded the Nobel Peace Prize? .................................
6. What do children do when they ‘Trick-Or-Treat for UNICEF”’? .................................
7. In how many countries does UNICEF have representatives? .................................

Look at the sentences below:
1. Save the Children is an independent organization.
2. UNICEF helps the children in Africa.
3. Children have rights.
4. UNICEF is the biggest children’s organization.
5. There are hot spring baths near the Mtkvari.

The sentences show different uses of articles (the - a - zero). They are:
a. The Indefinite article (a/an) is used when something is mentioned for the first time.  (sentence 1).
b. The Definite article (the) is used when we talk about a specific group.(sentence 2).
c. The zero article is used when we talk about things in general. (sentence 3).
d. The Definite article (the) is used with superlatives. (sentence 4)
e. The Definite article (the) is used with the names of rivers, oceans and mountain ranges.   (Sentence 5).

*AIDS: Sidsi

4. Parents have special .............................. to give education to the child.   RESPONSIBLE
5. Children need care and .............................. from their family.     PROTECT
6. Children’s rights .............................. started in the 1800s.      MOVE 
7. The hospital gave the child free  .............................. care.     MEDICINE
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Now get ready to write

Speaking

10. There are children 
who are homeless and live in orphanages or in the street. 

Most of these children are not taken care of by their parents, or they don’t get 
education, or they are not fed well. What can we do to protect the rights of homeless and needy 

children? In small groups PREPARE A PRESENTATION: Help the homeless. In your presentation you 
should include practical ideas for helping homeless and needy children.  
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9.   Complete the gaps in the sentences below with a/an, the or zero articles.   

1. World Wide Fund (WWF) is ………… independent organization.
2. Bill Gates and his fund helps ………….. people who suffer from pneumonia. 
3. …………. Mobile phones can connect people worldwide.
4. United Nations is one of …………… biggest international organizations.
5. To my knowledge …………. Dunai is the longest river in Europe.
6. They say there are a lot of fashionable skiing resorts in …………. Alps.
7.  I wanted to give him 200 laris for his guitar but he said he needed more time to think about ………… offer.     

For example:
• We could invite street children to take part in our school sports competitions.
• They should be given free medical care by the Government.

GIVE A PRESENTATION  

Choose a presenter to speak in front of the whole class. The time 
limit for the presentation shouldn’t be more than 3 minutes and 1-2 
minutes should be allowed for questions from other groups. Re-
member the tips given in Unit 1. 

Display your posters on the classroom walls. Discuss the ideas. Whose ideas do you like most and 
why?  Use the poster below as a model.

11. In small groups prepare a poster: Be an Activist - Help the Homeless. Your poster should have specific 
and practical ideas and recommendations on how to help homeless children and protect their rights. 
Use the ideas from the speaking activity. 

Be an activist - help the homeless!

smile to them

organize homeless children’s club at schools 

InvIte them to school events    

 take them to school trips with you

COLLECT SOME MONEY TO HELP THEM

INVITE THEM HOME 
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RARE ANIMALS      
Grammar focus: Making comparisons

1.  How many rare or endangered animals can you name? Make a list. Compare your list with your partner. 
Where do these animals live? Why are they endangered?

Reading
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Asia - snow leopard 
Africa - .............................
Europe - .........................
South America - ..........................
North America - .........................
Australia - ................................

Nobody knows how many different animal species there are, but we do know that 
many of them might become extinct before we even learn about their existence. In 
the modern world there are special laws which protect animals’ rights and help them 
to survive. Here is a list of some rare animals and some information about them.

2. Now read the information below about rare animals and match the animals with the continents where 
they live.

Koala
There are fewer than 100,000 koalas in the world. 
They prefer to live in forests. They live in trees and eat leaves. 
They do not live in big groups, but prefer to be alone. 
The baby koala is very small when it is born, and lives in its moth-
er’s pouch for five to seven months. 
During the 1920s koalas were hunted for their fur and their popu-
lation went down. 

Today, about 4,000 koalas are killed every year. 
Australian national laws protect koalas.

Jaguar 
The jaguar is the largest cat on the American continent. 
According to one Indian myth, the jaguar got its spotted coat by 
putting mud on its body with its paws. The total number of jaguars is 
unknown. Jaguars can be found in the United States and they are an 
endangered species. 
They eat deer, crocodiles, snakes, monkeys, turtles, eggs, frogs, fish 

and anything else they can catch. 
The jaguar makes its home in rainforests and swamps. 
Jaguars have from 1 to 4 kittens which stay with their mother until they are 
about 18 months old. 

The bison is the largest land mammal in North America. 
Bisons once roamed across the continent in great herds. 
A bison lives about 18 to 22 years in the wild. 
It eats grass. 
Historically, there were 20-30 million bison. 
The hunting of bison reduced their population to 1,091 in 1889. 

Bison
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3.   Read the texts again and complete the table.

* lifespan: cxovrebis xangrZlivoba    

* habitat: bunebrivi saarsebo garemo 

* (
_

) means that the answers to these questions are not given in the texts.

description population habitat* food lifespan* dangers

Giraffe

Grey wolf

Jaguar

Bison

Koala

Snow leopard

tallest animal, 
has small horns

forests

conflict with 
people

Today, approximately 500,000 bison live across North America. 
A bison has one baby, called a calf, which is normally born in April or May.

Snow leopard
Snow leopards live for up to 21 years. 
They eat wild sheep and goats.  
3,500 to 7,000 snow leopards are left in the wild, with 600-700 in zoos 
around the world. 
Snow leopards are found in the mountains of Central Asia. 
Unlike other big cats, snow leopards are unable to roar. 
A snow leopard has 2-3 babies. They are called cubs. 
Due to the high demand for their coats, snow leopards are illegally hunted for 
the fur trade. 

Giraffe
Giraffes are one of the world’s tallest mammals.   
Giraffes have knobs, like small ‘horns,” which they use to protect their 
heads in fights. 
Male giraffes are larger than females. 
Healthy giraffes live about 25 years in the wild. 
Giraffes can be found in central, eastern and southern Africa. 
Giraffes roam freely among the tall trees in forests and open plains. 
Giraffes are hunted for their meat, coat and tails. 

Grey wolf
The grey wolf is the ancestor of the dog and resembles a German shep-
herd dog. Around the world there are about 200,000 grey wolves in 57 
countries, compared to up to 2 million in earlier times. Quite a lot of them 
live in Europe.
A mother wolf has 4-7 pups, which are born blind and defenseless. 
The most common cause of death among wolves is conflict with people 
whose sheep they have attacked. 
In fact, the greatest threat to wolves is people’s fear of them. 
Many fairy tales and myths describe wolves as cruel, dangerous creatures.  
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Listening

5. Read the sentences and match the underlined words with their Georgian equivalents. The con-
text will help you. Example 1-e.

1. Australian laws protect koalas.   a. hgavs   
2. Hunting reduced their population.  b. didi moTxovna
3. It makes its home in swamps.   c. xetiali
4. There are approximately 500,000 bison. d. Waobi
5. There is a high demand for their coats.  e. icavs
6. Giraffes roam where they want.  f. safrTxeSi myofi
7. A grey wolf resembles German shepherds. g. Seamcira
8. The jaguar is an endangered species.  h. daaxloebiT

6.    Answer these questions with the words from the texts above.  

What do you call....
1. baby jaguars?  kittens
2. baby wolves? ............................
3. baby leopards?  ............................

1. There are over ...b.... different species of whale. a. 70  b. 80  c. 18
2. Blue whales weigh  .........  tons.   a. 150  b. 50  c. 160
3. A blue whale’s heart is  ..........  meters long. a. 5       b. 12  c. 2
4. Before  ..........  hunters killed thousands of whales every year. a. 1986  b. 1886           c. 1918 
5. A blue whale’s songs can travel ......... kilometers. a. 8500   b. 815  c. 850   
6. Dolphins can swim up to  ........  km per hour. a. 45  b. 49  c. 55
7. Scientists think that ............ dolphins die in fishing nets every year.   a. 300. 000 b. 225. 000     c.125.000

7. How many sea animals can you remember? Do you know any endangered sea animals? You are 
 going to listen to an extract from a radio programme called Life in the Sea. Listen to the 
 recording and circle the correct answer. 

Grammar:  Making comparisons

There are different ways of expressing degrees of comparison. Read the sentences below and pay 

attention to the words in bold.

• A whale is much bigger than a dolphin.
• A giraffe is a lot taller than a leopard.
• A grey wolf is slightly bigger than a dog.
• Male giraffes are a little bit taller than female ones.
• Snow leopards are very similar to big cats.

All the words above express comparison but to different degrees.  Much bigger and a lot taller 
express strong/big difference, slightly bigger and a little bit taller express weak/small differ-
ence, and very similar to means almost the same.  

These phrases can be arranged this way - from ‘strong’ to ‘weak’ differences: 
Much bigger/a lot taller      slightly bigger/a little bit taller         very similar to

4. baby bison?  ............................
5. a kind of pocket for carrying babies?  ............................
6. an animal which is fed on its mother’s milk?  ............................
7. an animal’s foot? ............................

Vocabulary in Context

1. keeps its baby in a pouch?  Koala.
2. is described as a cruel creature in some fairy tales?  ........................
3. has kittens which stay with their mother for a year and a half?  .......................
4. has pups which are born blind and defenceless? ........................
5. attacks sheep? ....................
6. is born in spring? .................

4.  Read the texts again and answer the questions below. 
Which animal......
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10. Read the following message from the Animal Protection website. Then write a reply of 140-150 words.    
 Try to answer the questions given in the message. 

Now get ready to write

Speaking

9. Work with your partner. List 
at least three things which you think we should do to keep animals safe and 

protected. Compare your list to others’. Agree on a commom list.
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E.g.: We should stop destroying forests.

Hi there,

I am a student currently working on a project about endangered animals.  I really need 
your views on this. Do give answers to the questions below. Thanks for all your help!
 1. Which do you think is the most endangered animal?
 2. Why do you think so?
 3. How can we protect the animal?
You can always reply by email. My email address: shotiko93@aol.com

Thanks again.

Shotiko

Polar bear

Height: 3 meters

Weight: males 770 kg; females 300 kg.

Lifespan: 20 - 25 years 

Population: 20,000-25,000 in the wild

8.  Look at the information about polar bears and elephants below. Then read the sentences 
below and circle the correct answer in each sentence. 

1. Elephants live slightly / much longer than polar bears.

2. Elephants are much / a little bit heavier than polar bears.

3. There are much / slightly fewer polar bears than elephants.

4. An elephant is a little bit / much taller than a polar bear.

5. Male polar bears are much heavier / a little lighter than female polar bears.

6. There are a lot more / a lot less African elephants than Asian elephants.

7. Baby elephants are a lot smaller / bigger than their parents.

Elephant
Height: 4 meters males; females smaller than males  

Weight: 2700 - 6800 kilograms Lifespan: Up to 70 years Population: 450,000 - 700,000 African elephants,  

      35,000 - 40,000 wild Asian elephants

Hi Shotiko,

I read your message on the Animal Protection website. I think that ……………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

All the best,
………………… (write your name here)
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TIME TO READ    
Grammar focus: Prefixes and suffixes

1. Working with a partner, tell each other about:                 

Reading
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• some good news that you received. 
• the time when you got good test or exam results.
• the time when you won some kind of competition.  
                 
Say how you felt when these things happened.

The note from Nick was there, lying beside Julie’s plate when she 
came down to breakfast. Small. Plain. Her name and address hand-
lettered in black print across the front of the envelope.  At the time, 
however, she had eyes only for the other letter, long and white and 
official, which lay beside it. Hurriedly, she picked this up and paused, 
glancing across the table at her mother who had just come from the 
kitchen.
‘It has come,’  Julie said.     
‘Well, aren’t you going to open it?’ Mrs. James set the coffee pot 
down on its hot plate. ‘You’ve been waiting for this long enough. I 
thought you would open it before sitting down.’
‘I guess I’m scared,’ Julie admitted. ‘Okay. Here goes.’
Running her finger the length of the envelope, she took out the 
folded sheet and smoothed it on the table.

2. Here’s the beginning of a novel for teenagers by American writer Lois Duncan. Read the extract and find 
what was the news that Julie got. 

‘Dear Miss James,’ she read aloud. ‘I am pleased to inform you that you have been 
accepted …..’
‘Oh, honey!’ her mother exclaimed. ‘How wonderful!’
‘Accepted!’ Julie repeated. ‘Mom, can you believe it? I’m accepted! I’m going to 
Harvard!’ * 
Mrs James came around the table and gave her daughter a warm hug. ‘I’m proud 
of you, Julie, and your dad certainly would be too. If only he could have lived to 
have known about it, but – oh, there’s no sense in looking back. Maybe he knows. 
I like to think so. And if not, I’m proud enough for the both of us.’
‘I can’t believe it,’ Julie said. ‘I honestly can’t. When I took those tests, I felt as 
though I was missing so many questions. I guess I knew more than I thought I did.’
‘It’s your senior year* that’s made this possible,’ her mother said. ‘I’ve never seen 
such a change in anybody as in you this past year. The way you’ve studied – 
you’ve been a completely different person. And, I’ll admit now, it has worried me a 
little.’
‘Worried you?’ Julie exclaimed in surprise. ’Why, I thought you always dreamed of 
my going to the same university you did. Last year you said I was out too much.’
‘I know it’s just that I never expected that you would change so much.  I even re-
member the day it happened. It was just about the time you broke up with Nick.’

* Harward University: One of the oldest and best universities in the USA

*  senior year: The final year of high school (in the USA).  
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3.  Read the text again and give answers to the questions given below. 

Vocabulary in Context

1. What did Julie find on the table when she came down to breakfast? A note and a letter.
2. Why didn’t Julie open the envelope immediately?  
3. What did Julie’s mother do when she heard the news?
4. How did Julie’s mother feel?
5. Why was Julie surprised she had passed the entrance tests and was accepted at Harvard?
6. Why did Julie’s mother always hope that she would go to Harvard?
7. What made Julie’s mother worry?
8. What did Julie learn from the letter?

4. Read the sentences below. Are they true or false according to the extract?

1. make something flat  -  smooth
2. look at quickly ………
3. end a relationship  ....……
4. tell the truth .......
5. say something suddenly because of surprise .........
6. happy with what you have achieved .......

5.     Find words in the text that match these meanings. 

6.    Find the words in A and B which can be used together. For example: folded + sheet. 

1. folded
2. warm
3. look
4. take

  

5. miss
6. completely
7. exclaim
8. entrance

a. a test 
b. sheet
c. some questions 
d. hug

e. back
f. in surprise 
g. different
h. exams

1. Julie was sure she would pass the tests.
2. Julie’s father is not alive.
3. She is doing her last year at school.
4. She wasted a lot of time during her final year at school.
5. She changed a lot during her final year.
6. Her former boyfriend’s name is George.
7. Julie will have to prepare for the entrance tests next year.

T       F
V

A B

7. Tamuna is a second-year student at Tbilisi State University. She recalls the day when she found out that 
she had passed the entrance test. Read the text and put the words into the gaps. Two words are extra. 

accepted     admit      completely     dreamed    exclaimed      folded   
forget       proud       scared     sense
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Grammar:  Prefixes and suffixes

Look at the words below:

empower, mislead, beautiful, windy. Some of these words have prefixes and some have suffixes.

Prefixes are added to the beginning of a word to change its meaning and make a new word, such as un- in 
unknown or  mis- in misunderstand. Other examples are (with prefixes underlined): inexperienced, rewrite, 
impatient, ex-minister, disintegrate, misspell.  

Suffixes are added to the end of a word to form a new word, such as -ness in kindness or -less in helpless:  
Other examples are (with suffixes underlined): political, social, Georgian, civilization, charismatic, liberalism.  

Look at the examples again. What meanings do they have? Can you think of other examples with the same or 
some other prefixes and suffixes? Look them up in the dictionary or ask your friends or your teacher. How 
many words with suffixes and prefixes can you collect? Compare your answers with your friends’. 
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Listening

9.     Match two halves to make one sentence. Pay attention to the meaning of the words with prefixes. Example 1-b.  

1. I feel impatient   a. I often mispronounce.
2. He often misspells    b. to become a student.
3. I prefer bilingual    c. multinational countries.
4. My father feels self-confident  d. dictionaries  to monolingual. 
5. “violent” is the word   e. when he speaks about engineering.
6. One American ex-president  f.  words with French origin. 
7. America is one of the biggest  g. is Hilary Clinton’s husband.

I will never forget (1) the day when I read my name on the list of students who had been 
.......................... (2) at Tbilisi State University. I immediately phoned my parents to tell them the news. 
My mother  ....................... (3) ‘You mean you’ve got the place?’ She said she had always ......................
(4) of my going to university and studying History. My father said he was very .................... (5) of 
me. It was unbelievable. I must ................. (6) I had been really .................... (7) of failing. But there 
was no .................. (8) in looking back. I was already a university student and there was so much 
to look forward to.

8. You are going to listen to a song by the Georgian pop group Soft Eject. While listening, follow 
the text of the song below and fill in the missing words. Two words are extra. Note that only the 
beginning of the song is  given.

again       around        days     feelings       flowers     full     
 high     life      nights     over     reasons          

Beautiful

Beautiful, beautiful
Beautiful f lowers  (1)
Rivers of sounds  
Streaming all ................... (2)
High tide.

The lifelong days the lifelong ................... (3)
Full time for  ..................... (4)
Truly mystified, fully satisfied 
Fly ...................... (5) 

Everywhere everyone
Looking for ................... (6)
Empty windy place 
Gray and ugly ................... (7)
Low tide

Over and over and ...
Daybreak is ................... (8)
Secrets of life
A source of ................... (9)
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Now get ready to write

Speaking

11. Work in small groups 
of  4 or 5. Read the questions given below and ask them to as 

many classmates as you can. Then, based on the answers they have given you, PREPARE 
A PRESENTATION: Our groups’ reading habits. You can also prepare some visuals to show while 

presenting. To the questions given below you can add your own questions as well.
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10.  Read the sentences below and put the words into the gaps. 

1. ‘I have passed my exams.’ ‘That’s incredib le !’
2. The vegetables are ...................  , and it tastes awful.   
3. Microsoft is a ................... . company.
4. There are some professions in which people are................... 
5. You have to use your ................... to write a good story.
6. It’s ................... , but Tina’s dog understands everything she says to him.
7. Nino decided to relax after a very ...................  day at work.

 imagination       incredible      multinational     overcooked           
stressful      undebelieveble        underpaid

• How interested are you in reading?
• Do you borrow books from the library?
• When did you last buy / borrow a book? Was it a novel or a textbook? 
• How much time do you spend on reading the material for your university entrance   
   exams?

GIVE A PRESENTATION 

In your small group choose the presenter to speak in front of the whole class. The presentation should 
not be more than 3 minutes long, and 1-2 minutes should be allowed for questions from other groups. 
Remember the tips given in Unit 1. 

In your presentation use some of these phrases: 

We have interviewed ..... people / The majority of them said that... / expressed their opinion… / Only a few of them  
said... / almost all of them said that...

Follow the plan below:

Introduction:  What is the aim of the report and how did you collect your information?

Your classmates’ answers: How many classmates you interviewed and what did you find out?

Conclusion: Say what you have found out. State numbers and facts.

12.    At school you have been asked to write a report about what you found out about the reading habits 
of your classmates. Write your report based on the information you used in your presentation. Write 
between 130-140 words.
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1. Read the sentences below and choose the best alternative. The first one has been done for you.

3. Complete the gaps with the words in the correct form using the prefixes and suffixes given below.

1. How about another/other cup of tea?

2. Snow Leopards are very similar to / different from big cats.

3. Giraffes are slightly taller / much taller than tigers.

4. I went swimming the other day / another day.

5.  Did you make any other / another mistakes in your composition?

6. Giorgi was surfing the Internet while another / others were doing tests.

7. New York is a lot smaller / bigger than Tbilisi.

8. The line is busy at the moment. I’ll call other / another time.

9. This notebook is not mine. Please give me the other / other one.

10. Nino and two another / other girls went to the park.

11. Some people found the book interesting while others / another said it was boring

12. Elephants are much / a little bit heavier than koalas.

1. I am sorry, I misunderstood  her email completely. (understand)
2. We .............................. as soon as we got to the hotel, and then went out for a walk. (pack)
3. Salome was here a minute ago but now she has ......................................... (appear)
4. The alarm clock didn’t ring and Sandro ........................................ (sleep)
5. We finally managed to .................................. the door and got inside. (lock)
6. Nino won a .................................. last month. (complete)
7. For further .................................. see our website. (inform)
8. They talked about ................................ problems. (society)
9. You must be very ................................. when you drive in wet weather. (care)
10. She can never wait for five minutes. She is very .................................  (patient)
11. Natia bought a new .............................. dictionary for her sister. (language)
12. His handwriting is so bad it is ...............................  to read. (possible)

REVISION SIX     
Units 21 - 24

2. Complete the gaps with a, the or 0 article. The first one has been done for you.

1. You can go climbing in the  Alps.
2. You can watch ......... sun over the Sahara desert.
3. UNICEF helps .......... children who are most in need.
4. .............. nearest bank is next to the City Hall.
5. Last week ............... group of tourists visited Mtskheta.
6. If I send you some money, will you buy me .............. earrings we saw last week?
7. They were sailing across ............. Atlantic.
8. This is ................. fastest way to travel from Tbilisi to Batumi.
9. Nick has .............. lunch at 1.30 PM.
10. If you want to listen to ............. music please remember to keep the volume down.
11. Microsoft is ............... multinational company.
12. ................ cats are wise animals.

R

mono -     un-     over-      dis-       -ful      -tion     -al       mis-       im-    
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4. Complete each sentence with an appropriate phrase from this list. Two phrases are extra.

blow up       endangered species         equal chance       glanced across      govern themselves  
harmful for their health         illegally hunted        in surprise        natural habitat          proud of her          

population went down        right to protection            warm hug        were executed

5. How many words do you know? Write the Georgian translation next to each word. Then check the 
meaning in the Wordlist at the end of the book. Count the correct answers and write the number below. 
All the words are from units 21-24.

Out of 30  words I know __________.

1. guy - biWi, ymawvili     2. housing_____________ 3. merchant ____________            

4. exclaim  _____________   5. proud____________   6. gang  ______________ 

7. gunpowder ______________  
8. cellar ____________   

9. approximately  ______________     

10. glance ____________   
11.events  _____________  12. admit ___________  

13. profitable _____________  

14. mine (n) ___________    15. roam  _______________      

16. habitat ______________  17. protection____________  18. unite __________

19. govern _____________  
20. equal___________  21. harmful ______________    

22. spiritually____________  
23. protect ____________   24. reduce ______________

25. swamp ____________  26. execute  _____________ 
27. demand _________

28. wages___________  

1. Americans wanted to govern themselves .
2. Snow leopards are .................................... for their fur. 
3. Guy Fawkes and his gang were taken to the Tower of London and later they  ....................................
4. When Salome was accepted at the college, her mother was very  ....................................
5. Children have a  ...................................., good food, housing and medical care.
6. During the last few years the  .................................... of koalas  ....................................
7. Children have the right not to work for money if it is ....................................
8. The Snow Leopard is an ....................................
9. ‘Oh really?’ Mary exclaimed ....................................
10. All our students have an  .................................... to develop their abilities. 
11. The terrorists were planning to .................................... the building.
12. On hearing a crash, she ....................................the room and saw that a picture had fallen on the floor. 

29. resemble ___________  
30. endangered  ______________

R
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Base form Past simple Past participle Base form Past simple Past participle 

IRREGULAR VERBS

be
bear
beat
become
begin
bite
blow
break
bring
broadcast
build
burn
buy
can
catch
choose
come
cost
creep
cut
deal
dig
do
draw
dream
drink
drive
eat
fall
feed
feel
fight
find
fly
forbid
forecast
forget
forgive
freeze
get
give
go
grow
hang
have
hear
hide
hit
hold
hurt
keep 
kneel
knit
know
lay
lead
lean
leap
learn                                                        
leave

lend
let
lie
light
lose
make
mean
meet
must
pay
put
read 
ride
ring
run
say
see
seek
sell 
send
set
shake
shine
shoot
show
shut
sing
sink
sit
sleep
slide
smell
speak
spell
spend
spill
spin
spoil
spread
spring
stand
steal
stick
sting
strike
swear
sweep
swim
take
teach
tear
tell
think
throw 
understand
wake
wear
win 
wind
write

was
bore
beat
became
began
bit
blew
broke
brought
broadcast
built
burnt
bought
could
caught
chose
came
cost
crept
cut
dealt
dug
did
drew
dreamt
drank
drove
ate
fell
fed
felt
fought
found
flew
forbade
forecast
forgot
forgave
froze
got
gave
went
grew
hung
had
heard
hid
hit
held
hurt
kept
knelt/kneeled
knitted/knit
knew
laid
led
leaned/leant
leapt/leaped
learned/learnt
left

lent
let
lay
lit
lost
made
meant 
met
had to
paid
put
read
rode
rang
ran
said
saw
sought
sold
sent
set
shook
shone
shot
showed
shut
sang
sank
sat
slept
slid
smelt/smelled
spoke
spelt
spent
spilt/spilled
spun/span
spoilt/spoiled
spread
sprang
stood
stole
stuck
stung
struck
swore
swept
swam
took
taught
tore
told
thought
threw
understood
woke
wore
won
wound
wrote

been
born
beaten
become
begun
bitten
blown
broken
brought
broadcast
built
burnt
bought
(be able to)
caught
chosen
come
cost
crept
cut
dealt
dug
done
drown
dreamt
drunk
driven
eaten
fallen
fed
felt
fought
found
flown
forbidden
forecast
forgotten
forgiven
frozen
got/gotten
given
gone
grown
hung
had
heard
hidden
hit
held
hurt
kept
knelt/kneeled
knitted/knit
known
laid
led
leaned/leant
leapt/leaped
learned/learnt
left

lent
let
lain
lit
lost
made
meant
met
had to
paid
put
read
ridden
rung
run
said
seen
sought
sold
sent
set
shaken
shone
shot
shown
shut
sung
sunk
sat
slept
slid
smelt/smelled
spoken
spelt
spent
spilt/spilled
spun
spoilt/spoiled
spread
sprung
stood
stolen
stuck
stung
stuck
sworn
swept
swum
taken
taught
torn
told
thought
thrown
understood
woken
worn
won
wound
written
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WORDLIST
ability [@"bIl@tI] unari 
abroad [@"brO;d] sazRvargareT
abundance [@"bVnd@ns] siuxve
accept [&k"sept] miReba
accommodation [@%kQm@"deISn] sacxovrebeli
accounting [@"kaUntIN] buRalteria
additional [@"dIS@nl] damatebiTi 
adult ["&dVlt] srulwlovani, zrdasruli adamiani 
adventure [@d"ventS@(r)] Tavgadasavali
AIDS [eIdz] Sidsi
almost ["O;lm@Ust] TiTqmis

altitude ["&ltItju;d] simaRle zRvis donidan
amaze [@"meIz] (v) gaoceba, gancvifreba
ancestor ["&nsest@(r)] winapari
anger ["&Ng@(r)] sibraze, risxva 
angle ["&Ngl] kuTxe 
announce [@"naUns] (v) gamocxadeba
annually ["&njU@lI] yovelwliurad
apartment [@"pA;tm@nt] bina
ape [eIp] adamianis msgavsi maimuni
application [%&plI"keISn] ganacxadi, mimarTva 
approach [@"pr@UtS] (v) miaxloeba
approximately [@"prQksIm@tlI] daaxloebiT
artificial [%A;tI"fISl] xelovnuri
astonishing [@"stQnISIN] gasaocari
attempt [@"tempt] mcdeloba
audience ["O;dI@ns] auditoria (msmenelTa an mayurebelTa) 
author ["O;T@(r)] avtori 
autobiographical [%O;t@%baI@"gr&fIkl] avtobiografiuli 
available [@"veIl@bl] xelmisawvdomi
average ["&v@rIdZ] saSualo
avoid [@"vOId] (v) Tavis arideba, gverdis aqceva
award [@"wO;d] jildo
awful ["O;fl] saSineli
ban [b&n] (v) akrZalva
battle ["b&tl] brZola
beat [bi;t] (v) damarcxeba
behaviour [bI"heIvj@(r)] qceva, moqceva
birthplace ["b3;TpleIs] dabadebis adgili 
blame [bleIm] (v) dadanaSauleba 
blank [bl&Nk] carieli, sufTa 
blockbuster ["blQkbVst@(r)] warmatebuli filmi 
blow up [%bl@U "Vp] afeTqeba 
book [bUk] (v) SekveTa, dajavSna
boring ["bO;rIN] mosawyeni, mosabezrebeli 
borrow ["bQr@U] (v) sesxeba, Txovna 
bride [braId] patarZali
bronze [brQnz] brinjao
bullying ["bUlIIN] daCagvra, daSineba 
cab [k&b] taqsi; etli 
cancel ["k&nsl] (v) gauqmeba, moxsna
catching ["k&tSIN] gadamdebi 
cellar ["sel@(r)] sardafi
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challenge ["tS&l@ndZ] gamowveva
character ["k&r@kt@(r)] personaJi
childhood ["tSaIldhUd] bavSvoba 
choice [tSOIs] arCevani 
collapse [k@"l&ps] (v) dangreva, Camongreva 
colossus [k@"lQs@s] bumberazi, kolosi 
commemorate [k@"mem@reIt] (v) aRniSvna 
commit [k@"mIt] (v) danaSaulis Cadena 
common ["kQm@n] gavrcelebuli, Cveulebrivi 
compile [k@m"paIl] (v) Sedgena
conduct [k@n"dVkt] (v) Catareba 
confidence ["kQnfId@ns] Tavdajerebuloba 
confirm [k@n"f3;m] (v) dadastureba
conqueror ["kQNk@r@(r)] dampyrobeli
consider [k@n"sId@(r)] (v) miCneva
consist [k@n"sIst] (v) Sedgeba 
contemporary [k@n"tempr@rI] Tanamedrove 
contest ["kQntest] konkursi, Sejibri 
cop [kQp] policieli
courage ["kVrIdZ] simamace
cover up [%kVv@r "Vp] damalva, dafarva 
crisp [krIsp] gamacocxlebeli, grili, sufTa (haeri)
crown [kraUn] gvirgvini
cuisine [kwI"zi;n] samzareulo
customer ["kVst@m@(r)] momxmarebeli, klienti
damage ["d&mIdZ] (v) daSaveba, dazianeba
dare [de@(r)] (v) gabedva
deadline ["dedlaIn] bolo vada
deck [dek] gembani
declare [dI"kle@(r)] (v) gamocxadeba
demand [dI"mA;nd] (v) moTxovna 
desert (island) ["dez@t ("aIl@nd)] ukacrieli, udaburi (kunZuli)
desire [dI"zaI@(r)] survili
desperate ["desp@r@t] sasowarkveTili; Tavganwiruli 
determination [dI%t3;mI"neISn] simtkice, mizandasaxuloba 
develop [dI"vel@p] (v) ganviTareba
disabled [dIs"eIbld] unarSezRuduli
disappear [%dIs@"pI@(r)] (v) gauCinareba 
disappointment [%dIs@"pOIntm@nt] imedgacrueba
discount ["dIskaUnt] fasdakleba
discovery [dI"skVv@rI] aRmoCena
disobedient [%dIs@"bi;dI@nt] daumorCilebeli
diverse [daI"v3;s] mravalferovani 
doubt [daUt] eWvi
draft [drA;ft] (v) pirveli versiis dawera 
dreaded ["dredId] SiSis momgvreli 
duke [dju;k] hercogi
dummy ["dVmI] fituli; manekeni 
earthquake ["3;TkweIk] miwisZvra
elevator ["elIveIt@(r)] lifti
embarrassing [Im"b&r@sIN] uxerxuli, sircxvilis momgvreli 
emergency [I"m3;dZ@nsI] sagangebo, kritikuli mdgomareoba 
endangered [In"deIndZ@d] safrTxeSi myofi 
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engagement [In"geIdZm@nt] niSnoba
enormous [I"nO;m@s] uzarmazari
environment [In"vaIr@nm@nt] garemo
equal ["i;kw@l] Tanabari, Tanaswori
essential [I"senSl] mniSvnelovani 
estimate ["estImeIt] (v) Sefaseba, varaudi
event [I"vent] RonisZieba, movlena
evil ["i;vl] boroti
exactly [Ig"z&ktlI] zustad 
exceed [Ik"si;d] (v) gadaWarbeba
exclaim [Ik"skleIm] (v) wamoZaxeba 
execute ["eksIkju;t] (v) sikvdiliT dasja 
exist [Ig"zIst] (v) arseboba, yofna 
expect [Ik"spekt] lodini, molodini
expectation [%ekspek"teISn] molodini
expel [Ik"spel] (v) garicxva (skolidan) 
experience [Ik"spI@rI@ns] gamocdileba
expression [Ik"spreSn] gamoxatva; saxis gamometyveleba
faith [feIT] rwmena 
fascinating ["f&sIneItIN] momxibvleli, momajadoebeli 
fee [fi;] honorari, gasamrjelo; gadasaxadi 
fiction ["fIkSn] mxatvruli literatura 
figure out [%fIg@r "aUt] gageba, mosazreba 
firecracker ["faI@kr&k@(r)] SuSxuna
flashy ["fl&SI] gadametebuli, myvirala 
flu [flu;] gripi
fold [f@Uld] (v) dakecva, gakecva 
form [fO;m] (v) Seqmna, Camoyalibeba
fortress ["fO;tr@s] cixesimagre 
gang [g&N] jgufi, banda
garbage ["gA;bIdZ] nagavi
generation [%dZen@"reISn] Taoba 
generosity [%dZen@"rQs@tI] didsulovneba, sulgrZeloba; guluxvoba
gift [gIft] saCuqari
glamour ["gl&m@(r)] dideba
glance [glA;ns] (v) Tvalis Sevleba 
gobble down [%gQbl "daUn] (v) swrafad Wama 
gold miner [%g@Uld "maIn@(r)] oqros mompovebeli 
govern ["gVvn] (v) marTva
groan [gr@Un] (v) oxvra, kvnesa 
groom [gru;m] nefe, size 
gunpowder ["gVnpaUd@(r)] denTi
guy [gaI] biWi, ymawvili 
habitat ["h&bIt&t] bunebrivi saarsebo garemo (mcenaris, cxovelis) 
handicapped ["h&ndIk&pt] invalidi, unarSezRuduli 
harbour ["hA;b@(r)] navsadguri
harmful ["hA;mfl] mavne, saziano
harmless ["hA;ml@s] uvnebeli, uwyinari
height [haIt] simaRle 
highlight ["haIlaIt] (v) gansakuTrebiT aRniSvna, gamoyofa 
hire [haI@(r)] (v) daqiraveba
homeowner ["h@Um@Un@(r)] saxlis mepatrone 
honest ["QnIst] patiosani  
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honeymoon ["hVnImu;n] Taflobis Tve
hopeless ["h@Upl@s] uimedo, uimedod cudi  
hospitality [%hQspI"t&l@tI] stumarTmoyvareoba
host [h@Ust] maspinZeli; maspinZloba 
housing ["haUzIN] sacxovrebeli
hug [hVg] (v) Caxuteba, gulSi Cakvra 
idle ["aIdl] usaqmo
illustrate ["Il@streIt] (v) dasuraTeba 
imaginary [I"m&dZIn@rI] warmosaxviTi, gamogonili
immortalize [I"mO;t@laIz] (v) ukvdavyofa
impression [Im"preSn] STabeWdileba
inaugurate [I"nO;gj@reIt] (v) oficialurad gaxsna 
increase [In"kri;s] (v) zrda, mateba
incredible [In"kred@bl] daujerebeli, araCveulebrivi
independent [%IndI"pend@nt] damoukidebeli 
influence ["InflU@ns] gavlena
infrastructure ["Infr@strVktS@(r)] infrastruqtura 
inhabit [In"h&bIt] (v) dasaxleba
innocent ["In@snt] udanaSaulo, uwyinari
insist [In"sIst] (v)  daJinebiT moTxovna 
inspiration [%Insp@"reISn] STagoneba
interrupt [%Int@"rVpt] (v) Sewyveta
invade [In"veId] (v) Semoseva
invest [In"vest] (v) fulis investireba
ivory ["aIv@rI] spilos Zvali 
jewelry ["dZu;@lrI] samkauli, Zvirfaseuloba
judge [dZVdZ] (v) gansja
kid [kId] bavSvi
kidnap ["kIdn&p] (v) adamianis gataceba 
lack [l&k] arasakmarisad qona
lend [lend] (v) fulis gasesxeba 
lighthouse ["laIthaUs] Suqura
link [lINk] (v) dakavSireba; gadabma
list [lIst] sia
magnificent [m&g"nIfIsnt] brwyinvale, mSvenieri
major ["meIdZ@(r)] umTavresi 
mammal ["m&ml] ZuZumwovari cxoveli
marvel ["mA;v@l] saocreba, saswauli
mausoleum [%mO;s@"li;@m] mavzoleumi
matinee performance [%m&tIneI p@"fO;m@ns] dRis warmodgena
medieval [%medI"i;vl] Sua saukuneebis  
Mediterranean [%medIt@"reInI@n] xmelTaSua (zRva) 
merchant ["m3;tS@nt] vaWari
mine [maIn] maRaro
momentous [m@"ment@s] mniSvnelovani
movie ["mu;vI] kinofilmi 
mutual ["mju;tjU@l] saerTo, ormxrivi
nearly ["nI@lI] TiTqmis
novel ["nQvl] romani 
nowadays ["naU@deIz] Cvens droSi
obey [@"beI] (v) damorCileba 
oblige [@"blaIdZ] davaldebuleba
obliged [@"blaIdZd] valdebuli 
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obviously ["QbvI@slI] aSkarad 
occasion [@"keIZn] movlena, SemTxveva
occupation [%QkjU"peISn] saqmianoba, profesia
offence [@"fens] kanonis darRveva, danaSauli
open-minded [%@Up@n"maIndId] gaxsnili gonebis, farTod moazrovne 
opportunity [%Qp@"tju;n@tI] SesaZlebloba, Sansi
outburst ["aUtb3;st] amoxeTqva, afeTqeba 
overweight [%@Uv@"weIt] Warbwoniani
pair [pe@(r)] wyvili
paradise ["p&r@daIs] samoTxe  
participant [pA;"tIsIp@nt] monawile
partly ["pA;tlI] nawilobriv 
part-time [%pA;t"taIm] (adj) arasruli (ganakveTi) 
pastime ["pA;staIm] drostareba 
patient ["peISnt] momTmeni; pacienti 
peace [pi;s] mSvidoba
peak [pi;k] mwvervali
perform [p@"fO;m] (v) warmodgena 
picturesque [%pIktS@"resk] Tvalwarmtaci 
plain [pleIn] (adj) ubralo, arafriT gamorCeuli 
play [pleI] (n) piesa
plot [plQt] Sinaarsi 
playwright ["pleIraIt] dramaturgi 
pocketbook ["pQkItbUk] safule
poetry ["p@U@trI] poezia 
population [%pQpjU"leISn] mosaxleoba
power ["paU@(r)] Zala, Zalaufleba
praise [preIz] (v) qeba
precious ["preS@s] Zvirfasi
preparatory [prI"p&r@trI] mosamzadebeli 
preserve [prI"z3;v] (v) Senaxva
prestigious [pre"stIdZ@s] prestiJuli
pretty ["prItI]  (aq) sakmaod (e.g. pretty well) 
prevent [prI"vent] Tavidan acileba, arideba 
profitable ["prQfIt@bl] momgebiani
prosperity [prQ"sper@tI] keTildReoba
protect [pr@"tekt] (v) dacva
protection [pr@"tekSn] dacva
proud [praUd] amayi
punctual ["pVNktjU@l] punqtualuri
purify ["pjU@rIfaI] ganwmenda
qualification [%kwQlIfI"keISn] kvalifikacia
qualified ["kwQlIfaId] kvalificirebuli
quality ["kwQl@tI] Tviseba
radiate ["reIdIeIt] gamosxiveba
raise [reIz] (v) aRzrda 
realize ["ri;@laIz] (v) gageba, mixvedra
rebellious [rI"belj@s] meamboxe, daumorCilebeli 
recent ["ri;snt] cotaxnis winandeli 
recognize ["rek@gnaIz] cnoba
reduce [rI"dju;s] Semcireba
refined [rI"faInd] daxvewili
reflect [rI"flekt] arekvla
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relationship [rI"leISnSIp] urTierToba
relief [rI"li;f] Sveba 
remain [rI"meIn] (v) darCena
reputation [%repjU"teISn] reputacia 
require [rI"kwaI@(r)] (v) moiTxovs
resemble [rI"zembl] (v) hgavs
reserve [rI"z3;v] (v) dajavSna
resort [rI"zO;t] kurorti
respect [rI"spekt] pativiscema 
respected [rI"spektId] pativsacemi 
responsible [rI"spQns@bl] pasuxismgebeli 
restore [rI"stO;(r)] aRdgena, restavrireba 
roam [r@Um] xetiali
robe [r@Ub] mantia, samosi 
row [r@U] (skamebis) rigi TeatrSi 
rubbish ["rVbIS] nagavi
rule [ru;l] wesi 
scenery ["si;n@rI] xedi
science fiction [%saI@ns "fIkSn] samecniero fantastika 
secretive ["si;kr@tIv] gulCaTxrobili
security guard [sI"kjU@r@tI gA;d] dacva  
sense [sens] grZnoba
sermon ["s3;m@n] Wkuis saswavlebeli leqcia 
settle ["setl] (v) dasaxleba; mogvareba 
shades [SeIdz] saTvale
shelter ["Selt@(r)] TavSesafari
show off [%S@U "Qf] trabaxi  
shower ["SaU@(r)] Sxapi 
sidewalk ["saIdwO;k] trotuari
signature ["sIgn@tS@(r)] xelmowera
significant [sIg"nIfIk@nt] didmniSvnelovani 
site [saIt] adgili, adgilmdebareoba
situate ["sItjUeIt] (v) mdebareobs
skull [skVl] Tavis qala
slave [sleIv] mona
smooth [smu;D] (v) gasworeba, xelis gadasma
solve [sQlv] (v) gadawyveta, amoxsna
sonnet ["sQnIt] soneti
sound [saUnd] xma
spectator [spek"teIt@(r)] mayurebeli
speech [spi;tS] sityva (sityviT gamosvla)
spelling ["spelIN] marTlwera
spirit ["spIrIt] suli
spiritually ["spIrItSU@lI] sulierad
splendid ["splendId] mSvenieri, saucxoo
stage [steIdZ] (v) dadgma (piesis) 
steer (a boat) [stI@(r) (@ b@Ut)] (v) (navis) marTva 
stunning ["stVnIN] TvalismomWreli
subway ["sVbweI] metro
superb [su;"p3;b] didebuli, saucxoo
support [s@"pO;t] mxardaWera, gulSematkivroba 
survive [s@"vaIv] (v) gadarCena 
swamp [swQmp] Waobi
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televise ["telIvaIz] (v) televiziiT gadacema
temple ["templ] taZari
terrific [t@"rIfIk] saocari
threaten ["Tretn] damuqreba
throne [Tr@Un] mefis taxti
tomb [tu;m] akldama
torch [tO;tS] CiraRdani; jibis farani 
touchy ["tVtSI] mgrZnobiare 
trash [tr&S] nagavi
treat [tri;t] (v) mopyroba
tribe [traIb] tomi
trip [trIp] mgzavroba 
trust [trVst] ndoba
uninhabited [%VnIn"h&bItId] dausaxlebeli
unite [jU"naIt] (v) gaerTianeba
vacation [v@"keISn] ardadegebi, Svebuleba
value ["v&lju;] (v) dafaseba, Sefaseba 
variety [v@"raI@tI] saxesxvaoba, saxeoba 
victory ["vIkt@rI] gamarjveba
viewer ["vju;@(r)] mayurebeli 
vineyard ["vInj@d] venaxi
violence ["vaI@l@ns] Zaladoba
visible ["vIz@bl] xilvadi, xiluli
wages [weIdZIz] xelfasi
warn [wO;n] (v) gafrTxileba 
weapon ["wep@n] iaraRi
well paid [%wel "peId] kargad anazRaurebadi 
well preserved [%wel prI"z3;vd] kargad SenarCunebuli
wonder ["wVnd@(r)] saocreba 
worn out [%wO;n "aUt] gacveTili
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ANSWER KEY TO THE STUDENT’S BOOK AND THE TAPESCRIPTS  

UNIT 1 DREAM HOLIDAYS

Ex. 2 2.A   3.C   4.B   5.B   6.All   7.B   8.D     
Ex. 3 1.A/Holiday Hypermarket   2.D/ Travel Land   3.extra   4.extra    5.Caucasus Tour    6.B/Eastern Travel   
Ex. 4 2.refined culture   3.reserve a hotel   4.full of glamour   5.travel rates   6.disabled   7.altitude      
 8.customer  
Ex. 5 2.service   3.design    4.rafting   5.altitude   6.book   7.rates   8.disabilities    9.online
 (extra: resort, customer)
Ex. 6 2.London   3.one week   4. the Tower   5.Westminster Abbey    6.the Planetarium   7.Conan Doyle’s house     
 8.guide service   9.1997    10.two million 

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 6 are underlined)

With Fun Travel, come on a fascinating one week holiday in London, the capital of the United Kingdom and one of 
Europe’s leading tourist destinations. We offer you a wide variety of interesting London tourist sites of which the 
Tower and Westminster Abbey are the most famous. Our special offers include tours to the Planetarium and – for 
those who are Sherlock Holmes fans – Conan Doyle’s house  Our vacation package also includes visits to famous 
London parks, the Victoria and Albert Museum, the National Gallery and many more. Special transport facilities 
and a free guide service are available for the disabled. 
Fun Travel can make hotel reservations for you. Best rates and top quality service guaranteed!
Since opening in 1997, Fun Travel has helped over two million tourists from all five continents. Don’t think twice! 
Make your family holiday special! Book online. 

Ex. 7

Ex. 8 2.few   3.little    4.Lots of (informal usage)/ Many (formal usage)   5.a lot of /many   6.Many /Lots of      
 7.little    8.many 

UNIT 2 DISCOVER GEORGIA   
    
Ex. 3 2.The Georgian Times.  3.(house) towers   4.Sighnaghi   5.Nutsa    6.Niko   7.Svaneti
Ex. 4 2.Sighnaghi   3.all the three   4.Shaori Lake   5.Svaneti   6.Sighnaghi   7.Svaneti
Ex. 5 2.e   3.g   4.a   5.f   6.b  7.d  
Ex. 6 2.incredible   3.surrounded   4.surroundings   5.developed   6.invested   7.recreation   8.off    9.drive    
 10.worth  (extra:  resort, expectations)
Task 7   1.Florida   2.A tornado   3. No  4.It was windy, cold and rainy    5.There was a little rain, but it was pretty 
dry and very cold.

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 7 are underlined)

Alex:  Hello, Suzie, did you have a good holiday?
Suzie:  Oh hello, Alex. Yes thanks, it was lovely – at least for the first week. But after that of course the weather 
was simply terrible.

countables                  uncountables

Positive 

interrogative

Negative

Positive

a lot of / lots of a lot of / lots of  

many

many

much

much

(a) few (a) Little
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Alex:  Oh dear. What a pity! It was cold here too while you were away you know. 
Suzie:  Was it? Well, in Florida – did you hear about it? We had that terrible tornado!
Alex:  Oh, yes, I saw it on the news! And was there much damage? Your hotel was all right, was it?
Suzie:  Well, no, we had to move out actually, to another hotel. I mean, it wasn’t too bad, and nobody was hurt, and 
they were doing their best, but it was still very windy, and really quite cold, and there didn’t seem to be any heat-
ing or anything.
Alex:  Oh, I never realized. Poor you! Did it rain as well?
Suzie:  Oh yes – so of course we couldn’t swim, or walk on the beach, or any of the things we wanted to do. Such 
a pity! Anyway, it’s a relief to get home and get back to normal, I can tell you.
Alex:  Well, we did have a little rain here last week, but on the whole it’s been pretty dry, just very cold, you know…

Ex. 8 2.yourselves   3.themselves   4.himself   5.ourselves   6. herself   7.myself    8.yourself 
Ex. 9 2.himself   3.himself   4.themselves   5.yourself   6.himself   7.ourselves

UNIT 3 THE  FIRST EUROPEAN? 

Ex. 1  A.b   B.c
Ex. 2 1.B   2.E   3.A   4.D  (extra: C, F)
Ex. 3 2.F/ Para.3   3.T/Para 1   4.F/Para 2   5.T/ Para 4   6.F/Para 3   7. F/Para 1  
Ex. 4 2.discovery   3.Dato Zhvania   4.skull    5.this human    6.Dmanisi   
Ex. 5 2.f    3.a    4.g   5.b   6.h   7.c   8.d
Ex. 6 2.northern   3.painting   4.modernist   5.archeologist   6.excavated    7.site   8.teams    9.historically    
 10.thousands  (extra: useless, wall) 
Ex. 7 2.south-west   3.secret    4.personal    5.food   6.wealthy/rich   7.(early)November   8. Copenhagen Na 
 tional  

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 7 are underlined)

…And here’s some news about a recent astonishing discovery in Denmark.
In the suburbs of Copenhagen, Danish archeologists have discovered thirty ancient Roman graves, at a location 
south-west of the town. The graves are from about the third century and it is something special and rare in Denmark 
to have so many ancient graves in one place. According to a local newspaper, this is probably the reason why the 
exact location is being kept secret until the archeologists from the nearby museum have completed their work.  
Archeologists found necklaces and other personal belongings, but they also discovered a large number of ce-
ramic objects which they predict were used for storing food. “The objects we have found show the social status 
of the people buried there. It’s obvious that we’re dealing with the wealthy segment of that population,” the chief 
archeologist said. 
Excavations are due to be completed in early November, and all the discoveries are expected to be going on 
display at the Copenhagen National Museum as from December.
And now the weather forecast for the week-end….

Ex. 8 2.haven’t left yet.   3.hasn’t finished reading that book yet.   4.hasn’t woken up yet.   5.hasn’t found a job  
 yet.   6.haven’t decided what to do yet.   7.hasn’t gone yet.  
Ex. 9 2.yet    3.already    4.still     5.yet   6.already   7.still

UNIT 4 FINDING A JOB  
     
Ex. 3 2.b.   3.a    4.a   5.c    6.a    7.c   
Ex. 4 2.e.  3.a   4.d   5.b   6.h   7.f   8.c
Ex. 5 2.archeologists   3.requirements   4.advertising    5.financial   6.importance    7.application   
Ex. 6 Please Just Carry On:  2.night   3.cold   4.know    5.fine   6.asleep   7.trust   8.carry   9.ask (extra: hot,  
 warm)
Ex. 7 2.Both of them read job adverts on jobs.ge / They both read job adverts…   3.Neither of them is /are  
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 outgoing.   4.All of them drive sports cars. / They all drive sports cars    5.None of them speaks/speak  
 any foreign languages.   6.We all like winter more than summer / All of us like winter more than summer.    
 7.Both of us want to be actors./ We both want to be actors.    8.None of them has/have (ever) eaten pizza.

REVISION ONE UNITS 1-4

Ex. 1 2.Both of them often travel to India. / They both often travel to India.   3.Neither of  them speaks/speak  
 Spanish    4.All of them are applying for this job./ They are all applying for this job.   5.None of them have  
 /has seen the Dmanisi archeological finds.   6.We all want to see Pirosmani’s paintings at the Arts Mu 
 seum./ All of us want to see Pirosmani’s paintings at the Arts Museum.   7.Both of us want to take a short  
 course in economics / We both want to take a short course in economics.   8.None of us (them) has/ 
 have (ever) been to a Chinese restaurant.   9.We all like to take photos./All of us like to take photos.  
 10.Both of us bought a lap-top computer last year. / We both bought a lap-top computer last year.   
 11.Neither of them has/have been to Svaneti.   12.All of us (them) can climb this mountain. We(They) can  
 all climb this mountain
Ex. 2 2.Few    3.Lots of    4.little  5.a lot of    6.A few    7.many    8.yourselves   9.themselves
 10.yourself   11.themselves   12.ourselves
Ex. 3 2.yet    3.already    4.yet   5.still    6.yet   7.already    8.still     9.yet    10.already  11.already   12.still
Ex. 4 2.make a reservation     3.an astonishing site    4.make an announcement     5.apply for     6.give a presen 
 tation   7.make an investment    8.medieval centuries     9.security guards  
 10.deadline for   11.recreation zone     12.job vacancies  (extra: first of all, get rid)
Ex. 5 2.unarSezRuduli  3.klienti, momxmarebeli  4.simaRle (zRvis donidan)   5.dajavSna    6.dideba,

 momxibvleloba   7.aucilebeli, mniSvnelovani  8.gadaWarbeba   9.molodini  10.STabeWdileba  11.xedi,  

 aremare    12.infrastruqtura   13.daujerebeli   14.arCevani   15.Tavis qala   16.Sua saukuneebis    

 17.gansacvifrebeli   18.winaprebi   19.varaudi   20.maimuni (didi zomis)   21.migranti   22.adgilmde

 bareoba   23.Tvalwarmtaci   24.angariSi, buRalteria    25.bolo vada    26.kvalifikacia     

 27.gamocxadeba   28.uSiSroeba   29.dajavSna   30.dacva, daraji        

UNIT  5 MY FAVOURITE BOOK

Ex. 2 1.Jerome K. Jerome    2.Dato    3.O’Henry   4.Gigi     5.Raider Haggard   6.Salinger   7.Irakli
Ex. 3 1.c/e  2.f   3.d/e   4.a/e  5.b/g  
Ex. 4   1.the main character    2.worn out   3.adventure story   4.my parents’ generation   5.believe it or not     
 6.desert island   7.shelter   8.boring  
Ex. 5 Kakha: 2.brilliantly   3.characters   4.about   5.enjoyable   6.descriptions (extra:  several)     Eka:    
 2.exploring   3.desert   4.survive   5.necessary    6.confident  (extra: able)
Ex. 6 1.e    2.a    3.g    4.f    5.b   6.d    7.c

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 6 are underlined)

People often ask me “How did you learn all those languages?” but the thing is I lived in several different countries 
when I was growing up, and wherever I was it just seemed natural to speak the language. I was actually born in 
Brighton, in the UK, but my family moved very soon after that, and we lived in Paris for a while. My mother came 
from there, and she always spoke to me in French, from an early age. Later on we moved to Austria,(3) for my 
father’s work, and I spent long holidays in Italy with my sister, so my Italian is pretty good. Later on, I became a 
student at Munich University. Munich is a great city! – and then after graduating from there, I became a teacher. So 
for a while I was teaching private students French and German and Italian, as well as English. I really enjoyed it, and 
I think I was quite good at it, too. I remember my star pupil was a famous American writer! Anyway, after a bit I 
realized that being a teacher would never make me rich, and for some reason I thought that being a writer would! 
Crazy, eh? But I was right, as it turned out. I decided to write detective stories, thrillers, that sort of thing, and 
I just seemed to have a talent for it. I write a new one every year, and so far they’ve all sold very well. In 2003 
I won the Silver Pen award for the best detective stories writer of the year. Not so long ago I bought a fantastic 
house in California, and that’s where I live now. I work at home – I don’t need an office or anything. It’s all very 
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simple really…     
Ex. 7 2.didn’t use to     3.used to     4.used to    5.used to     6.didn’t use to
Ex. 8 2.was going to travel      3.were having    4.used to perform    5.used to dance     6.was going to see      
 7.used to be

UNIT 6           WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE - THE BARD OF AVON

Ex. 3 2.23 April, 1564    3. Stratford-upon-Avon, England    4.comedies, histories, tragedies  / plays, sonnets,  
 poems.   5.The Globe (Theatre) (in London)    6.Midsummer Night’s dream, As you like it    7.Hamlet, King  
 Lear, Romeo and Juliet, Othello, Macbeth    8.1616    9.Ivane Machabeli
Ex. 4 2, 5 and 7 are true
Ex. 5 2.(he)was raised    3.the play was staged     4.a respected person    5.diverse culture     6.major living  
 languages    7.(he) performed in a play    8.partly/partially
Ex. 6 2.farmer    3.birth    4.date    5.died    6.agree   7.half    8.married (extra: prove, about) 
Ex. 7 2.Saturday    3.7.45    4.8 pounds   5.Wednesday    6.one   7.credit    8.box

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 7 are underlined)

Hello, this is the Grand Theatre in Edinburgh. This week we are delighted to present the Royal Shakespeare 
Company in William Shakespeare’s well-known play, A Midsummer Night’s Dream. The play will run from Tuesday to 
Saturday. On Thursday and Saturday afternoons there will be matinee performances starting at 2.30, while evening 
shows start at 7.45 every night. Prices range from 8 pounds for gallery seats to our top price of 22 pounds for 
the royal circle seats. Next week, for three nights only, we are proud to present Romeo and Juliet, another Shake-
speare play, performed by the New London Theatre. This will start at 8 p.m. on Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday. 
Prices are from 7 pounds to 18 pounds. If you’d like to book tickets for either of these plays, please press one on 
your phone, and have your credit card ready. Or you can ring the box office on 0145672. Thank you for calling 
the Grand Theatre, Edinburgh.

Ex. 8 2.purpose   3.contrast     4.purpose   5.contrast    6.contrast   7.purpose
Ex. 9 2.Despite   3. Although   4.so that   5.In spite of   6.in order to   7.Despite

UNIT  7 HAVE YOU READ THIS BOOK?           

Ex. 2 2.Salinger   3.Mark Twain    4.Stevenson and Salinger   5.Salinger   6.Stevenson   7.Mark Twain and Ste 
 venson.   8.Salinger’s.
Ex. 3 1,4, 7 are not true.
Ex. 4 2.e    3.g    4.h    5.d    6.c    7.f    8.a  
Ex. 5 2.blind   3.audio    4.author   5.driving   6.work   7.activity   8.story   9.long   10.average (extra: play,  
 need)
Ex. 6 Ted -b   Sophie-d   Lauren-a   (extra:c)  

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 6 are underlined)  

I am Ted.  Films and television have had an enormous influence on literature in the twentieth century. It would 
really be interesting, for example, to study four or five books and compare them with their film and TV versions. 
That would stimulate all kinds of ideas and really bring the books to life… So, what I’d really like to see in schools is 
a “Literature on Film and TV” course. Don’t you think it would be great?

I am Sophie. What really kills literature for me is exams. They make everything dry and formal. OK, I understand 
it’s important to test students on what they know, but students get marks for classroom discussions as well. I 
mean, after you leave school nobody’s going to lock you in a room and tell you to ‘Write about Mark Twain for 
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two hours’. They might ask you to talk about his stories though – to give your opinion. So, it’s important to be able 
to discuss books, not just write about them.  

I am Lauren.  Recently in my literature class we did a big project on Shakespeare’s “Midsummer Night’s Dream”. 
We went to see the play in London, wrote essays, made posters, designed costumes, performed scenes in class 
and videoed them. It was a really excellent way to study the play and I think more literature could be taught like 
that. We are lucky in my class because we’ve got a terrific teacher. That’s very important I think. Having someone 
who really loves literature, and enjoys teaching it, can make all the difference. 

Ex. 7 2.so hard (that) the cars couldn’t move.   3.such a beautiful girl that everybody looks at her in the street.    
 4.so little money that we couldn’t buy anything except bread/ we could only buy bread/ all we could  
 buy was bread.   5.too late (for me) to call Anna.   6.so cold outside (that) we couldn’t go out.     
 7.such a talented man  (that) he won every competition he entered.     
Ex. 8 1.Niko is too young to work./have a job.  2.The school is so close that I (can) walk there.  3. The play is  
 so good that I have seen it twice.   4.Sopiko Chiaureli plays in so many films that everybody knows her.   
 5.This is such a good newspaper that everybody buys it.   6.Jack London is difficult to read in English.     
 7.This story is easy to translate.  

Unit 8 Time to read

Ex. 2 2.F   3.F    4.T    5.F    6.T    7.T    8.F 
Ex. 3 2.touchy    3.Hollywood    4. a short story  / a book of short stories    5.doesn’t like/hates/dislikes     
 6.Aregona (Pennsylvania)     7.horse   
Ex. 4 2.That/This stuff  bores me    3.My parents are quite touchy     4.This is a terrific book    5.Take it easy     
 6.Prep/Preparatory school
Ex. 5 2.regularly    3.practically    4.presentation     5.advertisement(s)   6.occupation  7. preparation /prepara 
 tory  
Ex. 6 Happy New Year:  2.outside   3.ear    4.Year    5.Happy    6.ear    7.feel    8.hair    9.Year   10.New (extra:   
 air, hear)
Ex. 7 1.b   2.c   3.a   4.b   5.a    6.c   
Ex. 8 2.fill in a special form if you want to apply for this job.   3.never give up this idea   4.not to give her se 
 cret away.   5.was left out in our guest list.   6.Find out more about global warming…

REVISION TWO  UNITS  5-8

Ex. 1 2. Although Lydia knows English well, she failed her English test.  3.In spite of (it)being very late, I   
 was speaking to my brother with Skype.   4.I learnt Chinese so that I could speak Chinese while I was in  
 China.   5.Despite using a wheel chair, Nancy managed to take part in the sports competition.   6.Andrew   
 wants to become an actor in order to act in Shakespeare’s plays.   7.Although I sent my article to the  
 newspaper on time, they didn’t publish it.   8.It was snowing so hard that the traffic couldn’t move.    
 9.Niko is such a respected scientist that he is often invited to international conferences.    10.There are  
 so few interesting programmes on this TV channel that nobody watches it.   11.The music in the restau 
 rant was too loud for me to enjoy it.  12.I had so little money that I couldn’t buy the shoes I wanted.
Ex. 2 2.was going to  apply    3.used to watch    4.Did … use to like     5.were having     6.used to read     7.used  
 to be    8.were having    9.was going to be    10.Did…use to be     11.were performing   12.was going to  
 finish
Ex. 3 2.(filling) in    3.(found) out    4.(gave) up   5.(gives) away    6.(left) out   7.(carried) out    8.(set) up      
 9.(used) up    10.(run) out   11.(do) without   12.(look) up
Ex. 4 2.quite touchy     3.Believe it or not     4.expelled from school     5.Take it easy    6.diverse culture       
 7.were raised     8.preparation course     9.conduct experiments    10.staged…plays   11.bores me     
 12.great relief  (extra: look up, save the time)
Ex. 5 2.Taoba   3.TavSesafari   4.moqmedi piri, personaJi   5.siamovnebis momtani  6.dramaturgi   7.dadgma,  

 Sesruleba   8.warmodgena, speqtakli   9.Seqmna  10.produqcia, warmoeba  11.piesa   12.pativsacemi     

 13.dRis warmodgena  14.salaro  15.oqros mompovebeli  16.xelaxla dabeWdva  17.Sveba   18.Sinaarsi,  
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siuJeti  19.aRiareba 20.gembani 21. momzadeba  22.biWi (slengi)  23.cxenburTi,polo  24.raRaceebi     

25.mgrZnobiare   26.saocari, gasagiJebeli  27.mosawyeni, mosabezrebeli  28.saqmianoba  29.bavSvi     

30.unari        

UNIT 9  MY ROLE MODEL   

Ex. 2 1.c   2.e   3.a / f    4.g  5.b / d
Ex. 3 2.F   3.T   4.T   5.F   6.T   7.F
Ex. 4 2.d   3.a    4.f    5.g    6.h   7.e   8.b  
Ex. 5 2.horse-show event   3.from the neck down   4.public appearances    5.sorry for himself   6.courageous  
 action   7.well-known individuals   8.ordinary individual    9.suffering and pain (extra: the sky’s the limit)
Ex. 6 The suggestions are: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 6 are underlined)

You don’t have to be a famous celebrity or a great historical figure to be a role model. Every one of us, in every-
day life, has the chance to set an example for others. Even when you’re a teenager, you have the ability to inspire 
your friends and those younger than you. Just follow this advice and you too could become a Teenage Role 
Model.
Step number one. Select a role model for yourself. If you want to be an inspirational person, think about the 
people who inspire you. Do a little brainstorming and ask yourself a few questions. Why do you admire them so 
much? What is the message they send through their actions? And how can you have a similar effect on others? 
Step number two.  Build your confidence. As you start to consider how you can be a role model, try to develop 
confidence in yourself as a person. What are your strengths? What do you really do well? Remember that even 
simple personal qualities can have a big effect on others.
Step number three. Develop your own style. Of course, there’s nothing wrong with being part of a group, with 
friends who share your interests. But at the same time, try to be your own person. You don’t always have to go along 
with what the group thinks. You’ll inspire others if you are the one who initiates ideas rather than being a follower. 
People admire someone who makes decisions for themselves. 
Step number four. Stay humble. Good role models are silent figures. They don’t make much noise and, through be-
ing quietly respectful of others, their personal style – their personality – is made stronger. Nor should you think 
that being a role model means placing yourself on a pedestal, and being admired at a distance. You can’t force 
someone to see you as a role model or follow in your steps if they don’t want to. A role model does not seek fans 
or popularity, they simply try to be a nice person. 
And finally step number five. Once you have a good positive image of yourself and your relationship with oth-
ers, stick to it! And remember to make sure it’s real! It shouldn’t be an act, in which you pretend to be someone 
you’re not. It must be a way of living. Your desire to be a role model must guide you in everything you do, whether 
it’s making decisions about drugs and alcohol, or working hard to succeed in sports or studies. There’s no aspect 
of your life that can’t be inspirational!
Ex. 7   2.I avoid taking the underground because it’s so overcrowded. 3. V  4.The neighbours threatened to call 
the police.  5.Teona suggested going out for a pizza.   6. V    7.I’d prefer to stay in and watch a video.   8. V
Ex. 8   2.to do    3.lying    4.hearing    5.winning    6.reading   7.to become    8.to achieve

UNIT 10 PARENTS AND CHILDREN   

Ex. 1 Points mentioned: Her favourite pastime; Monday morning; a maths class, an embarrassing moment.
Ex. 2 2.T   3.F   4.T   5.T   6.F   7.T
Ex. 3 1.Because she missed the school bus. / Because she overslept.  2.Maths   3.At about 2:30   4.Brazil     
 5.To have a look at the latest albums.   6.Because her father started dancing and playing an imaginary  
 guitar. 7.Because she thinks her father has no sense of rhythm.    
Ex. 4 2.f    3.g    4.a    5.h    6.e  7.b   8.c  
Ex. 5    2.e   3.f    4.g    5.b   6.a   7.d
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Ex. 6   Matching:  1.c   2.d   3.a   4.e   5.b     True/False:  1.F   2.T   3.T   4.F  5.T   6.F   7.T

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 6 are underlined) 

Interviewer:  Our studio guest today is Dr Rose Miller. She is here to answer our questions about the relationship 
between parents and their teenage children. Dr Miller, almost anything written or said about teenagers is likely to 
include words like ‘rebellious,’ ‘secretive,’ ‘moody’ or ‘self-centered’.  But do these words give a fair description of 
the typical teenager? Do they mean trouble for teenagers and their families? 
Dr Miller: Not necessarily. Many studies have been done on teenagers and their families and they do indeed 
show that many parents have serious conflicts with their teenage children. However, some of the research also 
shows that parents can live peacefully with their teenage kids, so long as they keep communication open and 
positive – so long as they encourage their kids to become independent while at the same time insisting that they 
respect rules – rules which of course must be reasonable.
Interviewer:  So why are teenagers so difficult?
Dr Miller: It’s true that teenagers like to do the strangest things. But we have to remember that this is all part of 
growing up. Some behaviour that adults may consider negative may also be considered quite normal for teenag-
ers.  Extravagant hair styles and clothing, messy rooms, listening to loud music, or sleeping late….. These are common 
ways that teenagers use to express their individuality. That’s why it is important for parents to ignore any behaviour 
that they can reasonably tolerate for the sake of their children’s growth and development. 
Interviewer:  Teenagers like arguing. Why is this?
Dr Miller:  Young people are developing intellectually. This is the reason why their parents often find themselves 
in arguments with them. Teenage children may simply be arguing because they like arguing and that’s all. When 
this happens, it’s probably best for the parent to just listen rather than try to win the argument. After all, listening 
doesn’t necessarily mean agreeing.
Interviewer:  And what should parents do to ease tension between themselves and their teenage children?
Dr Miller:  First of all, parents should always be interested in what their kids are doing. And they shouldn’t be hurt 
when their kids refuse to talk with them – or when they prefer to spend hours on the telephone sharing secrets 
with their friends. Their teenage children need privacy and parents should respect this need. Another important thing 
you can do if you are a parent is to look for reasons for giving praise – to catch them when they are doing something 
right and tell them you think what they are doing is great. Teenagers do want their parents to be with them when 
they have a problem. Teenage kids need to hear from their parents that they are loved. They need to feel that their 
parents will stand by them, whatever they do.   
Interviewer: Thank you, Dr Miller. It’s been very interesting talking to you.

Ex. 7 2.begins  3. We’re moving   4.We’re going to be   5.are we leaving   6.I’m going to see   7. I’ll send     
 8.you’ll have
Ex. 8 1.get / will phone   2.will break / are not    3.is your Granny going to do / retires   4.Will you be / get     
 5.will buy / stay    6.will not get / arrives   7.will have / pass

Unit 11 The best age to be  

Ex. 1 d.2    c.3    a.4   e.5
Ex. 3 2.Kote   3.Giorgi   4.Anna   5.Nini    6.Natia   7.Nini
Ex. 4 2.teenagers   3.finding your own way in the world, and having different opinions from parents 
 4.adults    5.beeing at university   6.people of different ages    7.teenagers
Ex. 5 2.c  3.a   4.f   5.b   6.d   7.h   8.g
Ex. 6 2.geometry   3.well-paid     4.obliged   5.rebellious     6.think   7.teenager (extra: amaze, younger)
Ex. 7 2.T   3.F   4.T   5.F   6.T    7.F
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Tapescript  (Keys to ex. 7 are underlined)

Interviewer: Today in our programme ‘Teenagers’ Lives’ we have a young guest from England. Ann is here to give 
her answers to some questions that have been sent in by Georgian teenagers. Let’s start with this one, from Keti 
in Akhaltsikhe. She wants to know what it’s like being a teenager in England.  Ann? 
Ann: I think teenagers in England do much the same as kids in Georgia do. They enjoy chatting and texting friends 
on their mobiles, hanging out with their mates, listening to the latest music on their MP3 players, shopping, just 
watching movies on TV or at the cinema. 
Interviewer: Thanks. And Tornike in Kutaisi sent me this one. Ann,  how do you usually spend your weekends?
Ann: Sometimes mum and I go into town and do some shopping. After shopping we always have fish and chips 
for lunch. Then we might pop into Sainsbury’s on our way back home. Sainsbury’s is one of the best-known British 
supermarkets, by the way. After that, I’ll probably sit around watching telly or doing my homework - English, His-
tory or Science. I usually spend the evenings surfing the Internet and chatting with my friends or reading teenage 
magazines.
Interviewer: I see. The next one is from Natia who is in Gori. She’d like to know how much pocket money the 
average British teenager gets.
Ann: The average pocket money for 12 to 16 year-olds is probably about £10 – 15 a week. 
Interviewer: OK. Now Kakha in Zugdidi wants to know if you like sports. What sports do you do?
Ann: Only swimming. But I do go swimming twice a week and I love it!
Interviewer: And the last question, from Salome who’s in Kobuleti. What’s your favourite film, or book?
Ann: I suppose my favourite film has to be Pirates of the Caribbean. I think Johnny Depp is a really fantastic actor. 
Interviewer: Thank you Ann.

Ex. 8 2.b   3.a   4.a   5.b   6.a   7.b    8.b
Ex. 9 2.I don’t think there is a perfect age.   3.If I could be any age I would probably be 25.   4.Ann is at univer 
 sity and shares a flat with friends.  5.Sandro spends two hours every day doing his math homework.    
 6.Salome has to make big choices about her future.   7.I think  that being a teenager is great. 

UNIT 12 RULES ARE RULES

Ex. 2 1.d   2.e   3.b / f    4.a /g    5.c
Ex. 3 2.T    3.T    4.T    5.T    6.F    7.F
Ex. 4 2.f    3.a    4.g   5.h    6.b    7.e   8.d
Ex. 5 2.respect   3.time   4.treated    5.banned    6.confiscated    7.reported    8.allowed    9.bullying     
 10.uniform     11.jewellery    12.prohibited (extra: interrupt) 
Ex. 6  Windstorm:  2.gone   3.need    4.winds    5.catch    6.mind    7.behind    8.minds    9.why   10.wrong     
 11.way   12.air   13.after   14.could   (extra: right)
Ex. 7 2.through   3.between    4.across    5.behind    6.over   7.opposite    8.to  (extra: outside, under)

REVISION THREE UNITS 9-12

Ex. 1 2.looking forward to seeing you all.   3.suggest hiring a car and traveling/we hire a car and travel round  
 Europe.  4. refuse to take part in anything illegal.  5.too young to look after her baby sister.   6.tall   
 enough to join a basketball team.   7. no use feeling sorry for yourself.    8.to the chemist’s to buy some  
 aspirin.  9.apologize for not telling you about the problem before.   10.no point in getting upset about  
 it. 11.given up riding his bike because there’s too much traffic.   12.not worth buying those skis if you  
 don’t go skiing.
Ex. 2 2.Have you ever been to Italy?   3.What film are they showing at the cinema?   4.I have an important  
 exam on June 7th.    5.I like surfing on the Internet very much.  6.Nata went to school when she was six.    
 7.I usually sit next to Nino at the English class.   8.What time does the bank open on Monday?   9.Marie’s  
 flat is on the third floor.  10.Gio is always late for school on Monday mornings.   11.I really want to travel  
 to/round Europe. 12.He works very hard in summer.
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Ex. 3 2.is going to be   3.will visit    4.will like    5.is going to work     6.are you going to do   7.Are you doing     
 8.are going   9.will get   10.go  11.begins   12.will probably find
Ex. 4 2.feeling rather sorry for himself   3.sky’s the limit   4.showing off   5.outburst of anger    6.feel obliged     
 7.looked up to    8.idle chat    9.gobbled down   10.obey rules    11.think for themselves   12.rest of his life   
 (extra: code of conduct, tell on your friends)
Ex. 5 2.farTod moazrovne   3.STagonebis, magaliTis mimcemi adamiani   4.gadamdebi   5.Wkuis 

 saswavlebeli leqcia    6.kvnesa, oxvra   7.warmosaxviTi   8.uxerxuli, sircxvilis momgvreli

 9.daJineba   10.uimedo   11.SiSis momgvreli   12.meamboxe, daumorHilebeli   13.mozrdili 

 adamiani   14.gaoceba   15. mopyroba   16.pativiscema   17.kritikuli, sagangebo mdgomareoba  

 18. Tavi dan acileba  19.Seqeba    20.daHagvra, daSineba   21. danaSauli, kanonis darRveva   

 22.damuqreba   23.ormxrivi   24.ndoba   25.Zaladoba  26. iaraRi   27.punqtualuri      

 28.saxis gamometyveleba   29.momTmeni/pacienti  30.aRiareba

UNIT 13 THE STORY OF BRITAIN AND ITS LANGUAGE

Ex. 2 a.7   b.5  c.2   d.9   e.1   f.6   g.4   h.8   i.3
Ex. 3 1.Latin   2.Saint Augustine   3.Scandinavia   4.Middle English   5.William Caxton   6. The first British immi 
 grants   
Ex. 4 2.e   3.a    4.g    5.h    6.b    7.d    8.f
Ex. 5 2.signature  3.speech   4.including   5.reality   6.power   7.laws   8.decisions   9.opening   10.symbol  (ex 
 tras: beat, invaded)
Ex. 6 1,3, 5 and 7 are true.

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 6 are underlined)  

I’d like to talk today about some of the most important features of the history of Britain. 
Most people would agree that Stonehenge is the most important prehistoric monument in Britain. It dates back to 
the Bronze Age - between 3,000 and 1,500 BC – so it’s 4 or 5 thousand years old. It consists of a double ring of 
enormous stones, about 10 metres high, and we think that it was probably built so that religious festivals could 
be held there. Julius Caesar, who later became the Roman Emperor, first attacked the Britons in 54 BC. The Ro-
mans invaded Britain again in 43 AD and  stayed in Britain for 400 years.  

The Vikings were warriors and pirates who came across the North Sea from Norway and Denmark and they set-
tled in parts of Northern and Western Europe, including Britain. In fact, Vikings occupied almost all of Britain during 
the 9th and 10th centuries. Another invader was William the Conqueror, who came from Normandy in France. He 
invaded Britain in 1066 and his army defeated the Anglo-Saxons at the Battle of Hastings, on the south coast. 
1215 is a date to remember in British history. That was when the Church and the nobles forced the king - King 
John - to sign a political document called the ‘Magna Carta’. The Magna Carta imposed limits on the power of the 
king. So it was, in a sense, a very small first step towards democracy in Britain.

A century later, the longest war in history started. It was between France and England and, since it lasted from 
the 1340s to the 1450s, it is known as the Hundred Years War. The reason for the war was that the English wanted 
to make France part of their kingdom; they wanted to rule France. So, for more than a century, each new Eng-
lish king sent an army to France, where they won, or lost, a little territory. Henry VIII was king of England in the 
16th century, when all the English were Catholics, under the Pope in Rome. A problem arose because Henry VIII 
wanted to divorce his wife, but when he asked the Pope for permission to do this, the Pope refused to give him 
a divorce. This disagreement between the Pope and the King eventually led to the Church in England breaking 
away from the Roman Catholic Church. And the English Church became a Protestant Church in 1534. Later, Henry 
had five more wives – two of whom he actually executed!

Ex. 7 2.The drowning boy was rescued (by a lifeguard).   3.Our leaking roof is being repaired (by the workers)     
 4.The president will be protected (by a bodyguard) 24 hours a day.   5.More than 30 people were 
 being held hostage (by bank robbers).   6.Dinosaur remains have been found (by archaeologists).   
 7. Our flight might be delayed (by bad weather conditions).   8.The explosion had been caused (by a petrol leak).
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Ex. 8 1.has been adopted   2.is said   3.was used   4.was … used   5.is considered   6.is … worn   7.is celebrated

Unit 14 The future of English

Ex. 2 2.Maria    3.Max    4.Adam   5.Tina   6.Maria   7.Jake     
Ex. 3 2.a   3.f   4.c   5.g   6.e   7.b
Ex. 4 2.common    3.political     4.since    5.exports   6.screens   7.characters’   8.completely    9.scientists     
 10.appear  (extra: films, show)
Ex. 5 Diana - c ; Bob-d; Caroline-a;  Tom-e  (b-extra)

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 5 are underlined)

I am Diana: I’m very worried about the future of English. Some teenagers today can hardly read or write it at all. 
Even on the radio or TV you can hear slang and grammatical mistakes every day. A language is like a garden – you 
have to control it. English is becoming a jungle…

I am Bob: I think the name of the language will change. Soon, people won’t call it English, they will call it ‘Ameri-
can’. Don’t you agree? I mean, these days the capital of the English language is Washington, not London.

I am Caroline: English grammar will change more and more quickly in the future. It’s already happening, in fact. 
Soon nobody will speak the English people speak today. In future English will sound strange, as other languages 
will influence it and change it. It will sound like the nineteenth century English does to us now.

I am Tom: What’s going to happen to English? I don’t know. I’ve never thought about it – I just speak it. 

Ex. 6 2.certainty    3.uncertainty  4.certainty      5.uncertainty    6.certainty    7.uncertainty
Ex.7: 2.can’t   3.may/might/could    4.must    5.can’t    6.may/might/could    7.must

UNIT 15 AMERICA THE  BEAUTIFUL 

Ex. 2 2.D   3.B    4.A    5.D    6.A    7.B     
Ex. 3 2.True    3.False    4.False    5.False    6.True    7. True
Ex. 4 2.f    3.d    4.a   5.g   6.b   7.e 
Ex. 5 2.huge   3.torch    4.crown   5.Liberty   6.gift   7.world   8.visitors   9.harbour   10.disappeared     
 11.immigrated   12.peace  (extra: amazing)   
Ex. 6 1.b   2.c   3.a   4.c   5.a    6.b

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 5 are underlined)

In 1492 the Italian Christopher Columbus was the first European to sail across the Atlantic. He arrived at the 
island of Guanhani just off the coast from Florida. The problem was that he thought he’d arrived in India, and this 
is why he called the Native Americans ‘Indians’. Thomas Jefferson, who would later become the third American 
President, drafted the Declaration of Independence in 1776. Jefferson was a man of wide learning – today we 
would call him an intellectual -  and he had very liberal ideas about power and authority. He was against placing 
too much power in the hands of the president. From 1776 to 1782, the American army fought and won the War 
of American Independence against the British. The American army was led by George Washington and, in 1789, 
he was elected first president of the USA. He served two terms as President and is rightly called the father of his 
country. 

English people started to settle in America from 1607, and these first settlers were followed, in the next thirty years, 
by more than 250.000 more immigrants from all over Britain. Some years later, great numbers of Germans and 
Italians also arrived. They left their homes in Europe to seek a better life in America. First because they were 
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poor but also because in their own countries they were being badly treated on account of their religious beliefs. 
Black slaves were common in the southern American states but not in the northern states. President Abraham 
Lincoln said that the government would not be divided between those who encouraged slavery and those who 
were against it. So he decided to end slavery in the whole USA. In the resulting terrible Civil War between the 
North and South, half a million soldiers lost their lives between 1861and 1865. 

Ex. 7 2.have / can call   3.will not (won’t ) feel  / take   4.will wash / does not rain  5.will not (won’t) go / tell    
 6.will you do / is   7. send  / will reply  8. do not (don’t) save / will not (won’t) go
Ex. 8 2.f / will you help   3.e / found    4.a / will win   5.g / were you   6.b / failed   7.c / don’t phone   

UNIT 16 TIME TO READ

Ex. 1 American  English: fall, movie, elevator, first floor, shades, automobiles, sidewalk, pocketbook, cab, apart-
ment, store, garbage, candy (bar), subway, movie theatre;  American spelling: dialog, favorite, realized, theater.      

Ex. 2  2.F   3.F    4.T    5.F   6.F   7.T   8.T
Ex. 3  1. (a pair of) shades    2.sidewalk    3.pocketbook    4.row   5.elevator   6.cab   7.apartment   8.pair    9.cra-

zy   
Ex. 4  1.quickly    2.American    3.Spanish    4.independence    5.expressions   6.dangerous   7.Europeans    8.dif-

ferences
Ex. 5    2.recognized      3.mysteries        4.best-selling     5.appeared    6.average     7.adult    8.characters     

9.aimed     10.central     (extra: fiction, teen)
Ex. 6    Down by the Stream:  2.house    3.strange    4.surprise   5.time    6.love    7.life    8.love   9.nights    

10.flights    11.minds   12.light  (extra: live)
Ex. 7    2.had better    3.don’t have to    4.have to     5.should     6.mustn’t      7.must
Ex. 8    2.I have to dress   3.had better start medical treatment   4.should know about the local rules    5.had bet-

ter drive   6.mustn’t enter this 

REVISION FOUR UNITS 13-16

Ex. 1 2.Our flight to New York was delayed by bad weather.   3.Avril Lavigne’s new album will be released soon.    
 4.How is the word ‘thorough’ pronounced?   5.It is often said that drinking green tea reduces stress.    
 6.Zura should be rewarded for handing in all the money to the police.   7.Steven Spielberg has been  
 nominated for the best director prize.   8.Exams have to be taken almost every year at our school.   9.It  
 is believed that there will soon be a cure for this disease.  10.Alex was unhappy because he hadn’t been  
 chosen for the team.  11.An arts festival is being planned for this summer.  12. Can old Beatles’ records  
 be borrowed from the central library? 
Ex. 2 2.g /  will live 3.k / would you change  4.a / didn’t work   5.h / would have   6.j / are not  7.b / would ac 
 cept  8.e / don’t use   9.l / knew   10.c / will not break  11.f / told   12.i / have to 
Ex. 3 2.have to   3.Do you have to  4.must   5.shouldn’t    6.must   7.mustn’t   8.don’t have to   9.can’t    10. ‘d  
 better   11.mustn’t  12. must
Ex. 4 2.dressed up   3.back row   4.pair of shades   5.movie theatre   6.foreign language   7.momentous occa 
 sion    8.significant date   9.varieties of English   10.for instance   11.took the place   12.declared inde 
 pendence   (extra: apartment building, extraordinary costumes)
Ex. 5  2.tomi  3.gansakuTrebulad aRniSvna   4.hercogi   5.damarcxeba   6.marTlwera   7.Senaxva   8. cotaxnis  

 winandeli    9.policieli   10.brWyviala   11.movlena   12.didmniSvnelovani   13.pirveli 

 versiis dawera   14.gansja   15.gamocxadeba  16.TiTqmis   17.sazRvargareT  18.darCena   19.lifti    

 20.trotuari   21.safule   22.taqsi/etli   23.metro   24.nagavi   25. bina  26.Warbwoniani  

 27.uvnebeli, uwyinari  28.udanaSaulo, uwyinari  29.saxlis mesakuTre  30.mayurebeli    
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UNIT 17 THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD 

Ex. 2 2.F     3.T    4.T    5.F    6.T    7.T
Ex. 3 1.The Statue of Zeus     2.The Temple of Artemis    3.The Lighthouse of Alexandria    4.The Great Pyramid  
 of Giza  5.The Mausoleum of Halicarnassus    6.The Colossus of Rhodes   7.The Hanging Gardens of Baby 
 lon
Ex. 4 2.marvel / wonder   3.immortalize   4.Mediterranean   5.lighthouse   6.collapse   7.ivory   8.ban      
 9.harbour   10.scrap metal   11.artificial    12.fertility    13.attempt
Ex. 5 2.announced  3.part   4.list    5.marvels    6.represent    7.raised    8.restoration  9. sites
 (extra: artificial, harbour)
Ex. 6 1.c   2.e   3.a   4.g   5.b  

Tapescript  

Number 1: This newly-elected world wonder was built between the 5th century BC and the 16th century. It is the 
world’s longest man-made structure ever built and stretches more than 6400 kilometres. It is said to be the only 
monument visible from space. Its original purpose was to provide a defence system, to keep out invading Mongol 
tribes. Many thousands of workers must have given their lives to build this colossal construction.

Number 2: This marvel of classical architecture, built around 70 AD, is the only finalist from Europe to be includ-
ed in the top seven. The design of almost every modern sports stadium is based on this famous amphitheatre. It 
was built to celebrate the glory of the Roman Empire and could hold up to 50,000 spectators – spectators who 
came to watch bloody, and often fatal, sports involving gladiators, wild animals and prisoners.

Number 3:  This white marble mausoleum is a monument to true love. It was built by Emperor Shah Jahan to hon-
our the memory of his beloved late wife. Construction began in 1632 and took 12 years to complete. This monu-
ment is regarded as the most perfect example of Muslim art and architecture in India and is one of the world’s 
most recognizable buildings.

Number 4: This archaeological wonder is often called ‘The Lost City’. The ancient ruins of what was once a busy 
Incan city lie high up on the Andes Plateau, deep in the Amazon jungle and above the Urubamba River. Built in 
the 15th century by Incas, this magnificent city was ‘lost’ for three centuries, before being rediscovered in 1911 
by the American archaeologist Hiram Bingham.

Number 5: This 38-metre-tall statue, an enormous monument to Christianity, stands at the top of the Corcovado 
mountain overlooking Rio de Janeiro. It symbolizes the warmth and hospitable nature of the Brazilian people, 
who receive visitors with open arms. The statue took five years to construct and was inaugurated on October 12, 
1931.

Ex. 7 2.You had/You’d better wear a warm coat today.   3.Do you think I should go to Ann’s party? / Should I  
 go to Ann’s party?  4.You shouldn’t miss the Allstars concert on Saturday night.   5.I wouldn’t take Dad’s  
 car without asking him if I were you. / If I were you, I wouldn’t take Dad’s car without asking him.    6.You  
 ought to see a dentist.

UNIT 18  STARS

Ex. 2 1.b   2.a   3.e   4.c (extra: d)
Ex. 3 2.A (motion picture/film) camera   3.2,500    4.$ 25,000    5.Sponsors   6.In 2000   
Ex. 4 2.birthplace   3.fee    4.inaugurate   5.hire   6.blockbuster   7.blank   8.commemorate
Ex. 5 2.star    3.youngest    4.accept    5.silent film    6.Fictional    7. awarded to (extra: blockbuster, fee)
Ex. 6 2.interest him    3.performed stunts himself    4.was excited    5.never got seriously injured 
 6.hurt his finger   7.when you surprise yourself
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Tapescript (Keys to ex. 6 are underlined)

Tom Cruise achieves the impossible 
Hollywood superstar Tom Cruise has received numerous awards and holds a star on the Walk of Fame. He has 
everything: good looks, talent, intelligence, and charm. He is considered to be one of the most powerful and 
influential actors in Hollywood and no other actor is as good as he is at persuading studios to make difficult films. 
Here’s what he says about power and making money: 
‘I didn’t become an actor to have power but it just happens that I have it and so I have a lot of opportunities. I 
also realise that power doesn’t last forever in this career, so I want to make the most of it. I want to make the kinds of 
pictures that interest me, that’s all. I’ve never done work for money.’ 

It must be said that Tom Cruise is a really ambitious actor and he has been able to star in so many different films. 
He has been outstanding, whether playing in The Last Samurai or dramas or blockbusters. When he was working 
on one of his films Cruise insisted on doing his own stunts on motorbikes and in cars. He also climbed a 1500-foot 
cliff in the movie’s opening shots. I asked him why he did it. ‘I do it because it’s fun. I’m not a great mountain climber, 
but things like that excite me. I’m really on that mountain. It’s not done with special effects. And, during the fight 
scenes for instance, when things come dangerously close, that’s all real.’ Cruise insists he has never really been in 
danger. ‘I just hurt my finger once and that was it. I never really got injured. The exciting part of acting - I don’t know 
how else to explain it – is those moments when you surprise yourself. For me, the thing about film-making is that I 
give it everything, that’s why I work so hard.’

Ex. 7.: 2.Can I wear whatever I want at school?    3.Is it OK if I speak in the corridors with other students?/Is it  
 OK to speak...    4.May I use my mobile phone during the break ?    5.Can I call the teachers by their first  
 names?  6.Is it allowed to take drinks into classes? /Am I allowed to take drinks into classes?    7.Could I  
 stay in the classroom after the lesson today?

UNIT 19 WEDDING TRADITIONS 

Ex. 3    2.T   3.F    4.T    5.F   6.T   7.T
Ex. 4    2.China    3.Italy     4.Germany    5.India    6.Western Europe
Ex. 5    2.h   3.b   4.d   5.a   6.e   7.f   8.g
Ex. 6    2.couple   3.events    4.congratulate   5.greetings    6.wood    7.diamonds (extra: ring, groom)
Ex. 7    a.3   b.2    c.1   d.6   e.4   f.8.  g.5    h.7

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 7 are underlined)

I’ll never forget my grandparents’ 60th wedding anniversary. We started planning it well in advance. The first 
thing we did was to make a list of all the guests we wanted to invite. Next, we ordered the flowers. My aunt  was in 
charge of decorating all the tables with the flowers. They really looked magnificent!  The night before the big 
celebration day, we all got together in the big room to put up the decorations. Then, we arranged all the tables and 
chairs and covered the tables with white tablecloths. The big room  turned into a truly magical place. And there 
was even a huge banner, with ‘Happy 60th Anniversary’ written on it in big white letters. We divided the actual 
celebration into two parts.  In the first part my grandparents welcomed the guests and then,  a reporter from a local 
paper took a photo of them - which appeared in the paper next day, by the way. 

The second part was a big family dinner with all the relatives we’d invited from all over the country.
We sat down for the meal but before we started to eat, Grandpa said how thankful he was to God for giving him 
such a wonderful life with such a wonderful wife, and such wonderful children and grandchildren. Then he went 
on to recall a whole list of special events and happy memories from his life. Before he’d finished speaking, Grand-
ma stopped him - as she often had to do – and told him the food was getting cold!  But, by the time Grandpa sat 
down, almost everyone had tears in their eyes. The next thing was the opening of the gifts and we all stood round 
Grandpa laughing and chatting at the same time. Finally, it was time to pack up the gifts, wash the dishes, and clean 
the room. So that, when we left, everything was back to normal. For my grandparents, the day of their 60th 
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wedding anniversary was a very special memory for the rest of their years together. And today, every time I step 
into that particular room in our house, I can still see my grandparents standing in the receiving line welcoming all 
their friends and loved ones.

Ex. 8 2.offers   3.invites    4.asks for direction  5.offer     6.invites   7.asks for direction
Ex. 9 2.this the right way to the Marjanishvili theatre?    3.you tell me the way to the city centre?   4.it all right  
 if I use your telephone?    5.you like to go to the park later?     6.about watching the film?    7.like me to  
 answer the phone for you?

UNIT 20 A CULTURAL CALENDAR

Ex. 1 2.c   3.b   4.c   5.a
Ex. 2 1.C  2.B   3.A   4.E (extra: D)
Ex.  3 

Ex. 4 2. keep an eye on   3.mega event     4.prestigious award    5. support    6.song contest  
 7.theatre-goersr  
Ex. 5 2.internationally    3.information    4.performance   5.viewers   6.actress    7.prestigious
Ex. 6 2.stage   3.performances    4.live    5.contemporary    6.chance    7.hit (extra: prestigious, classic)
Ex. 7 A Dozing Day:   2.sky   3.road    4.sight   5.smiles     6.eyes  7.delight    8.mind    9.summer  10.light (extra:  
 cloud, kind)
Ex. 8 2.Although   3.who   4.that     5.despite   6.so   7.that

REVISION  FIVE UNITS 17-20

Ex. 1 2.it all right if I borrow your book?   3.about (a) meeting tomorrow at 6?   4.you tell me the way to Rus 
 taveli Avenue?    5.this the right way to the stadium? 6.I look the word up in a dictionary?   7.allowed  
 to drive a car at the age of 16?   8.can’t smoke here.    9.OK if I leave/for me to leave the lesson early  
 today?   10.mind if I turn the volume down?    11.possible to start the lesson earlier tomorrow?   12.going  
 to the disco?
Ex. 2 2.In spite of the traffic jam, Irakli wasn’t late.   3.We waited with our friends until their bus arrived.     
 4.We’ll take a taxi when we arrive at the airport.   5.Nick doesn’t play any instrument but he sings very  
 well./ Nick sings very well, but he doesn’t play any instrument.    6.Natia phoned her parents as soon  
 as the exam results arrived.   7.It is the book that I bought yesterday./ That’s the book I bought yester 
 day. / Have you seen the book which I bought yesterday?   8.Kote missed his station because he fell  
 asleep on the train.   9.Mari enjoys sports so she has joined the tennis club.   10.Mrs. Brown opened the  
 parcel since she believed it was for her.   11.I will get upset if you don’t let me use your computer.    12.It  
 was such a surprise that I didn’t know what to say. 
Ex. 3 2.We should not invite too many people.   3.Mari ought to study harder before the exams.
 4.Why don’t you buy a new sweater?    5.You had better/’d better take a taxi.    6.You shouldn’t watch the  
 TV up to so late.   7.You should not spend all weekend chatting and shopping.
 8.You ought to take the medicine with you when you go on holiday.    
 9.You ought to fasten the seat belts  
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The Eurovision Song 
Contest  

Cannes Film Festival

New Wave

Venice Film Festival

Georgia October _

Cannes May Palme d’Or (Golden Palm)

May __
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Venice, Italy
Late August or 
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Golden Lion, Volpi Cup

Events Place Dates/Time of year Main award
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 while on the plane.    10.Why don’t you do the washing up now?    11.You had better/’d better tell Nino  
 the truth.   12.You should take driving lessons before you buy a car.
Ex. 4 2.violent earthquake   3.completely restored   4.long-running   5.keep an eye   6.contemporary theatre   
 7.blank stars    8.pay a fee   9.famous sidewalk   10.engagement ring    11.loud firecrackers 
 12.practical use   (extra: evil spirits, song contest)          
Ex. 5 2.konkursi, Sejibri   3.aRdgena   4.mxaris daWera, gulSematkivroba 5.akrZalva   

 6.gataceba   7.saqmro, nefe   8.ganwmenda   9.SuSxuna   10.jildo 11.saswauli   12.spilos    

 Zvali  13.mayurebeli   14.akldama   15.oficialurad, sajarod gaxsna   

 16.aRniSvna (aRniSnavs)   17.gadasaxadi  18.daqiraveba 19.prestiJuli   20.dabadebis adgili   21.carieli    

 22.patarZali 23. ukvdavyofa   24.xmelTaSua (zRva)   25.Suqura   26.boroti  27.niSnoba    

 28.dangreva, Hamongreva   29.Zalian didi, bumberazi   30.importireba, Semotana.

 
UNIT 21   ANGRY  PROTESTS

 
Ex. 2 2.e    3.a    4.f     5.b    6.d
Ex. 3 2. T   3.T    4.F   5.T   6.F   7. T
Ex. 4 2.f   3.a   4.g   5.h   6.b   7.d   8.e
Ex. 5 2.blow    3.gunpowder    4.gang   5. appears    6.common   7.’guy’    8.government    9.event   10.cellars   
 (extras: execute, profitable)
Ex. 6 1.T     2.T     3.F    4.F    5.T    6.T  

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 6 are underlined)
 
In 1978 I was a student at Tbilisi State University. Of course at that time our country was part of the Soviet Union 
and there were lots of angry protests, especially by students, against the Soviet style of ruling. We felt that we 
had to stand up for our country’s rights. It was important for us to maintain our cultural identity. So we were 
always looking for opportunities to speak out against Soviet rule – to show that we were angry. One such op-
portunity was on April 14, 1978. On that day there were thousands of Georgians in the streets. They were there 
to protest against the Soviet government’s decision to remove Georgian as the official state language of the republic 
and declare Russian as the state language. They wanted to replace Georgian as the official state language! About 
20,000 people, mainly university students, marched to the government building in downtown Tbilisi. The Soviet 
police managed to stop many of the marchers, but there were still around 5000 people who managed to reach the 
government building. Then the building was surrounded by soldiers. Those protesters who weren’t in front of the 
government building gathered at Tbilisi State University, some inside and some outside. That’s where me and my 
friends were. 
 
Today, after all these years, I still think that this demonstration was one of the most important events I have ever 
been present at. We all believed we could do something to change the ideas of the politicians. What I felt most 
I think was pride - I was proud of myself and proud of everybody else who was there. At one point, the situation 
looked as if it was getting really dangerous. We thought that the Soviet troops  might start beating us up. But we 
were very determined – it made me realize just how powerful the Georgian spirit of rebellion really is. Anyway, in 
the end, after this mass protest, the Kremlin decided to give in – to drop the idea of Russian as a state language, 
and to recognize the existing status of the Georgian language. I think this incredible event was probably the begin-
ning of Georgia’s national movement -  which, as we all know, eventually led to the declaration of Georgian inde-
pendence on April 9, 1991. 

Ex. 7    2.the other     3.others     4.the others    5.another     6.other    7.Other  
Ex. 8    2.the other /another   3.another / the other   4.others / the others     5.another   6.the others   7.other
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UNIT 22  WHAT ARE CHILDREN’S RIGHTS?  

Ex. 3 2.a   3.g   4.c   5.f    6.e   7.d     
Ex. 4 2.F   3.T   4.F   5.F   6.T   7.T
Ex. 5 2.d   3.g   4.a   5.h   6.b   7.f    8.e 
Ex. 6 2.physically   3.harmful    4.responsibilities   5.protection    6.movement 7.medical 
Ex. 7 2.physically   3.developing   4.healthcare  5.harmful   6.participate  7.support (extra: mine, wages)
Ex. 8 2. To help children in different countries / who were affected by World War II.  3.To help the children with   
 AIDS   4.In 2005   5.in 1965   6.Collect money for UNICEF   7.190

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 8 are underlined) 

Interviewer: In today’s program we have a special guest. Jane Brown is a UNICEF representative and she will 
speak about the organisation and what they do to help children around the world.  First of all Jane, how did 
UNICEF start?
Jane: UNICEF, the usual name for the United Nations Children’s Fund, was created by the United Nations Gen-
eral Assembly in 1946. When it started, it was called the United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund 
-UNICEF for short - and its purpose at that time was to help children in different countries who were affected by 
World War II, which of course had just ended. Its main job was to provide these children with food and healthcare. 
In 1953, the name of the organisation was shortened to United Nations Children’s Fund, but it has continued to 
be known by its old name UNICEF. 
Interviewer: What are your main goals?
Jane: Our goals are to help the children wherever they are. Every year about 9 million children under the age 
of five die from pneumonia, malaria, starvation, poor hygiene and unsafe water. One of our priorities is to help 
children who are affected by AIDS. These children often experience poverty, homelessness, and early death. In 
2005 UNICEF and other partners started a campaign Unite for Children, Unite against AIDS. Children should not 
be dying if there is a chance of saving them. 
Interviewer: There is so much you have done for children and their families and I know you have received many 
awards for your work.
Jane: Yes, that’s right. UNICEF was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1965.  
Interviewer: Do children participate in any of your events? I mean do you have any programmes in which chil-
dren help children? 
Jane: That’s a good question. In the United States, Canada and some other countries, UNICEF is known for its 
“Trick-Or-Treat for UNICEF” program in which children collect money for UNICEF from the houses they trick-or-treat 
at on Halloween night.
Interviewer: In how many countries do you have your representatives?
Jane: UNICEF is present in 190 countries around the world.   
Interviewer: Thank you Jane. And our next guest is...

Ex.  9  1.an    2. the   3. zero article   4.the   5.the   6.the  7.the
Ex. 10 1.the    2.the    3.a    4.the    5.zero article   6.the   7.the  

UNIT 23 RARE ANIMALS      

Ex. 2 Africa - giraffe;   Europe - wolf;  North America and South America - jaguar; North America - bison; Aus 
 tralia - koala
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Ex. 4  2.Grey wolf   3.Jaguars   4.Grey wolf    5.Grey wolf     6.Bison
Ex. 5 2.g    3.d    4.h    5.b    6.c    7.a    8.f
Ex. 6    2.pups   3.cubs   4.calfs    5.a pouch   6. a mammal    7. a paw
Ex. 7    2. a   3.c     4.a     5.c    6.a    7.c 

Tapescript  (Keys to ex. 7 are underlined) 

Life in the sea

Today in our programme ‘life in the sea’ we’ll be talking about whales and dolphins.
There are over 80 different species of whale, the biggest of which is the blue whale. These can be over 30 meters 
long and weigh up to 150 tons. This means that a blue whale’s heart is 2 meters long and it weighs half a ton! Its 
tongue is three meters thick and it’s heavier than an elephant. 

Whales are mammals, not fish, which means that they have warm blood and they feed their young on milk. They 
are very intelligent and enjoy playing. In fact, they spend three times longer playing than looking for food. One 
more interesting thing about whales is that they ‘sing’ to each other underwater, and these songs can travel a 
long way, as much as 850 kilometers.
Before 1986 hunters were killing thousands of whales every year. But today many countries have stopped this 
cruel industry, so that now, for the first time since the 20th century, the whale population is starting to grow again.

Turning to dolphins now…. There are over 28 different species of dolphin. On average they are about two meters 
long and they can swim as fast as 45 kph. A dolphin’s brain is actually bigger than a human being’s and this may 
explain why dolphins can understand each other, and they can even copy human speech. Dolphins live in groups, 
not alone, and if one member of the group becomes ill, or old, the others look after it. As you know, fishermen 
catch fish in enormous nets. Unfortunately these nets also, accidentally, catch a lot of dolphins and scientists 
calculate that about 125,000 dolphins die like this every year. That’s 300 dolphins every day.

Ex. 8     2.much    3.much     4.much     5.much heavier    6.a lot more    7.smaller

dangersdescription population Habitat Food lifespan

Snow 
leopard

Giraffe

Grey wolf

Jaguar

Bison

Koala

Looks like a 
big cat, but 
doesn’t roar

Tallest 
animal, has 
small horns

Resembles 
German 
shepherds

Largest cat 
on the Ameri-
can conti-
nent. Has a 
spotted fur.

Largest land 
mammal

Has a pouch

3,500 to 
7,000 in the 
wild, 600-700 
in zoos

200,000

_

_ _

_ _

_

_

_

_

unknown

500,000

100,000

Mountains

Forests/plains

Rainforests, 
swamps.

Forests

Deer, crocodiles, 
snakes, monkeys, 
turtles, eggs, frogs, 
fish and anything 
else they can catch.

Wild sheep and 
goats

Grass

Leaves

25 years

18-22 
years

21 years

Hunting for 
their meat, 
coat and 

tails.

Conflict 
with people

Hunting

Hunting for 
their fur

Illegal 
hunting 
for the 

fur trade

Ex. 3 
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UNIT 24  TIME TO READ

Ex. 3 2.She was scared.    3.She exclaimed and gave Julie a warm hug.    4.Proud/ Happy/ Glad    5.Becuase  
 she felt/thought as though she was missing many questions.   6.Because Julie’s mother also went to Har 
 vard.   7.The way Julie studied.    8.That  she was accepted at the university.
Ex. 4 2.T   3.T    4.F   5.T    6.F    7. F
Ex. 5 2.glance   3.break up    4.admit    5.exclaim  6.proud
Ex. 6 2.d   3.e   4.a   5.c   6.g   7.f   8.h
Ex. 7 2.accepted   3.exclaimed    4.dreamed    5.proud    6.admit    7.scared    8.sense (extra: completely,  
 folded).
Ex. 8 Beautiful:   2.around    3.nights   4.feelings    5.high    6.reasons   7.days    8.over    9.life  (extra: full,  
 again)
Ex.  9 2.f   3.d    4.e   5.a   6.g   7.c
Ex. 10 2.undercooked    3.multinational     4.underpaid    5.imagination    6.unbelievable.   7.stressful

REVISION  SIX       UNITS   21-24

Ex. 1 2.very similar to    3.much taller   4.the other day   5.other    6.others   7. bigger    8.another   9.the other     
 10.other   11.others   12.much
Ex. 2 2.the   3.the   4.The   5.a   6.the   7.the   8.the   9.0  10.0   11.a   12.0
Ex. 3 2.unpacked    3.has disappeared    4.overslept    5.unlock    6.competition    7.information   8.social      
 9.careful      10.impatient     11.monolingual    12.impossible
Ex. 4 2.illegally hunted    3.were executed     4.proud of her    5.right to protection     6.population ... went  
 down    7.harmful for their health     8.endangered species    9.in surprise     10.equal chance   11.blow up      
 12.glanced across (extra: warm hug, natural habitat)
Ex. 5  2.sacxovrebeli   3.vaWari    4. wamoZaxeba    5.amayi    6. jgufi, banda   7.denTi   8.sardafi   9.daaxloebiT     

 10.wamieri Sexedva    11.movlenebi   12.aRiareba   13.momgebiani   14.maRaro    15.xetiali     16.bunebrivi  

 saarsebo garemo   17.dacva  18.gaerTianeba   19.marTva   20.Tanabari   21.mavne, saziano   22.sulierad     

 23.dacva   24.Semcireba    25.Waobi    26.sikvdiliT dasja   27.moTxovna    28.xelfasi   29.hgavs     

 30.safrTxeSi myofi


